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Abstract
A drive towards leaner engineering has seen the use of physical prototypes become a
limiting factor in the development of new products. Consequently, alternative pro-
totyping methods are of interest. With their ability to reduce cost, accelerate time
to market, and optimize products to higher levels of performance and reliability, vir-
tual methods oﬀer an attractive alternative. Methods for virtual prototyping with
respect to visual design and engineering (i.e CAD and CAE) are particularly well
developed. Unfortunately, the same cannot be said in the realm of acoustics. Al-
though numerical methods, such as ﬁnite and boundary element analysis, are able to
predict, with some accuracy, the passive properties of simple assembly components,
they currently lack the ability to accurately model more complex vibro-acoustic com-
ponents, for example vibration sources and their associated vibratory mechanisms.
Consequently, the adoption of any virtual acoustic prototyping (VAP) methodol-
ogy will require some element of experimental work. As such, this Thesis concerns
the development and implementation of experimental methods for the independent
characterisation of assembly components, with particular emphasis on in-situ ap-
proaches. The methods discussed in this work will focus on the determination of
active and passive sub-structure properties that may be recombined virtually within
a dynamic sub-structuring framework so as to construct a VAP. A well constructed
VAP will allow for an engineer to `listen' to a product without it having to phys-
ically exist. With the growing importance of product sound quality, this oﬀers a
considerable advantage, particularly in the early stages of product development.
Work begins by developing an in-situ method for the independent characterisation of
resilient coupling elements. The approach holds a number of advantages over current
methods as it may be applied to arbitrary structures and over a wide frequency range.
In order to provide a ﬂexible and workable method that may be used in a practical
scenario three experimental extensions are provided. These extensions concern; the
ﬁnite diﬀerence approximation for rotational degrees of freedom, the round trip
identity for remote measurement positions, and generalised transmissibility for the
use of operationally determinable quantities. Experimental studies show that the
proposed method, and its extensions, are capable of determining the independent
iii
passive properties of coupling elements from a range of diﬀerent assembly types with
good accuracy.
The in-situ characterisation approach goes on to form the basis of a novel in-situ
decoupling procedure which is shown to accurately determine the independent free
interface frequency response functions (FRFs) of resiliently coupled source and re-
ceiver sub-structures. The decoupling procedure provides a convenient alternative
to the free suspension of a sub-structure whilst providing a number of potential
beneﬁts, for example, characterisation whilst under representative mounting condi-
tions. The approach is validated experimentally and used to decouple both single
and multi-contact resonant assemblies with great success.
The in-situ blocked force approach is re-introduced to the reader as a method for
independently characterising the active component of a source sub-structure. Meth-
ods for assessing uncertainties involved are also discussed. The blocked force method
is subsequently extended so as to allow for an estimate of uncertainties to be made.
The concept of error propagation is investigated and an experimental study pre-
sented. This study is aimed at providing an example of the in-situ blocked forces
application, whilst validating the proposed measure of uncertainty.
The Thesis concludes with an experimental case study utilizing the methods pro-
posed throughout. This case study concerns the construction of a VAP whereby
an electric pump is resiliently coupled to a cavity backed plate. It is shown that,
together, the proposed methods allow for the construction of a VAP capable of pre-
dicting, with reasonable accuracy, the operational pressure and velocity response of
an assembly.
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PART I. INTRODUCTION AND
LITERATURE REVIEW
1Introduction
This introductory Chapter will outline the context behind the work presented in this
Thesis and introduce the `Virtual Acoustic Prototype' (VAP) concept. Following
this the topics, aims and objectives of this Thesis will be discussed, and lastly, its
structure outlined.
Contents
1.1 Research Context and the VAP Approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
1.2 Thesis Topics, Aims and Objectives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
1.3 Thesis Outline . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
1.1 Research Context and the VAP Approach
A drive towards leaner engineering has seen the use of physical prototypes become
a limiting factor in both new product development (NPD) and the continual devel-
opment of existing products. Consequently, alternative prototyping methods are of
interest. With their ability to reduce cost, accelerate time to market, and optimize
products to higher levels of performance and reliability, virtual prototyping methods
are considered the most suitable alternative, particularly with regards to the assess-
ment of vibro-acoustic performance. Garcia et al.[1] deﬁne a virtual prototype as
A computer-based simulation of a system or subsystem with a degree of functional
realism comparable to a physical prototype" and furthermore the process of virtual
prototyping as The process of using a virtual prototype, in lieu of a physical proto-
type, for test and evaluation of CE speciﬁc characteristics of a candidate design". It
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has been shown that the use of virtual prototyping not only encourages communica-
tion between diﬀerent engineering disciplines during early design stages, but can be
used to provide an impressive demonstration that may help `sell' a design or product
to higher management [2]. Furthermore, with previous research showing that 70% -
80% of a ﬁnal product's quality and 70+% of its entire life-cycle cost are determined
in the product design phase, an eﬃcient design process can oﬀer one of the single
greatest opportunities for cost reduction [3, 4]. Providing such an eﬃciency may be
considered the primary advantage of any virtual prototyping method.
Methods for virtual prototyping with respect to visual design and engineering (i.e
CAD and CAE) have been around for many decades and as such are particularly well
developed, as demonstrated by the plethora of available 3D drawing packages, etc.
Extending the virtual prototype concept to the realms of acoustics one arrives at the
aptly named virtual acoustic prototype (VAP), deﬁned by Moorhouse [5] as ...a com-
puter representation of a machine, e.g. a washing machine, fridge, lawnmower etc.,
such that its sound can be heard without it necessarily having to exist as a physical
machine". Outlined more explicitly, the VAP concept involves the construction of
a virtual assembly from the properties of its constituent components in such a way
that best represents the physical workings and/or acoustic `appearance' of the real
machine and, furthermore, can be used to produce auralisations of said machine.
Here, the term `auralisation' may be deﬁned as, the creation and subsequent pre-
sentation of audible sound ﬁles generated from numerical (simulated, measured, or
synthesized) data. With the ever growing importance of product sound quality [6],
methods for accurately assessing the subjective response to a design change is of
particular interest and is the perfect example of a VAP application. Unfortunately,
the ﬁeld of virtual acoustic prototyping is far less advanced than its visual counter-
parts, owed in part to the often complex nature of vibro-acoustic problems, not to
mention the remarkable sophistication of the human ear.
With regards to their vibro-acoustic properties, the components of an assembly may
be described as either `active', or `passive', depending upon their behaviour. An
active component is one that generates vibro-acoustic disturbances, e.g. pumps,
motors, and other sources, whilst a passive component simply transmits or radiates
said disturbances (and in doing so aﬀect their frequency content) e.g. resilient
elements, housings, etc. Both active and passive components may be described in
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part by their appropriate frequency response functions (FRFs).1 However, an active
component requires a secondary descriptor in order to account for its operational
activity. For now, this may be referred to generally as a source strength (SS).
Depending upon the nature of the source mechanism (i.e. air-borne, structure-
borne, etc.) and the medium of the target response (i.e. pressure at listening
position, structural velocity at remote assembly position, etc...), the FRFs and SSs
may be based on diﬀerent physical quantities (i.e force, pressure, velocity, etc.).
The successful implementation of a VAP requires the properties of both component
types to be determined and handled correctly. This statement leads onto one of
the most important concepts in virtual acoustic prototyping, that of independent
characterisation. In order to allow for the coupling and exchange of both active and
passive components within a general VAP framework, the individual components
must be characterised independently from the remainder of the assembly, i.e. in
such a way that is invariant of any acoustic or structural loading, and thus provides
an intrinsic property of that component.
Although numerical methods such as ﬁnite element analysis (FEA) are able to pre-
dict, with some accuracy, the independent passive properties of a simple assembly
components, the reality is somewhat more complicated. State-of-the-art FEA meth-
ods, although powerful, currently lack the ability to reliably model the complex
behaviour of source activity, i.e. the noise generating mechanisms within an active
component. Consequently, the adoption of any VAP methodology will require some
element of experimental work, at least for the foreseeable future.
Whilst attempts have been made at establishing an experimentally based VAP
framework [7], a lack of measurement protocols and clear guidelines has seen its
adoption within industry hindered. Similar approaches have however been adopted
within the automotive industry under a variety of names [811]. These methods tend
to be based on some variant of the well established diagnostic method, transfer path
analysis (TPA) [12]. However, with a lack of independent component characteri-
sation (discussed further in Section 2.2) the resulting models are generally limited
in application, often requiring assembly modiﬁcations (i.e. interchange or installa-
tion of additional components) to be handled in an artiﬁcial way that bears limited
resemblance to the physics involved.
1An FRF is a frequency domain representation of the input/output relation for a given system
(see Section 2.1). Alternative methods are available in the modal, state-space, and physical domain,
although experimentally, these are seldom used.
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A simplistic representation of a general VAP framework is given by Equation 1.1,
where having successfully characterised each component independently, the total
sound pressure level, p, at a given receiver point, r, is determined from the sum of
N source strengths (SS) weighted by their appropriate FRFs.
pr(ω) =
N∑
i=1
FRFri(ω)SSi(ω) (1.1)
Here, the FRF relating an operational source strength (SSi) to the target quantity
(pr), may itself be some combination of `sub-FRFs', each of which describes the be-
haviour of a sub-component in the transfer path. Consider the automotive example
of an engine mounted in a car. The engine is supported by a number of resilient
mounts, these are in turn coupled to the sub-frame, which is in turn coupled to the
coachwork, which radiates into the cabin. The assembly FRF is a combination of
the sub-component FRFs of the engine, resilient supports, sub-frame, coachwork,
and lastly the vibro-acoustic FRF into the cabin. This concept can be visualised
more generally in Figure 1.1 where a source sub-component (S) containing some
operational activity (O), is coupled by some resilient support (I) to a receiver sub-
component (R), which is itself coupled to a compartment (C), in which the target
position (r) is located.
Whilst the prediction of an operational response, as in Equation 1.1, is based on the
classic forward problem, whereby one has knowledge of an initial condition or `cause'
(e.g. a source strength), alongside some propagation model (e.g. an FRF), this
Thesis is largely concerned with the reverse procedure, namely, the inverse problem.
Inverse problems typically concern the determination of some quantity that may not
be observed directly, from some other observable quantity (i.e. determining a cause
from an observed eﬀect). Such approaches are often applied in the determination of
both active and passive component properties, that is, for determining the unknown
cause of a given disturbance, or the properties of the propagating medium. Unfortu-
nately, inverse problems are typically ill-posed and highly sensitive to experimental
error. A process referred to as regularisation is often employed as a means of com-
pensating for this. With the methods introduced though this Thesis being largely
based on inverse procedures, for completeness, a more thorough discussion on the
concept of regularisation is presented in Appendix A.
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Figure 1.1: Diagrammatic representation of a general VAP problem.
The main challenge in the construction of a VAP may be outlined as; the independent
characterisation of both the appropriate FRFs (or sub-FRFs) and source strengths
that make up a given assembly. Once the pressure level at a given receiver location
is determined, as per Equation 1.1, an auralisation may be produced and presented
to a listener for subjective evaluation, or as part of some objective assessment, i.e.
sound quality metrics [8].
To summarise, the construction of a VAP requires the completion of the following:
1 Independent characterisation of the sub-components, including both active and
passive properties.
2 Measurement and/or prediction of the coupled assembly's passive properties.
3 Prediction of the coupled assembly's operational response.
4 Auralisation of the operational response.
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1.2 Thesis Topics, Aims and Objectives
Over the last four decades considerable work has been undertaken in the ﬁeld of
vibro-acoustic characterisation, however, there still exist signiﬁcant gaps in the lit-
erature that impede the further development of VAPs, among other experimentally
based prediction methodologies. Of these gaps, it is arguably the independent char-
acterisation of assembly sub-structures that presents the largest hurdle. Although
promising steps have been taken with regards to the determination of a suitable
source strength quantity, i.e. via the in-situ blocked force approach [13] (see dis-
cussion in Section 2.2), methods for determining the appropriate passive properties
of source, receiver and coupling sub-structures are less well developed. One of the
largest hurdles faced is the characterisation of such quantities whilst the compo-
nents are under representative loading and mounting conditions. The sensitivity of
structural components to such conditions may lead to erroneous VAP predictions if
the intended installation conditions diﬀer from those of the characterisation. Such
discrepancies may be avoided by use of in-situ measurement methods. That is, char-
acterisation methods that do not require the structural components to be removed
from their intended installation. That said, there exists very little literature concern-
ing the in-situ passive characterisation of source, receiver or coupling sub-structures.
It is only with reliable methods for the characterisation of such components that we
can begin to construct VAPs in such a way that their true capabilities may be
exploited.
With the above in mind, the primary aim of this Thesis may be stated as follows;
to provide a comprehensive set of methods that allow for the construction of a vir-
tual acoustic prototype (VAP) from measurements made in-situ. This aim will be
achieved through the completion of the following objectives:
1 Develop a general method for the in-situ characterisation of resilient coupling
elements.
- The method will be extended via a number of state-of-the-art experimen-
tal methods so as to provide greater ﬂexibility.
- Validations will be provided through experimental and numerical studies.
2 Develop an in-situ method for independently characterising the passive prop-
erties of resiliently coupled source and receiver sub-structures.
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- The method will make use of the in-situ characterisation approach and
its associated extensions.
- The decoupling procedure will be validated through a number of experi-
mental studies.
3 Introduce the in-situ blocked force approach as an independent characterisa-
tion for the active component of a source sub-structure.
- Discuss methods for assessing the uncertainties involved in the blocked
force characterisation and subsequent prediction.
- Provide an experimental demonstration of the above uncertainty mea-
sures.
4 Bring together the above methodologies and construct a VAP.
- Outline an experimental dynamic sub-structuring procedure.
- Carry out an experimental case study.
1.3 Thesis Outline
Following the introductory discussion that is Chapter 1, the remainder of this
Thesis will be structured as follows. In Chapter 2 we will begin with an overview of
the literature pertinent to the aims of this Thesis. In doing so the current state-of-art
in the ﬁelds of source characterisation, isolator characterisation and dynamic sub-
structuring will be outlined. Following this, Chapter 3 will cover the development
of an in-situ characterisation method for resilient elements. In Chapter 4 the
in-situ method is extended via a number of state-of-the-art experimental methods,
allowing for increased ﬂexibility with regards to its application. InChapter 5 the in-
situ characterisation approach will be used to mathematically de-couple resiliently
coupled source and receiver sub-structures, so as to determine their independent
passive properties. Chapter 6 will introduce the blocked force as a method for
independently characterising the activity of structural sources. In Chapter 7, the
methods presented through Chapters 3-6 are applied in the characterisation and
prediction of an experimental case study. Lastly, in Chapter 8 we will draw some
concluding remarks and discuss suitable areas for future work.
2Literature
In this Chapter a brief overview is given of the literature pertinent to the context
and aims of this Thesis. Topics of particular relevance are those of; independent
source characterisation, dynamic sub-structuring and isolator characterisation.
The following sections will aim to; introduce the reader to these concepts, outline
their development and ultimately detail their current state-of-art.
Contents
2.1 Deﬁnitions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
2.2 Source Characterisation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
2.3 Dynamic Sub-structuring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
2.4 Isolator Characterisation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
2.1 Definitions
Before reviewing the literature, the important concepts of mobility and impedance
are deﬁned. (The reader is referred to [14] for a more detailed discussion.)
2.1.1 Mobility
Mobility is deﬁned by,
v = Yf (2.1)
where v ∈ Cn is an n dimensional vector of resultant velocities, f ∈ Cm is an
m dimensional vector of applied forces, and Y ∈ Cn×m is the n × m dimensional
mobility matrix that relates the two. For collocated excitation and response degrees
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of freedom (DoFs)1 (n = m), Y is a square symmetric matrix that satisﬁes the
principle of reciprocity, i.e. Y = YT . The measurement of this matrix is done in
such a way that (1) forces are applied one at a time to each point of interest; (2) the
forces at all other points are constrained to zero (the structure is allowed to respond
freely); (3) the individual elements of the matrix are measured as the complex ratio
of velocity response to the single excitation force, as shown in Equation 2.2.
Yi,j =
vi
fj
∣∣∣
fi6=j=0
(2.2)
In experimental vibro-acoustics mechanical systems are more than often represented
by their mobility matrices. The lack of physical constraints (i.e. forces are con-
strained to zero) makes it is straightforward to achieve the unconstrained conditions
required as per their deﬁnition. To this end, internationally recognised standard
measurement procedures have been made available [1517] for their measurement.
2.1.2 Impedance
Impedance is deﬁned by,
f = Zv (2.3)
where f ∈ Cn is an n dimensional vector of resultant forces, v ∈ Cm is an m
dimensional vector of applied velocities and Z ∈ Cn×m is the n × m dimensional
impedance matrix that relates the two. For collocated excitation and response DoFs
(n = m), Z is a square symmetric matrix that satisﬁes the principle of reciprocity,
i.e. Z = ZT . The measurement of this matrix is done in such a way that (1) the
velocities are applied one at a time to each point of interest; (2) the velocities at all
other points are constrained to zero (the structure is not allowed to respond freely);
(3) the individual elements of the matrix are measured as the complex ratio of force
response to the single excitation velocity, as shown in Equation 2.4.
Zi,j =
fi
vj
∣∣∣
vi 6=j=0
(2.4)
It is perhaps useful to note that due to the physically constrained nature of impedance,
the force at all positional-DoFs (see Section 2.1.3) other than that of the velocity
excitation, fi where i 6= j, is the blocked force, f¯ , required to constrain the velocity
1See Section 2.1.3 for a more details discussion on DoFs.
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at these points to zero.
f¯i = Zi,jvj|i 6=j (2.5)
The concepts of mobility and impedance may readily be extended to other commonly
used kinematic variables, including displacement x and acceleration a. Shown in
Table 2.1 are the deﬁnitions and relations for a number of commonly used FRF
types.
Name Symbol Deﬁnition C Y A
Compliance Cij xi/fj|fj 6=i=0 1 1/iω −1/ω2
Mobility Yij vi/fj|fj 6=i=0 iω 1 1/iω
Accelerance Aij ai/fj|fj 6=i=0 −ω2 iω 1
Name Symbol Deﬁnition K Z Meff
In
ve
rs
e Dynamic stiﬀness Kij fi/xj|xj 6=i=0 1 iω −ω2
Mechanical impedance Zij fi/vj|vj 6=i=0 1/iω 1 iω
Eﬀective mass Mˆij fi/aj|aj 6=i=0 −1/ω2 1/iω 1
Table 2.1: A list of commonly used frequency response functions along with their
relations. E.g. K = iωZ = −ω2Mˆ or iωC = Y = A/iω
2.1.3 Degrees of Freedom & LTI Systems
Further to the concepts of mobility and impedance, the notion of degrees-of-freedom
(DoFs) requires acknowledged. The DoF of a system describes the number of inde-
pendent parameters required to uniquely determine its dynamics.
A rigid body permitted to move in 3 dimensions has 6 DoF. In a Cartesian coordinate
system these correspond to translations in x, y, and z along with their axial rotations,
α, β, and γ, respectively. For mechanical systems translational DoFs are often
represented in terms of force, f , and velocity, v, whilst rotational DoFs are described
in terms of moment (or torque), τ , and angular velocity, ψ, as shown in Figure 2.1.2
For a rigid body the resultant velocity (or angular velocity) in any given DoF may
be represented as a linear combination of all applied forces (and moments), weighted
2The conventional notation for angular velocity, ω, has been replaced with ψ so as to avoid
confusion with the angular frequency ω = 2pif .
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by their appropriate mobilities. That is,
vi =
3∑
j=1
Yi,jfj +
6∑
k=4
Yi,kτk−3. (2.6)
The above may be expressed in a matrix notation as,
vx
vy
vz
ψα
ψβ
ψγ

=

Yxx Yxy Yxz Yxα Yxβ Yxγ
Yyx Yyy Yyz Yyα Yyβ Yyγ
Yzx Yzy Yzz Yzα Yzβ Yzγ
Yαx Yαy Yαz Yαα Yαβ Yαγ
Yβx Yβy Yβz Yβα Yββ Yβγ
Yγx Yγy Yγz Yγα Yγβ Yγγ


fx
fy
fz
τα
τβ
τγ

(2.7)
the compact form of which is given in Equation 2.1, where v = [vx, vy, vz, ψα, ψβ, ψγ]
T
is the resultant velocity vector, and f = [fx, fy, fz, τα, τβ, τγ]
T is the applied force
vector, each containing both translational and rotational DoFs.
fz ,vz
fy ,vy
fx ,vx
,ψβτβ,ψατα
,ψγτγ
Figure 2.1: Cartesian co-ordinate system and notation of forces and velocities.
A structure permitting deformation has in theory an inﬁnite number of DoFs. An
approximation of the dynamics of a continuous structure may, however, be realised
by limiting interest to a ﬁnite number of N points. The number of DoFs required
to completely determine this reduced dynamic system is 6N . The resulting matrix
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equation may be written in block form as,
v1
v2
...
v
N
 =

Y11 Y12 . . . Y1N
Y21 Y22 . . . Y2N
...
...
. . .
...
Y
N1
Y
N2
. . . Y
NN


f1
f2
...
fN
 (2.8)
where entries v
N
, f
N
and Y
NN
are themselves block vectors and matrices.
At this point it is perhaps useful to make the distinction between positional and
coordinate based DoFs. The former refers to the spatial position on a given struc-
ture, whilst the latter refers to the coordinate in which a given variable is acting, i.e.
translational or rotational. As such, each positional-DoF is made up of 6 coordinate-
DoFs. In Equation 2.8 Y
NN
may be considered the point mobility of the Nth
positional-DoF, whilst its constituent elements, shown in Equation 2.7, correspond
to coordinate-DoFs at N . The number of individual mobilities required to determine
the state of a multi-DoF structure is consequently proportional to the square of the
number of DoFs considered. For a linear time invariant (LTI) system the principle
of reciprocity may be used to further reduce the number of measurements required
[18]. The principle of reciprocity states that the input-output relation between
any two DoFs remains unchanged if their force/response roles are interchanged, i.e.
Yi,j = Y
T
j,i. As such, the number of individually required mobilities is only linearly
proportional to the number of points. Under certain circumstances further reduc-
tions may be made by considering geometric and coupling eﬀects whilst neglecting
non-contributing DoFs.
It is important to state that the work considered in this Thesis concerns only linear
and time invariant systems, that is, those systems whose outputs may be regarded as
weighted linear combinations of their inputs, and furthermore, those whose outputs
do not depend upon the time at which the inputs are applied.
2.2 Source Characterisation
With the continued introduction of stringent noise abatement polices [1922], along
side the growing importance of product sound quality [23], the ability to accurately
predict the acoustic behaviour of an assembly (be-it a vehicle, a washing machine or a
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desktop fan) is of interest. Key in the development of such prediction methodology
is the successful characterisation of the contributing noise sources (for example;
gearboxes, motors, compressors, etc.).
In the characterisation of an acoustic source (air-borne or structure-borne) the fun-
damental aim may be stated as follows; to determine a physical set of quantities
that describe both the active and passive behaviour of the source in such a way that
they may later be used to predict an operational response in some other scenario.
To aid the development of an appropriate method the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO), Technical Committee on Acoustics TC43, Working Group
outlined the following set of requirements that a suitable characterisation method
should allow [24]:
1) Comparison of one source with another.
2) Comparison of sources with set limits.
3) Prediction of sound levels when installed.
4) Quantiﬁcation of improvement in new low noise designs.
For many years the general consensus had been that the above were best achieved
through a single valued frequency dependent quantity [25], for example sound power.
However, as will be discussed shortly, such methods are generally unsuitable for the
characterisation of structure-borne sources.
Depending upon the characterisation method employed, determined quantities may,
or may not, be independent properties of the source. An independent quantity may
be deﬁned as one whose behaviour is an intrinsic property of the sub-structure under
investigation, and therefore unaﬀected by any modiﬁcations made to its surround-
ings. An independent characterisation is generally preferable in that it not only
fulﬁls above objectives, but satisﬁes the transferability requirements of dynamic
sub-structuring (and therefore facilitates the construction of VAPs).
Broadly speaking, characterisation methods may be categorized as either direct,
or indirect. Direct methods concern the direct measurement of desired quantities,
whilst indirect methods infer the sought after quantities from others that are more
easily, or accurately, measured (often using inverse methods).
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An acoustic source may be considered either air-borne (or more generally ﬂuid-borne)
or structure-borne depending upon the nature of the noise generating mechanisms,
or the level at which the practitioner considers the problem. The characterisation
of an air-borne source is more than often a simple procedure, owed in part to the
weak coupling between the source and receiver sub-structures (i.e. the surrounding
environment).3 As such, a number of well established sound power based measure-
ment procedures have been developed, standardised and subsequently adopted with
industry [2628]. Unfortunately, procedures for the characterisation of structural
sources are less well developed, not because they are of less signiﬁcance, but due to
their greater complexity. The strong mechanical coupling between source and re-
ceiver sub-structures results in the contamination of any directly measurable source
quantity by the coupled receiver sub-structure. As such, the adoption of standard
air-borne measurement procedures for structural source characterisation is inappro-
priate. Consequently, the characterisation of structural sources has been a topic
of great interest for many decades and a number of alternative methods have been
proposed, including; the free velocity [29], operational force [30], blocked force [13],
the source descriptor [31], the characteristic power, mirror power and maximum
available power [32] and pseudo forces [33], to name but a few.
Further clarifying its requirement, Mondot and Peterson [31] proposed a potential
independent source characterisation, the source descriptor and coupling function.
It was shown that an expression for complex power between source and receiver
sub-structures could be manipulated in such a way that yields two coeﬃcients; a
source descriptor and a coupling function. The source descriptor is an independent
source property that is proportional to power and involves both its active and pas-
sive properties. The source descriptor may be interpreted as the source's ability to
deliver power, whilst its product with the coupling function, a term proportional to
the ratio of the source and receiver mobilities, determines the active power transmit-
ted from the source to receiver. The original single contact point formulation was
extended to multiple-contacts through the application of both `eﬀective mobilities'
[3436] and `interface mobilities' [37]. In the former, the resulting multi-point source
descriptor became a function of force distribution and therefore dependent upon the
receiver and no longer an independent property of the source. An independence re-
taining generalization of the source descriptor to multi-point connected systems was
later presented by Moorhouse [32] and termed the `characteristic power'. Deﬁned
as the dot product of the blocked force and free velocity vectors, the characteristic
3In highly resonant environments more sophisticated methods may be required.
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power provides an equivalent single point model for multi-point connected struc-
tures. Unlike its single case counterpart, the determination of characteristic power
requires the inversion of a measured source mobility matrix and is therefore suscep-
tible to inversion error and ill-conditioning. Also presented by Moorhouse [32] were
the concepts of mirror power and maximum available power, describing the power
delivered by a vibrating source into a passive receiver structure whose properties are
the mirror and complex conjugate of the source, respectively. With both the source
descriptor and its generalization, the characteristic power, being deﬁned on a power
basis, translational and rotational contributions are dimensionally compatible and
can therefore be collapsed into a single value. The characteristic power has since
been introduced as part of the European standard EN 12354-5 for the prediction of
structure-borne sound levels from building equipment [38].
Alternative power based methods, where the source is coupled to a standardized
receiver structure have also been investigated, most notably the reception plate
method [25, 39, 40]. Analogous to the reverberation method for the measurement of
air-borne sound power, the reception plate method determines the power transmitted
into a plate from the plate's loss factor, averaged velocity, mass per unit area, and
surface area. Idealizations such as velocity and force sources hold for light (source
mobility much less than plate mobility) and heavy structures, respectively. However,
the characterisation is not independent and does not usually allow for the transfer
of data, other than for approximate predictions in speciﬁc environments. Regardless
of its limitations, the reception plate has been introduced as part of the European
standard EN 15657-1 for the characterisation of structure-borne sound sources under
laboratory conditions [41].
Currently, the only internationally recognised standard measurement method for
structural source characterisation is ISO 9611 [29], where a direct procedure for
measuring the velocity of resiliently mounted machinery is described, from which a
free velocity may be approximated. The free velocity describes the active component
of a source in terms of the motion of its contact interface whilst uncoupled and freely
suspend. The free velocity is therefore an independent property of the source. To
provide a complete source characterisation the free velocity must be accompanied by
some measure of the source's passive properties, i.e. its free mobility. Although the
standard provides a simple measurement procedure it is seldom used in practise. Its
lack of uptake may be put down to the practicality of achieving the 'freely suspended'
mounting condition. Additionally, the potential variation in mounting conditions
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between characterisation and installation may well pose problems. Furthermore,
unlike power based methods, the dimensions of translational and rotational compo-
nents are not compatible and therefore the free velocity can not be collapsed to a
single frequency dependent variable. A practical application of the free velocity in
the prediction of structure-borne noise emission from resiliently mounted machinery
was demonstrated by Moorhouse and Gibbs [42, 43]. Assumptions based on the
coupling and phase between contact DoFs allowed for a multi-contact theory to be
established. Unfortunately the simplifying assumptions led to a reduction in appli-
cability to a narrow range of cases. Recent work by Moorhouse et al. [44] has shown
that the free velocity may be determined from in-situ operational measurements via
the application of the round trip [45] and in-situ blocked force [13] relations. In
doing so the free velocity may be determined from measurements conducted under
representative mounting conditions, partly avoiding the need to freely suspend the
source. Through a similar application of the round trip and in-situ blocked force
relations it was also shown that the aforementioned characteristic power [32] may
also be determined partly through in-situ operational measurements.
Perhaps the most common approach to source characterisation, particularly within
the automotive and aerospace sector [30, 46] is the operational force method, also
referred to as indirect force determination [47]. The operational force method deter-
mines the forces acting on a receiver structure through an inverse approach whereby
a measured receiver mobility matrix is inverted and subsequently multiplied by an
operational velocity vector. Unfortunately, this does require the source and receiver
sub-structures to be decoupled for the FRF measurement. In contrast to the direct
measurement of free velocity, the operation force method does allow for operational
measurements to be made in-situ, and thus avoids discrepancies between mounting
conditions. Sadly, as with the characteristic power, the inverse approach is suscep-
tible to ill conditioning. Fortunately, however, with the operational force method
forming the basis of the well established diagnostic method `transfer path analysis`
(TPA) [12], much work has been focused on the minimization of this error, with par-
ticular emphasis on regularisation techniques, see [48, 49].4 Although well adopted
within industry and having become more or less standard practice, the operational
forces obtained are not independent properties of the source and can not transferred
between assemblies.
4An overview of the general concept of regularisation with regards to force identiﬁcation may
be found in Appendix A.
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Janssens and Verheij proposed an alternative in-situ approach, referred to as the
pseudo-force method, whereby the internal excitation of a source is reproduced by a
set of ﬁctitious forces on its outer surface [33]. Unlike the operational force method,
pseudo forces may be determined using entirely in-situ measurements, thus allowing
for diagnostic methods (similar to TPA) to be carried out without having to disman-
tle the assembly. The pseudo force method has since been used to compare source
strengths of diﬀerent machines [50], and conduct diagnostic tests on ships [51, 52].
A similar method was presented by Ohlrich, instead termed the equivalent force
method [53, 54]. Unfortunately, the forces determined using these methods have
little physical meaning, and their transferability is limited. Furthermore, although
they may produce equivalent response ﬁelds, it is diﬃcult to directly compare the
pseudo-forces of two diﬀerent sources due to their dependence upon measurement
position.
In stark contrast to the free velocity, the blocked force oﬀers an alternative inde-
pendent source characterisation [55]. Deﬁned as the force required to completely
restrain a contact interface, the blocked force, like the free velocity, suﬀers from
practicality issues. Unlike the free velocity, where the source is required to be freely
suspended, the blocked force requires the source to be coupled to an immovable
object. This is clearly not achievable, however, an approximation may be obtained
over a limited frequency range, at the cost of a large, impractical test rig. Ignoring
the practical limitations, the blocked force does, in theory, like the free velocity,
provide an independent measure of a sources activity. Recent work by Moorhouse
et al. [13] has shown that blocked force may be determined in-situ using an inverse
method similar to that the operational force method. A similar conclusion was ar-
rived at independently by D'Klerk [56]. The blocked force approach of Moorhouse
and De'Klerk [13, 56] allows for a structural source to be independently characterised
whilst in-situ, and therefore under representative mounting conditions, thus com-
bining the advantages of both the free velocity and operational force methodologies.
Furthermore, unlike the pseudo-force approach of Janssens and Verheij [33], blocked
forces have signiﬁcant physical meaning, and moreover, being deﬁned at the source-
receiver interface, they may be readily used in the comparison of diﬀerent sources.
Since its realisation, the in-situ blocked force approach has received much attention,
leading to a number of publications [5759], particularly within the automotive [60],
aerospace [61, 62] and domestic product [63] sectors. Its popularity has since led to
the development of a blocked force based TPA procedure, referred to in the literature
as `in-situ TPA' [12, 64, 65]. In-situ TPA allows for an entirely in-situ measurement
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based diagnostic procedure which, unlike the pseudo force methodology, pertains to
quantities of physical meaning. It is perhaps of interest to note that pseudo forces,
when determined at a source-receiver contact interface, are in fact identical to the
blocked forces, unfortunately however, Jannsens and Verheij do not appear to have
been aware of this at the time. The in-situ blocked force approach may additionally
be considered a generalization of the single point synthesised force presented by Lai
[66], and further realised as a consequence of an equivalent ﬁeld representation as
shown by Bobrovnitskii [67].
As the ﬁeld currently stands, the in-situ blocked force method appears to oﬀer the
most suitable approach to independently characterising the activity of structural
sources. To this end, the method is currently in the process of standardisation
by the International Organisation for Standardisation, Technical Committee ISO
TC43/ SC1/ WG57.
2.3 Dynamic Sub-structuring
Often when predicting structure-borne sound and vibration it is convenient to model
an assembly in such a way that the FRFs of the individual sub-structures are ob-
tained independently, then coupled together mathematically. This method will be
referred to here as `dynamic sub-structuring' (DSS), although may be found in the
literature under a number of names, including; sub-structure synthesis, structural
synthesis, sub-structure coupling, among others. The DSS concept oﬀers two distinct
advantages over the direct measurement of FRFs. Firstly, it enables components to
be interchanged with ease and their inﬂuence upon the global dynamic behaviour of
an assembly assessed quantitatively. Secondly, the integration of analytical and/or
numerical data with experimentally determined FRFs becomes feasible. Both of
these oﬀer clear advantages, particularly within the ﬁeld of virtual acoustic proto-
typing. The general concept of DSS may be formulated in any of the 4 domains
one typically encounters in structural dynamics and vibration; physical (where sys-
tems are characterised by their mass, stiﬀness and damping matrices), state-space
(where systems are described in terms of their state-variables), modal (where sys-
tems are characterised by their eigenvalue/vector and modal damping matrices) or
FRF (where systems are characterised by their frequency response function matri-
ces). The application of a given domain formulation is generally dependent upon
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whether the work undertaken is of a theoretical or experimental nature. Outlined
in Table 2.2 are the relative occurrences of domain types for theoretical and ex-
perimental work. With the work of this Thesis concerned with the development of
experimental methodologies, it is the FRF based formulations that are of particular
interest here.
Physical State-space Modal FRF
Theoretical Always Often Typical Unusual
Experimental Never Unusual Typical Always
Table 2.2: Dynamic sub-structuring domains and their use in theoretical and
experimental studies. Table adapted from [68].
Historically, the roots of DSS may be traced to the ﬁeld of domain decomposition,
where the desire to analyse complex problems was addressed by ﬁrst considering the
solutions to the simpler problems of its constituent components, and then determin-
ing an interface solution [69]. Perhaps the earliest example of domain decomposition
was the iterative process proposed by Schwarz [70] in 1890, whereby the existence of
a solution to a domain consisting of a coupled circle and square was proven. Fast for-
ward 70 years and the concepts of domain decomposition had begun to make their
way into the ﬁeld of structural dynamics. These early DSS ideas, largely known
as `component-mode synthesis', were mostly developed as reduction techniques and
likely fuelled by the papers of Hurty [71, 72]. It wasn't until the 1980's however, with
advancements in multi-channel data acquisition, that these methods became attrac-
tive tools to the experimental structural dynamic community. Perhaps the ﬁrst step
towards an FRF based DSS procedure was made by Crowley et al. [73], who pro-
posed the structural modiﬁcation method `SMURF' (structural modiﬁcation using
experimental frequency response function). However, it was not until a few years
later, when Jetmundsen [74] formulated the now classic FRF based sub-structuring
method, that experimental DSS began to gain popularity. Since Jetmundsen, a
number of alternative approaches have been proposed. Although, with the physics
of the problem remaining unchanged these simply go about applying compatibility
and equilibrium conditions in a diﬀerent manner. However, an essential requirement
common to all DSS approaches is the independence of the sub-structure FRFs. That
is, the FRFs of each sub-structure must be obtained in a transferable manner, an
example being their free-interface mobilities.
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Generally speaking, a DSS approach may be considered a member of one of two
families, depending on whether its formulation considers interface displacements or
forces as unknowns. These are referred to as the primal and dual formulations,
respectively [75].
Of the DSS methods available, the `classical impedance coupling' approach (also
referred to as the basic impedance coupling process [76] or primal impedance for-
mulation [75]) is arguably the most straightforward, both conceptually and in terms
of its implementation. The method itself exists within the primal family and can
be realised in a number of ways. It is well known that the enforcement of com-
patibility and equilibrium between single DoF mechanical sub-structures results in
a coupled structure whose impedance is equal to the sum of the individual sub-
structure impedances. The extension of this concept to multi-DoF systems forms
the basis of the classical impedance approach. Its implementation requires the free-
interface mobility of each sub-structure to be measured and subsequently inverted.
The resulting impedance matrices are then summed accordingly before being in-
verted back to mobility form (usually required). It is this approach that is most
often used in the assembly of ﬁnite element models. The classical approach requires
all DoFs to be included in the inversion process, including those remote from the
coupling interface. As such, ill-conditioning is a serious concern, particularly when
dealing with large DoF assemblies.. Furthermore, matrix inversions are computa-
tionally expensive procedures. The multiple inversions required at each frequency,
along with the limited computational power and precision of early computers, meant
that more computationally eﬃcient algorithms were required.
Jetmundsen developed [77] and subsequently proposed [74] a generalized DSS method-
ology that not only provided an eﬃcient synthesis of the coupled assemblies dynamic
behaviour from experimental data, but was particularly well-suited for combining
experimental and numerical data. The proposed method required only a single
matrix inversion, whilst employing graph theory to form the required connections.
Unlike the classical approach the single inversion is preformed on a matrix contain-
ing only the coupling DoFs, thus oﬀering the potential for improved conditioning
and eﬃciency. The approach proposed by Jetmundsen has since been reformulated
according to the dual domain decomposition method to form what is referred to as
the Lagrange Multiplier Frequency Based Sub-structuring (LM FBS) method [78].
The LM FBS approach oﬀers a number advantages over its predecessor; not only
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may it be expressed more simply, but only single coupling matrix is required to
coupled N sub-structures, unlike Jetmundsen's approach which required N + 1.
2.3.1 Sub-structure Decoupling
In more recent years the DSS concept has been reversed, and instead used in the de-
coupling of assemblies [7983]. Referred to here as dynamic sub-structure decoupling
(DSSD), the procedure may be used to extract the independent passive property of
a given sub-structure (i.e. the target sub-structure) from the measured properties
of the coupled assembly and that of the remaining uncoupled sub-structure (i.e the
residual sub-structure). Such a procedure oﬀers the distinct advantage that the
independent passive property of a given sub-structure may be determined without
the need for free suspension, as would normally be required. This is of particular
interest in cases where free suspension is simply not possible, for example; in cases
where sub-structures are very large and heavy, and resilient mounting becomes im-
practical (for example the decoupling of train carriages from their bogies [84]), or
in cases where sub-structures are very small and lightweight, and resilient mounting
does not suﬃciently represent a free suspension.
Like DSS, the concept of DSSD is also of relevance to the ﬁeld of virtual acoustic
prototyping. As previously stated, a fundamental requirement of a general VAP
framework is that each sub-structure is characterised independently. This includes
their passive properties. DSSD potentially oﬀers an alternative means to characterise
the passive properties of both source and receiver sub-structures.
2.4 Isolator Characterisation
The use of resilient elements, i.e. vibration isolators, for the abatement of structure-
borne noise and vibration is wide spread throughout many engineering disciplines
and their general application well understood. Notable examples include; auto-
mobile engine mounts, resilient supports for buildings, resilient mounts/ﬂexible cou-
plings for shipboard machinery and small isolators for domestic products.
A practising engineer is often concerned with assessing, characterising, or predicting
the performance of a resilient element. As such, a number of methods have been
made available. Perhaps the most well established is that of the transmissibility
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ratio. Deﬁned for a single DoF system as the ratio of forces (or velocities) above
and below the resilient element, the transmissibility oﬀers an intuitive picture of
the problem, providing a clear identiﬁcation of the regions of ampliﬁcation and at-
tenuation [55]. Unfortunately, the transmissibility describes the performance of an
assembly, not the resilient element itself. As such, it does not provide a transferable
quantity, thus limiting its use to assemblies of similar dynamic behaviour. Alterna-
tive approaches based on insertion loss [8587] and transmitted power [88, 89] have
also been investigated yet, like the transmissibility, neither provide an independent
characterisation of the resilient element. As with the characterisation of structural
sources, a preferred quantity should be independent of the assembly in which the
element is installed, and by virtue an intrinsic property of the resilient element. Such
an independence ensures the transferability of data between assemblies and thus its
compatibility with DSS procedures and, consequently, the general VAP framework
outlined in Chapter 1.
The preferred quantity, for which the transmission of vibrational energy through a
resilient element is described, is the dynamic transfer stiﬀness [85]. The dynamic
transfer stiﬀness, denoted KIij (or reciprocally by KIji), is a frequency dependent
quantity that describes the relation between an applied displacement at one side of
a mount to the resultant blocked force at the other,
f¯
i
= K
ij
x
j
∣∣
i6=j
. (2.9)
Determined by the elastic, inertial and damping properties of the element5, the
dynamic transfer stiﬀness and can be related to other commonly used FRFs via
Table 2.1. Much like a static measure of stiﬀness, dynamic measures (i.e frequency
dependent) often exhibit a sensitivity to static pre-load, dynamic excitation level,
temperature and relative humidity [91]. The nature of these non-linearities make
the complete characterisation of the resilient element a complicated and involved
task. That said, accounting for the eﬀects of temperature and relative humidity are
merely experimental hurdles, albeit awkward ones to negotiate.
With each side of an element able to move in 6 coordinate DoFs, the dynamic transfer
stiﬀness is completely (neglecting any non-linearities) described by the 6×6 transfer
5At low frequencies only the elastic and damping properties contribute to the global behaviour
of the mount. At higher frequencies the inertia of the distributed mass becomes signiﬁcant and
second order resonances occur [90].
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stiﬀness matrix,
KIc1c2 =

KIx1x2 KIx1y2 KIx1z2 KIx1α2 KIx1β2 KIx1γ2
KIy1x2 KIy1y2 KIy1z2 KIy1α2 KIy1β2 KIy1γ2
KIz1x2 KIz1y2 KIz1z2 KIz1α2 KIz1β2 KIz1γ2
KIα1x2 KIα1y2 KIα1z2 KIα1α2 KIα1β2 KIα1γ2
KIβ1x2 KIβ1y2 KIβ1z2 KIβ1α2 KIβ1β2 KIβ1γ2
KIγ1x2 KIγ1y2 KIγ1z2 KIγ1α2 KIγ1β2 KIγ1γ2

, (2.10)
where, for example, KIz1β2 represents the dynamic transfer stiﬀness relating an an-
gular displacement about the y axes at interface 2, to the resultant translational
blocked force in the z direction at interface 1. Subscript I indicates that the marked
quantity is a property of the resilient element, not the assembly.
A complete description of the resilient element must also include the dynamic point
stiﬀness matrices,KIc1c1 andKIc2c2 . Such matrices describe the relationship between
applied displacements and resultant forces upon the same side of the mount. The
complete dynamic stiﬀness matrixKI is thus given by the 12×12 partitioned matrix,
KI =
[
KIc1c1 KIc1c2
KIc2c1 KIc2c2
]
. (2.11)
The dynamic transfer stiﬀness appears as an integral part of a number of well es-
tablished experimental methodologies, including; stiﬀness based TPA [12], the stan-
dardised prediction of transmitted structure-borne power [92], among others. Un-
fortunately however, successful implementation of these methods rely heavily upon
the successful determination of an elements dynamic transfer stiﬀness.
Having established the concept of the dynamic transfer stiﬀness, let us turn attention
to the literature pertinent to its determination.
With their widespread application it is no surprise that a number of methods have
been developed for the characterisation of resilient elements. Broadly speaking,
these methods may be categorised as either experimental or model based, with the
former being further categorised as either direct or indirect. Model based methods,
including both analytical and numerical approaches, although oﬀering valuable in-
sight into physical mechanisms, are generally limited in their application due to the
highly non-linear nature of resilient elements. A selection of model based approaches
may be found in [9398]. However, with the work of this Thesis concerned with the
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development of experimental methodologies, the remainder of this Section will fo-
cus on experimental methods only. Like the characterisation of structural sources,
experimentally based direct methods are concerned with the direct measurement of
sought after quantities (i.e. force and displacement), whilst indirect methods infer
these quantities from those more easily measured.
The classic direct method [99] determines the dynamic transfer stiﬀness from the di-
rect measurement of a receiver side force (by installing load cells between the mount
and a rigid blocking foundation) and source side displacement, due to an applied
harmonic excitation. More recent adaptations of the method have included the mea-
surement of a receiver side acceleration so as to account for the bias error introduced
as a result of the required force distribution plate (to provide a uniform force distri-
bution). Once measured, the dynamic transfer stiﬀness is simply determined from
the ratio of source side displacement to the corrected receiver side force. Similar
interpretations of this method have been used by many [43, 88, 100], however, its
application is typically limited to low frequencies as a result of assembly resonances
[101]. Furthermore, the direct method is typically limited to translational DoFs due
to the complications involved in the direct determination of moment forces.
As part of an investigation into the high frequency dynamics of rail fasteners, Thomp-
son and Verheij proposed an indirect method [102], originally developed in the work
of Verheij [85], for determining the dynamic transfer stiﬀness of resilient elements.
The method itself requires the resilient mount to be placed between two large block-
ing masses, the upper of which is excited harmonically whilst the accelerations of
both are measured. Knowing the mass of the lower block allows the force to be
determined indirectly via Newtons 2nd law, thus providing the required inputs to
a dynamic transfer stiﬀness calculation. With an upper frequency limit determined
by the rigid behaviour of the lower mass, Thompson and Verheij were able to deter-
mine stiﬀness values up to 1000Hz (using a lower mass of 1600kg) under a number of
pre-loads. These stiﬀnesses were shown to agree well with comparisons derived from
ﬁeld measurements. Shortly afterwards, Thompson et al. proposed a number of re-
ﬁnements to the method [103]. Taking the dynamic behaviour of the measurement
assembly into account by considering the diﬀerence in acceleration above and below
the mount, whilst accounting for the frequency dependence of the blocking mass, the
upper and lower frequency limits of the method were extended. Also presented in
[103] was a procedure allowing for separation of in-plane and rotational DoFs. Simi-
lar indirect approaches, whereby a blocking mass is used to indirectly determine the
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receiver side force, may be found in [104107], although with the general concept
remaining unchanged, these will not be discussed in any further detail.
The direct and indirect methods described above have gone on to form parts 2
and 3 of the International Standard series ISO 10846 for the characterisation of
resilient elements [108, 109]. Part 4 of the aforementioned standard demonstrates
the application of both the direct and indirect approaches to the characterisation
of resilient elements that are not simple resilient supports, i.e. ﬂexible hoses, pipe
hangers, etc. Last in the series, part 5 [110] outlines a method for determining the
low frequency dynamic point stiﬀness using a rigid blocking mass with source side
force and displacement measurements. Throughout the ISO series a number of test
rig designs are given so as to apply the above methods to in-plane DoFs (i.e. x and
y), although, with its focus largely on translational stiﬀness determination, only
limited guidelines are given with regards to rotational stiﬀness components.
In [111] Kari further develops the indirect method of Thompson and Verheij [103]
by adopting an improved excitation and termination arrangement (to suppress un-
wanted cross coupling between DoF) whilst using an over-determined system of equa-
tions. This over-determination is made possible by using multiple blocking masses
and repeating the measurement procedure. Kari also employs a source correlation
technique and stepped sine excitation to increase signal-to-noise ratio, thus extend-
ing the working frequency range. Also given are a number of test rig arrangements
for both translation and rotational stiﬀness determination. The results presented
appear to have smooth magnitude and phase curves, displaying the anti-resonances,
resonances and pre-load dependence expected from a resilient element.
An impact based method was proposed by Lin et al. [112], and further developed by
Ooi and Ripin [113], whereby the point and transfer stiﬀness properties of a resilient
element are determined from a simpliﬁed single DoF mass on a spring model, assum-
ing a blocked foundation. Although presented up to 800Hz, results were generally
poor with considerable noise contamination, requiring a piecewise polynomial curve
ﬁtting to extract a useful stiﬀness value. Furthermore, the point stiﬀness values
determined were only valid for very low frequencies, where the contribution of the
mass may be considered negligible in comparison to that of the resilient element.
An alternative method was presented by Kim and Singh [101] where both transla-
tional and rotational dynamic transfer stiﬀnesses are extracted from a theoretical
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model using experimental data. The proposed approach requires a number of mea-
sured mobilities which, in conjunction with rigid body theory, allow for a set of
dynamic stiﬀness values to be extracted from a mass-isolator-mass model. The
properties of the inertial elements are assumed known, and as such their free trans-
lational and rotational behaviour is readily calculable. From this the translational,
rotational and cross stiﬀness terms may be determined from measurements made on
an equivalent physical assembly. However, the simpliﬁed nature of the model has
meant that only linear time-invariant structures may be considered, and furthermore
the eﬀects of pre-load, temperature, etc. could not be accounted for. Regardless of
these limitations the authors we able to determine stiﬀness values in fair agreement
with results obtained from an MTS Test Star 2 dynamic characterisation machine.
Of the established methods, Kari's modiﬁed indirect method [111] appears to provide
the most promising approach for determining reliable dynamic transfer stiﬀness val-
ues. However, a fundamental assumption underpins all indirect approaches whereby
a blocking mass is used. Theoretically any blocking mass should be perfectly rigid
if its acceleration is to be truly constrained. Since the indirect method relies upon
a measurable acceleration on the blocking mass to infer a receiver side force, this
cannot truly be the blocking force. Although likely a reasonable approximation at
most frequencies, a method whereby such an assumption is not required would be
beneﬁcial.
PART II. COUPLING ELEMENTS
3Characterisation of Resilient
Elements
In this Chapter an in-situ method for determining the dynamic transfer stiﬀness of
resilient coupling elements is proposed. The in-situ approach allows for multiple
coupling elements to be characterised simultaneously in assemblies consisting of
arbitrary source and receiver sub-structures. Following its theoretical development,
the in-situ approach is validated ﬁrst numerically, and then experimentally.
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3.1 In-situ Characterisation of Coupling Ele-
ments
The methods currently used to determine the dynamic transfer properties of cou-
pling elements rely heavily upon the experimental and theoretical assumptions of
an ideal blocking mass and/or rigid body theory. Although these assumption hold
to some degree in most cases, they often impose strict limitations with regards to
the method's application. Furthermore, although catering for rotational DoFs, these
29
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methods tend to require multiple test rigs. These are not only large, inconvenient,
and expensive to manufacture but, arguably, place coupling elements under non-
representative mounting conditions. The sensitivity of elastic materials with regards
to temperature, humidity and pre-load is well acknowledged [114]. It is therefore not
unreasonable to expect the mounting condition of a coupling element to inﬂuence
its dynamics. With this under consideration, it is clear that there exists a need for
a characterisation method that is not only based on minimal assumptions, but may
be applied with relative ease and without the need for any specially designed test
rigs. It is the aim of this Chapter to accomplish the above through the development
of an in-situ characterisation approach. The in-situ approach (as it will be referred
to hereafter) allows for resilient coupling elements to be characterised whilst in-
stalled within an assembly consisting of arbitrary source and receiver sub-structures
(providing that they are linear and time invariant).
The remainder of this Chapter will see the theoretical development behind the in-situ
approach followed by its validation, both numerically and experimentally.
3.2 Theoretical Development
Let us consider the general source-isolator-receiver (SIR) system depicted in Figure
3.1, where two sub-structures (denoted S and R) are coupled via some element I,
which may or may not be made up of multiple individual coupling elements. The
coupling DoFs at the SI and IR interfaces will be referred to as c1 and c2, respec-
tively. Furthermore, for generality, a set of remote positional DoFs are included on
both S and R. These will be referred to as a and b, respectively. For completeness,
the above system may be fully described by the following system of equations, in con-
junction with the force equilibrium and compatibility conditions given in Equation
3.2.
vSa = YSaafSa +YSac1fSc1 , vSc1 = YSc1afSa +YSc1c1fSc1
vIc1 = YIc1c1fIc1 +YIc1c2fIc2 , vIc2 = YIc2c1fIc1 +YIc2c2fIc2 (3.1)
vRc2 = YRc2bfRb +YRc2c2fRc2 , vRb = YRbbfRb +YRbc2fRc2
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vSc1 = vIc1 = vCc1 , vIc2 = vRc2 = vCc2 (3.2)
fSc1 + fIc1 = 0 , fIc2 + fRc2 = 0
In the above, and throughout the remainder of this Thesis, capitalised subscripts
are used to denote the sub-structure to which a quantity belongs, whilst lower case
subscripts denote the position on said sub-structure. For example, fIc1 refers to
the force applied to the uncoupled element I at the position c1, whilst YSac1 refers
to the uncoupled mobility of S relating an excitation at c1 to a response at a.
Quantities belonging to coupled structures are denoted by the capitalised subscript
C, for example, YCab refers to the coupled mobility of the assembly, relating an
excitation at b to a response at a. Equations 3.1 and 3.2 are considered in their
most general form such that force and velocity vectors, v and f , may include both
translational and rotational DoFs, as in Equation 2.7.
With the above in mind, the property of the coupling element we wish to deter-
mine, namely the dynamic transfer impedance (of which dynamic transfer stiﬀness
is readily calculable, see Table 2.1), is deﬁned as,
f¯Cc2 = ZIc2c1vCc1 (3.3)
where, vCc1 is a vector of applied velocities at the interface c1, and f¯Cc2 is the vector
of resultant blocked forces required to restrain the velocity of interface c2.
I
c1 c2
S
R
a
b
Figure 3.1: Schematic of an arbitrary source-isolator-receiver system.
Let us consider, at ﬁrst, the above deﬁnition from a purely qualitative point of
view. The vCc2 = 0 constraint imposed by the blocked condition at c2 can be
thought to eﬀectively remove the inﬂuence of the receiver sub-structure, R, from
the transfer impedance. Similarly, an applied velocity at c1 is applied irrespective
of the passive properties of the source sub-structure, S. We can therefore reassure
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ourselves that the dynamic transfer impedance is an independent property of the
isolator, a fact well known. Current methods for determining this dynamic transfer
impedance (discussed in Section 2.4) place considerable restrictions on the behaviour
of the source and receiver sub-structures depicted in Figure 3.1, i.e. rigid body
behaviour, blocked termination, etc. In what follows we establish an alternative
approach capable of determining the dynamic transfer impedance from an assembly
consisting of arbitrary source and receiver sub-structures.
Let us ﬁrst consider the blocked force term on the left hand side of Equation 3.3, f¯Cc2 .
It was shown by Bobrovnitskii [67] that for a coupled assembly the resultant velocity
ﬁeld in a receiver sub-structure, due to an applied force on a source sub-structure,
may be reproduced identically by the application of the negative blocked force vector
at the coupling interface. Now suppose we artiﬁcially excite the SIR assembly by
some external force vector, f , at the remote DoF a. Using Bobrovnitskii's equivalent
ﬁeld representation, the following equality may be established,
vCb = YCbafa = −YCbc2 f¯Cc2 (3.4)
where f¯Cc2 is the resultant blocked force at c2 due to the externally applied force
at a. Rearrangement of Equation 3.4 yields the relationship between an arbitrarily
applied force at a, and the resultant blocked force at c2,
f¯c2 = −Y−1Cbc2YCbafa . (3.5)
Let us now consider the velocity term on the right hand side of Equation 3.3, vCc1 ,
resulting from the same remotely applied force, fa .
Ic1 c2
S
R
a
b
fa
fc2vCc1
Figure 3.2: Forces contributing to the velocity of interface c1 (as in Equation
3.6).
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This velocity results from the superposition of the velocities due to the two forces
acting on the assembly, fa and f¯Cc2 (as shown in Figure 3.2), and as such may be
written as,
vCc1 = YCc1afa +YCc1c2 f¯c2 . (3.6)
Substitution of Equation 3.5 into Equation 3.6 allows us to describe the velocity at
c1 in terms of the externally applied force at a only.
vCc1 =
[
YCc1a −YCc1c2Y−1Cbc2YCba
]
fa (3.7)
Equations 3.5 and 3.7 may now be substituted into Equation 3.3, i.e. the deﬁnition
of dynamic transfer impedance,
−Y−1Cbc2YCbafa = ZIc2c1
[
YCc1a −YCc1c2Y−1Cbc2YCba
]
fa . (3.8)
Suppose we now apply a number of external force excitations at a, and arrange the
corresponding force vectors, fai , as columns of a force matrix Fa . With free reign
over the nature of each applied force, we are able to ensure the invertability of the
force matrix Fa .
−Y−1Cbc2YCbaFa = ZIc2c1
[
YCc1a −YCc1c2Y−1Cbc2YCba
]
Fa (3.9)
By post-multiplying both sides of Equation 3.9 by the inverse force matrix, F−1
a
,
we are able to cancel the force terms and, following some simple rearrangement,
arrive at a formulation for the dynamic transfer impedance in terms of the passive
properties of the coupled assembly only.
ZIc2c1 = −Y−1Cbc2YCba
[
YCc1a −YCc1c2Y−1Cbc2YCba
]−1
(3.10)
Making use of the matrix inversion lemma identity [115], as shown in Equation B.11,
the above formulation may be rewritten in a more convenient and ﬁnal form.1
Partial interface impedance relation:
ZIc2c1 = −
[
YCc1aY
−1
Cba
YCbc2 −YCc1c2
]−1
(3.11)
1The name `partial interface' refers to the fact that Equation 3.11 requires only a single contact
interface, c2, to be excited. All other excitations are remote to the coupling interface.
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Equation 3.11 states that the independent dynamic transfer impedance matrix of
a coupling element may be determined from the coupled mobility matrices; YCc1a ,
YCba , YCbc2 and YCc1c2 , measured on an assembly consisting of arbitrary source
and receiver sub-structures. No assumptions have been made with regards to the
behaviour of the source and receiver sub-structures, other than that they are linear
and time invariant. Furthermore, no assumptions have been made with regards
to the properties of the coupling element. The in-situ approach may therefore, in
theory, be applied to both resilient and rigid coupling elements.
The experimental implementation of Equation 3.11 requires measurements to be
made at the coupling interfaces, c1 and c2, and the remote DoFs, a and b. The
number of remote DoFs required to successfully determine the transfer impedance of
I will depend upon the number of elements under investigation. For a single element
in a single coordinate-DoF, a single remote a and b DoF is suﬃcient. For each
additional element or coordinate-DoF, included in the characterisation, an additional
DoF must be included at either a or b, thus avoiding under-determination. Equation
3.11 does, however, facilitate the over-determination of the problem. Unlike the
over-determination method used by Kari [111], Equation 3.11 requires no additional
sub-structures to be attached to the assembly. Over-determination of Equation 3.11
may be achieved by including additional DoFs at either a or b. In both cases the
least squares solution is acquired, as suggested by the pseudo inverse matrix identity
presented in Equation B.12.
It is perhaps worth noting that the partial interface nature of Equation 3.11 oﬀers the
potential characterisation of elements whose interfaces are only partially accessible.
Here, a partly accessible interface refers to one that is accessible enough for vibration
sensors to be ﬁtted, whilst insuﬃciently accessible to allow for an excitation to be
applied.
Although Equation 3.11 may be simpler in form, Equation 3.10 provides a valuable
insight which would perhaps otherwise be overlooked. Consider the general solution
to the inverse of a block matrix [116],
[
A B
C D
]−1
=
[
(A−BD−1C)−1 −A−1B(D−CA−1B)−1
−D−1C(A−BD−1C)−1 (D−CA−1B)−1
]
. (3.12)
The oﬀ-diagonal entries given in Equation 3.12 are identical in form to that of
Equation 3.10. If we consider the following substitutions; A = YCc1a , B = YCc1c2 ,
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C = YCba and D = YCbc2 , the dynamic transfer impedance matrix ZIc2c1 is given
by the lower diagonal entry of the following matrix inverse,[
(YCc1a −YCc1c2Y−1Cbc2YCba)−1 −Y−1Cc1aYCc1c2(YCbc2 −YCbaY−1Cc1aYCc1c2)−1
ZIc2c1 (YCbc2 −YCbaY−1Cc1aYCc1c2)−1
]
= · · ·
· · · =
[
YCc1a YCc1c2
YCba YCbc2
]−1
.
(3.13)
Although this mobility matrix may not appear particularly interesting, if we con-
sider the remote excitation points, a and b, to lie at the coupling interfaces, c1 and
c2, Equation 3.13 reduces to that of the coupled interface mobility matrix.
2
Full interface impedance relation:[
ZCc1c1 ZIc1c2
ZIc1c2 ZCc2c2
]
=
[
YCc1c1 YCc1c2
YCc2c1 YCc2c2
]−1
(3.14)
The focus of the remainder of this Chapter will be to investigate the practical appli-
cation of this Equation, together with the partial interface variant given by Equation
3.11.
Equation 3.14 states that the independent dynamic transfer impedance of an arbi-
trary coupling element may be determined from the inverse of its coupled contact
interface mobility matrix.
In this full interface form the ability to over-determine the problem is no longer
available, as the remote DoFs, a and b, are collocated to those of c1 and c2, respec-
tively. It should be noted that resultant diagonal elements are the point impedances
of the coupled assembly which, unlike the transfer impedances, are not independent
properties of the coupling element.
Equation 3.14 may be realised via an alternative approach based on a simple dynamic
sub-structuring problem. Consider the coupling of three sub-structures, as in Figure
3.1, via the classical impedance approach [76]. It can be seen from Equation 3.15
that the coupling of source and receiver sub-structures does not eﬀect the transfer
2The name `full interface' refers to the fact that Equation 3.14 requires the full coupling
interface matrix to be measured, i.e. excitations at both c1 and c2.
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component of the coupling element impedance matrix.[
ZSc1c1 0
0 0
]
+
[
ZIc1c1 ZIc1c2
ZIc2c1 ZIc2c2
]
+
[
0 0
0 ZRc2c2
]
=
[
ZSc1c1 + ZIc1c1 ZIc1c2
ZIc1c2 ZIc2c2 + ZRc2c2
]
.
(3.15)
The right hand side of Equation 3.15 represents the coupled impedance matrix ZC
and can clearly be obtained from the inverse of the coupled mobility matrix, ZC =
Y−1C .
Unlike the partial interface approach, which only requires the excitation of a single
contact interface, the full interface approach requires the excitation of both source
and receiver contact interfaces. As such, its application would likely be limited to
instances where access is unrestricted.
The in-situ approaches presented above oﬀer a number of potential beneﬁts over
alternative methods. To begin with, no assumptions are made with regards to the
properties of source and receiver sub-structures (other than that they are linear
and time invariant), as such, measurements may be conducted in-situ on an ar-
bitrary assembly. This not only negates the need for any large and inconvenient
test rigs, but oﬀers the potential to characterise coupling elements whilst installed
in their intended environment and, therefore, under representative mounting con-
ditions. Secondly, the general form of Equation 3.11, in theory, allows for multiple
coupling elements to be characterised in multiple coordinate-DoFs simultaneously,
therefore negating the need for multiple test rigs. Lastly, with no assumptions hav-
ing been made with regards to the properties of the coupling element, the method
may be applied to rigid as well as resilient coupling elements.
In general, a resilient element will display some degree of non-linear behaviour, the
extent of which will vary between element types. In such cases the in-situ approach
may still be considered valid providing that, further to linearity and time invariance,
the transfer properties may be assumed to be locally linear. Local linearity here
refers to the condition whereby the forces applied to a coupling element, due to the
operational activity of an active source sub-structure, result in displacements that
remain within the linear range of the element under its given pre-load. This amounts
to the assumption that the properties of the coupling element are unaﬀected by the
operation of the source. The region over which this assumption is met will depend
on the dynamic behaviour of the source sub-structure, the pre-load applied over the
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coupling element, and its dynamic properties. However, it is believed that in most
practical scenarios this assumption would hold true. In cases where the operational
source exerts a large enough force, the external forces applied in the determination of
the transfer impedance may no longer be representative of the intended operational
state, and the resulting transfer impedance may no longer be appropriate. The
notion of local linearity in fact highlights one of the main advantages of the in-situ
approach, that is its ability to characterise elements whilst under a realistic loading.
The remainder of this Chapter will focus on the numerical and experimental valida-
tion of the above theoretical developments, to see if they can be realised in practice.
3.3 Numerical Validation
In order to provide an initial validation, and further investigate the theoretical de-
velopments of Section 3.2, a numerical study has been carried out. In this study, the
transfer impedance of an interior portion of free-free beam is determined from simu-
lated mobilities on a full length beam. Such a simulation allows for both the partial
and full interface approaches, presented in Equations 3.11 and 3.14, respectively, to
be validated and, furthermore, their sensitivity to noise investigated.
A free-free beam model was chosen for this study as it provides a relatively general
case and, furthermore, allows for the in-situ approach to be demonstrated (albeit
numerically) on a non-resilient and strongly coupled assembly.
Source Coupling element Recevier
c1 c2a b
Figure 3.3: Graphical depiction of the numerical simulation carried out.
The interior portion of a free-free beam may be considered the coupling element, I,
between two outer portions, S andR. Together the SIR beam represents the coupled
assembly from which we are aiming to determine the transfer impedance of I. In
keeping with the notation of Section 3.2, the coupling interfaces are referred to as c1
and c2, as shown in Figure 3.3. Due to their strong coupling, both translational and
rotational DoFs have been included in the simulations. The translational mobility of
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a free-free beam excited at an arbitrary point, xj, for an arbitrary receiver position,
xi, is given by [117] as,
Yij =
iω
2B¯k3
(f1(xj)g1(xi) + f2(xj)g2(xi)) 0 ≤ xi ≤ xj (3.16)
Yij =
iω
2B¯k3
(f1(xi)g1(xj) + f2(xi)g2(xj)) xj ≤ xi ≤ l (3.17)
where, i =
√−1 is the imaginary unit , B¯ is the beam bending stiﬀness, k is the
bending wave number, l is the beam length and;
f1(x) = cosh kx− cosh k(l − x) cos kl − sinh k(l − x) sin kl
− cos kx+ cos k(l − x) cosh kl − sinh kl sin k(l − x) (3.18)
f2(x) = sinh kx− sinh k(l − x) cos kl − sin kl cosh k(l − x)
− sin kx+ sinh kl cos k(l − x)− cosh kl sin k(l − x) (3.19)
g1(x) = − (sin kx+ sinh kx)
2(1− cosh kl cos kl) (3.20)
g2(x) =
(cos kx+ cosh kx)
2(1− cosh kl cos kl) . (3.21)
The angular velocity and moment mobilities are obtained by diﬀerentiating Equa-
tions 3.16-3.17 with respect to xi and xj, respectively. The transfer impedance of
the coupling element, I, may be determined exactly by simulating an uncopupled
free-free beam of equal length. The uncoupled impedance matrix is given by the
inverse of the uncoupled mobility matrix, ZI = Y
−1
I . The transfer element of this
matrix will be referred to as the `exact' transfer impedance, and used as a comparison
against those determined from the coupled SIR assembly.
Beam L(m) W (m) H(m) E(N/m2) ρ(kg/m3) xij(m)
SIR 1.2 0.1 0.01 200× 109 7000 {0.05, 0.13, 0.22, 0.3, . . .
. . . 0.7, 0.87, 1.06, 1.14}
I 0.4 0.1 0.01 200× 109 7000 {0, 0.4}
Table 3.1: Geometry, material properties and excitation/response positions for
free-free beam simulations, where; L - length, W - width, H - height, E - Young's
modulus, ρ - density, and xij - excitation/response position. Highlighted xij cor-
respond to those of the coupling interfaces, c1 and c2.
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The geometric and material properties of the coupled assembly, SIR, and the un-
coupled coupling element, I, along with the excitation/response positions used in
the simulations, are given in Table 3.1.
Further to an initial validation of Equations 3.11 and 3.14, it is of interest to as-
sess the stability of each approach when subjected to varying amounts of artiﬁcial
noise. The aim of this noise is to simulate, in a somewhat appropriate way, the
noise one may encounter in practice. In reality, such noise consists of both corre-
lated and uncorrelated sources. The former being comprised of errors arising from
signal conditioning, transduction, signal processing and user measurement, with the
latter being composed of errors resulting from thermal noise and other external
disturbances [118].
In the absence of a more realistic model, the artiﬁcial noise introduced here is done
so via a time domain random noise model with a Gaussian amplitude distribution,
p(x) =
1
σ
√
2pi
e
−(x−µ)2
2σ2 (3.22)
with zero mean (µ = 0) and standard deviation σ = 5 × 10−7. It should be noted
that this method of introducing artiﬁcial noise is not intended to simulate the error
resulting from user measurement error, i.e. inaccuracy with a force hammer. Instead,
it is the aim of this study to reveal the sensitivity of each approach whilst subjected
to an error of uncorrelated nature.
For each simulated mobility, Yi,j, an independent time domain noise vector is gen-
erated, thus allowing for the inclusion of both excitation and response noise inde-
pendently. Each time domain noise vector, ni,j(t), is Fourier transformed and scaled
such that the contaminated mobilities have a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of L dB.
A suitable scaling is achieved via an energy normalisation and may be formulated
as,
Ni,j(ω) = 10
−L/10∑
ω
Yi,j(ω)
2 F{ni,j(t)}∑
ω F{ni,j(t)}2
(3.23)
where, 10−L/10 is a linear measure of the SNR,
∑
ω Y
2
i,j is the total energy in the
noise free signal,
∑
ω F{n(t)}2 is the total energy in the noise signal. Each Ni,j
is assembled to construct the noise matrix, N. The noise contaminated mobility
matrix, YˆC , is subsequently given by,
YˆC = YC +N. (3.24)
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The inclusion of noise in such a way is akin to introducing an artiﬁcial noise ﬂoor
for each element of the mobility matrix, YC , such that it has an SNR of L dB. For
illustrative purposes, shown in Figure 3.4 are the upper and lower bounds of the two
levels of artiﬁcial noise used in this study. Also shown, for a sense of scale, are the
upper and lower bounds of the mobility matrix YC .
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Figure 3.4: The upper and
lower bounds of the artiﬁcial
noise matrix N correspond-
ing to SNRs of 60dB and
40dB, compared against the
upper and lower bounds of
the mobility matrix Y.
Shown in Figure 3.5a are the translational transfer impedances of ZIc1c2 , determined
from the coupled assembly via the partial (dot-dashed orange) and full (dashed
yellow) interface approaches, without the inclusion of artiﬁcial noise. It can be seen
that both the partial and full interface approaches are in near perfect agreement with
the exact transfer impedance determined from the uncoupled element, I (diﬀerences
are on the scale of numerical error). This may in itself be considered a partial
validation of the in-situ approach. A full validation will require further experimental
veriﬁcation and will be covered later (see Section 3.4). It should be noted that due
to the inclusion of rotational DoFs, the transfer impedance of the coupling element
is given by the 2× 2 matrix,
ZIc1c2 =
[
ZIx1x2 ZIα1x2
ZIx1α2 ZIα1α2
]
. (3.25)
However, for clarity, only the translational ZIx1x2 component results are presented
here. The additional transfer impedances, not shown for brevity, are also in near
perfect agreement with the exact impedances.
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Figure 3.5: Translational transfer impedance obtained via numerical simulation.
Solid blue line is the exact transfer impedance obtained from I whilst uncoupled.
Figures 3.5b-3.5c demonstrate the eﬀect of introducing artiﬁcial noise, as set out
through Equations 3.22-3.24. Two levels of noise have been considered here, corre-
sponding to an SNR of 60dB and 40dB, respectively. It can be seen that the partial
interface approach (dot-dashed orange) appears far more sensitive to the eﬀects of
noise than the full interface approach (dashed yellow). This may be justiﬁed in part
due to the two matrix inversions required by the partial interface approach (Equa-
tion 3.11) as opposed to the single inversion by the full interface approach. It is well
known that matrix inversions are particularly sensitive to noise and that small errors
may easily be ampliﬁed and dominate the resulting inverse. Under the inﬂuence of
both levels of noise, the full interface approach yields a transfer impedance in ex-
cellent agreement with that of the exact impedance. A further increase in the level
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of noise can be shown to introduce a noticeable error. However, this error remains
considerably less than that of the partial approach.
Unlike the full interface approach, where the number of mobilities used to determine
the transfer impedance is limited by the number of interface DoFs, the partial in-
terface approach allows for over-determination through the use of additional remote
DoFs. Shown in Figure 3.5d are the determined (dot-dashed orange) and over-
determined (dashed purple) transfer impedances obtained via the partial interface
approach. This was achieved by including two further remote points at b. It can be
seen that the over-determination has greatly reduced the eﬀect of noise. Although
some error still remains, this may be reduced further by increasing the level of over-
determination, or by taking multiple averages for each mobility, thus diminishing
the inﬂuence of noise.
3.4 Experimental Application
In order to further validate and assess the practical application of the in-situ method,
a number of experimental studies have been conducted. The dynamic transfer stiﬀ-
ness of two diﬀerent resilient elements are determined via the partial and full inter-
face approaches. At this point only the translational coordinate-DoF z is considered.
For completeness, and to highlight the experimental challenges associated with the
in-situ approach, the characterisation procedure has been undertaken on a variety
of assembly types, including; non-resonant, resonant, single and multi-contact as-
semblies. At ﬁrst we will consider only single contact assemblies, beginning with
the simplest case of a non-resonant mass-isolator-mass assembly. Resonant source
and receiver sub-structures, along with multi-contact assemblies, will be introduced
with increasing complexity as the Section progresses.
In these experimental studies, and throughout the remainder of this Thesis, unless
otherwise stated, mobilities are measured using an impact excitation (with a B&K
instrumented force hammer, Type 8206-001, with a hard plastic tip) as per BS
6897 Part 5 [17]. Accelerations are measured using single axis accelerometers (B&K
Type 4507 B 004 or Type 4507 B 006). Data capture and mobility calculations are
performed using a 01dB multi-channel analyser (AREVA NetdB DAQ-12/DAQ-32),
along with its associated software package (dBFA Suite). With the exception of
mobility calculations all further post-processing is done using MATLAB [119].
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Assuming the input excitation to be comparatively free from noise, all mobilities are
calculated using the H1 transfer function formulation [120],
H1(ω) =
Sab(ω)
Saa(ω)
(3.26)
where, Sab is the input/output (force/acceleration) cross-spectrum, and Saa is the
input auto-spectrum. A frequency resolution of 0.390625Hz and FFT length of
65536 is used throughout. Lastly, each mobility is determined from the linear average
of 3 independent excitation and response measurements.
3.4.1 Single Contact
Although unlikely to be encountered in reality, a single contact assembly oﬀers the
simplest case in which the in-situ approach may be applied. A number of assembly
types are considered here; ﬁrstly, a non resonant mass-isolator-mass (MIM) assem-
bly; secondly, a partially resonant mass-isolator-plate (MIP) assembly; and lastly, a
highly resonant beam-isolator-plate (BIP) assembly. Further assembly details will
be presented as and when required.
Mass-Isolator-Mass - The dynamic transfer stiﬀness of two diﬀerent re-
silient elements have been determined using the full interface approach.3 The ex-
perimental set-up for this is shown diagrammatically in Figure 3.6, where a spaced
accelerometer pair is adhered above and below the coupling mount. The assemblies
used here, and throughout the remainder of this Chapter, are coupled using an in-
dustrial strength adhesive, rested on foam pads, and elevated using a number of
bricks, so as to provide access to both contact interfaces.
Each resilient element has been characterised in two diﬀerent MIM assemblies,
details of which are presented in Table 3.2. It is important to note that the resilient
element used in assemblies A and B was a large and relatively stiﬀ isolator. It
was therefore assumed that a small change in the source mass would be unlikely to
introduce any signiﬁcant non-linearities with regards to its pre-load. The resilient
element used in assemblies C and D was a small and relatively soft isolator. To
avoid the introduction of any pre-load based non-linearities, the source mass was
kept constant between these two assemblies. For the MIM assemblies considered
3The mass-like nature of the source and receiver sub-structures used here meant that the partial
interface approach would be of little beneﬁt.
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Tag Type Assembly Details
A MIM Source mass 0.86kg, receiver mass 0.68kg, resilient element:
Continental CONTITECH 27 796 25-29
B MIM Source mass 1.8kg, receiver mass 0.86kg, resilient element:
Continental CONTITECH 27 796 25-29
C MIM Source mass 0.68kg, receiver mass 0.86kg, resilient element:
Fibet 2525vv18 60 IRHD
D MIM Source mass 0.68kg, receiver mass 3.25kg, resilient element:
Fibet 2525vv18 60 IRHD
Table 3.2: Details on the construction of Mass-Isolator-Mass (MIM) assemblies.
here, only the full interface approach is investigated, as it made little sense to include
remote measurement positions when the assembly is simply composed of mass like
elements.
The full interface measurement procedure, applied to assemblies A-D, may be out-
lined as follows,
1 Forces are applied at each of the accelerometer positions at interface c1, and
the mobilities YCc1c1 and YCc2c1 are measured.
2 Forces are applied at each of the accelerometer positions at interface c2, and
the mobilities YCc1c2 and YCc2c2 are measured.
Following this, the 4×4 spaced mobility matrix was constructed and an appropriate
sign convention applied so as to account for the direction of measured quantities.
The rows and columns corresponding to the spaced pairs are averaged to provide the
central point and transfer mobilities. The resulting 2× 2 contact interface mobility
matrix was inverted and the dynamic transfer impedance extracted from the oﬀ-
diagonal elements, as per Equation 3.6. Multiplication by iω yields the dynamic
transfer stiﬀness. The above procedure was preformed on assemblies A-D, the
results of which are presented in Figures 3.7 - 3.9.
Let us ﬁrst consider assemblies A and B. Shown in Figure 3.7a are the transfer
mobilities, YCc1c2 , measured across the two assemblies. As expected, the two diﬀer,
conﬁrming that the transfer mobility is a property of the assembly, not the mount.
Shown in Figure 3.7b are the dynamic transfer stiﬀnesses, KIc1c2 , determined from
assemblies A (blue) and B (orange). As one would expect from an independent
quantity, the two are in excellent agreement. The determined stiﬀnesses display the
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Figure 3.6: Diagrammatic
representation of the mass-
isolator-mass test rig. Red
arrows correspond to the di-
rection and position of the
applied forces, whilst blue ar-
rows indicate the positive di-
rection of the measured accel-
erations.
phenomena expected from a resilient element, i.e. a near linear stiﬀness with a well
damped internal resonance, occurring in this particular isolator at approximately
1kHz. Beyond this internal resonance, an increasing amount of noise is observed.
This is a result of the resiliently attenuated vibration falling below the sensitivity
threshold of the measurement equipment. The frequency at which this noise is
introduced is dependent upon the stiﬀness of mount and the inertia of the assembly,
with a larger masses requiring a larger vibration amplitude in order to exceed the
sensitivity threshold. It is of interest to note that the resilient mount used here,
a `SCHWINGMETALL Compression Mount, C Type, Mould Number 27796/C', is
supplied with a static spring stiﬀness of 16,800N/m. Comparing this to the measured
value at 20Hz of approx 20,000N/m, it is not unreasonable to put the 19% increase
in stiﬀness down to diﬀerences in pre-load, not to mention the frequency dependent
nature of rubber-like materials.
Let us now consider assemblies C and D. Shown in Figure 3.8a are the transfer
mobilities measured across the two assemblies. As in assemblies A and B, these
transfer mobilities diﬀer considerably. The dynamic transfer stiﬀnesses determined
from assemblies C (blue) and D (orange) are shown in Figure 3.8c. Again, these
stiﬀnesses are in excellent agreement with one another. Although as before, the
high frequency stiﬀness is heavily contaminated by noise resulting from the limited
dynamic range of the measurement equipment. Like the Continental mount (used in
assemblies A and B), the stiﬀnesses determined for the Fibet mount display a near
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Figure 3.7: Dynamic transfer stiﬀness and transfer mobility measurements made
on assemblies A and B (see Table 3.2).
linear stiﬀness response, as expected. Unlike the Continental mount however, no
internal resonance is observed. This is likely due to the isolator's smaller size pushing
the ﬁrst internal resonance into the noise contaminated region. A small amount of
disagreement between the two stiﬀnesses can be observed particularly in the lower
frequency range, between roughly 20-40Hz. A potential cause for this disagreement is
highlighted in Figure 3.8c. Shown in Figure 3.8c are the reciprocal transfer mobilities
measured across assembly D. Although in agreement across the majority of their
frequency range, below approximately 50Hz this agreement worsens. A likely reason
for this breakdown in reciprocity is a non-linearity introduced by the excitation of
the source and receiver masses. If the forces used to excite the assembly above and
below the mount result in suﬃciently diﬀerent mount displacements, the two transfer
mobilities may end up representing the mount whilst under diﬀerent `conditions'.
Additionally, the compact nature of the Fibet mount made for a less stable MIM
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assembly and was therefore more likely to be eﬀected by non-linearities due to impact
excitation level.
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Figure 3.8: Dynamic transfer stiﬀness and transfer mobility measurements made
on assemblies C and D (see Table 3.2). Low level excitation at c2 was used to
avoid introducing non-linearities.
In order to further investigate the eﬀect of poor reciprocity, assembly D was re-
tested using a higher level of excitation, the results of which are presented in Figure
3.9. Shown in Figure 3.9a are the transfer mobilities measured across assemblies C
(blue) and D (orange). Comparison against Figure 3.8a shows that the higher level
excitation has led to a slight reduction in the eﬀect of high frequency noise, as one
would expect. The resulting reciprocal agreement between the transfer mobilities of
assembly D is shown in Figure 3.9b. It can be seen that the higher level excitation
has beneﬁted the low frequency reciprocity, whilst worsening the agreement about
the primary resonance. This result is reﬂected in the resulting dynamic transfer
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Figure 3.9: Dynamic transfer stiﬀness and transfer mobility measurements made
on assemblies C and D (see Table 3.2). High level excitation at c2 was used to
exaggerate non-linearities resulting from large diﬀerence in mass behaviours.
stiﬀness, shown in Figure 3.9c. An unexpected resonance at approximately 130Hz
has appeared in the dynamic transfer stiﬀness of assembly D (orange). This is
clearly an artefact resulting from the poor reciprocity about the transfer mobility's
primary resonance. However, the improved low frequency reciprocity can be seen to
beneﬁt the low frequency stiﬀness agreement between the two assemblies.
Although by no means an exhaustive study, this result highlights the importance
of self consistency. Although each mobility is correct in its own right, the `eﬀective
conditions' under which they were determined may diﬀer due to the diﬀerence in
excitation level. As such, although likely correct for their corresponding conditions,
they are not representative of the same assembly. This lack of self consistency is likely
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caused by the susceptibility of resilient elements to non-linearities, not to mention
experimental error, and is perhaps the main limitation of the in-situ approach.
Transmissibility Validation - It has so far been shown that the dynamic
transfer stiﬀness of a resilient element, determined via the full interface approach,
is an independent quantity. However, the validity of the resulting stiﬀness has only
been partially veriﬁed from the knowledge of a static stiﬀness. A further validation
is provided here by means of a transmissibility prediction. The transmissibility of
a single DoF system may be obtained either experimentally, through the ratio of
operational velocities, as in Equation 3.27,
Tmeas =
vCc2
vCc1
=
YCc2c1
YCc1c1
(3.27)
or theoretically, using a simpliﬁed model, i.e. mass on a spring, as in Equation 3.28,
Tpred =
Zs
Zm + Zs
(3.28)
where, Zs and Zm are the spring and supported mass impedances, respectively.
Assuming the MIM assemblies investigated above behave similarly to that of a
mass on a spring, it is possible to use measured and predicted transmissibilities as a
means of validating the dynamic stiﬀnesses obtained via the in-situ approach. The
validation process undertaken may be outlined as follows:
1 The dynamic transfer impedance of the Continental mount is determined from
the MIM assembly, A.
2 A second MIM assembly, B, is constructed and its transmissibility measured
directly via Equation 3.27.
3 Using the theoretical source mass impedance of assembly B, (Zm = iωM
(B)),
along with the mount impedance determined from assembly A, (Zs = Z
(A)
Ic1c2
),
the transmissibility of B is predicted via Equation 3.28. A comparison against
the measured transmissibility is given in Figure 3.10a.
4 Assembly B is inverted such that the receiver mass becomes the source mass
and step 3 is repeated. A comparison for this second conﬁguration is given in
Figure 3.10b.
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* It is assumed that the inversion of assembly B does not introduce any non-
linearities due to the slight change in pre-load.
It can be seen that in both cases the frequencies at which the transmissibility peaks
are predicted with considerable accuracy. The diﬀerence in amplitude between the
measured and predicted transmissibilities may be put down to the simpliﬁed nature
of the mass on a spring model. In reality the MIM assembly was suspended on
a foam matting, the compliance and damping of which has been neglected. Also
neglected were the contributions of any rotational or in-plane DoFs. However, re-
gardless of the diﬀerence in amplitude, Figure 3.10 clearly shows that the dynamic
transfer impedance obtained from one assembly may be used to predict the re-
sponse of another with good accuracy. This not only conﬁrms the transferability
of the dynamic transfer impedance/stiﬀness, but also that it is in fact the true
impedance/stiﬀness of the mount.
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Figure 3.10: Measured and predicted transmissibilities of assembly B obtained
using a dynamic stiﬀness determined from assembly A.
Mass-Isolator-Plate - In reality, it is unlikely that either the source or
receiver sub-structure will behave like an ideal mass. It is therefore of interest to
assess the performance of the in-situ approach on resonant assemblies. We will ﬁrst
consider a partly resonant mass-isolator-plate (MIP) assembly. Further details on
the construction of this assembly are presented in Table 3.3. Again, with the mass-
like nature of the source sub-structure, only the full interface approach is considered
here. The partial interface approach will be considered in the next study.
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Tag Type Assembly Details (h× w × l)
E MIP Source mass 0.86kg, receiver plate 50cm× 75cm× 0.7cm, re-
silient element: Fibet 2525vv18 60 IRHD
Table 3.3: Details on the construction of the Mass-Isolator-Plate assembly.
The experimental set-up for theMIP assembly is shown diagrammatically in Figure
3.11, where two spaced accelerometer pairs are adhered above and below the isolator.
The measurement procedure here follows that of assemblies A-D, where forces were
applied at each accelerometer position. The resulting mobility matrix was averaged,
and inverted, as per Equation 3.14. Stiﬀness values were subsequently determined
from the oﬀ diagonal elements.
Input Forces
Isolator
Accelerometers
Receiver
plate
Input Forces
Figure 3.11: Diagrammatic representation of the mass-isolator-plate test rig, E.
Red arrows correspond to the direction and position of the applied forces, whilst
blue arrows indicate the positive direction of the measured accelerations.
Shown in Figure 3.12 are the results obtained from assembly E, compared against
those from assembly C.4 Shown in Figure 3.12a are the transfer mobilities measured
across the isolator in assemblies E (orange) and C (black). As one would expect
with the introduction of a resonant substructure, the transfer mobility of assembly
E is made up of multiple resonances, diﬀering signiﬁcantly from that of assembly
C. Shown in Figure 3.12c are the dynamic transfer stiﬀnesses determined from the
two assemblies. Also shown is the reciprocal dynamic transfer stiﬀness obtained
from assembly E. It can be seen that, regardless of the huge between their transfer
mobilities, their dynamic transfer stiﬀnesses are in good agreement. The stiﬀness
4Through the remainder of this Chapter we will consider the stiﬀness determined from assembly
C as the `true' stiﬀness, and use it for comparative purposes.
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values determined from assembly E can be seen to vary slightly above and below
that of assembly C, whilst clearly displaying the correct overall characteristics. As
demonstrated previously, these variations, about what we will consider the `target'
stiﬀness, are likely due to discrepancies in the mobility matrices' reciprocal agree-
ment. Additionally, it can be seen that due to the lower inertia of the plate-like
receiver sub-structure, a more deﬁned high frequency stiﬀness is obtained, from
which the ﬁrst internal isolator resonance can be observed. The transfer mobilities
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Figure 3.12: Dynamic transfer stiﬀness and transfer mobility measurements
made on assemblies C and E (see tables 3.2 and 3.3).
of assembly E are shown in Figure 3.12b. The reciprocal agreement is good across
the entire frequency range. Some small deviations can be seen, particularly at lower
frequencies, where the largest deviations in the stiﬀness are found. However, regard-
less of these small deviations, Figure 3.12 clearly shows that the in-situ method,
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implemented via the full interface approach, is capable of determining a dynamic
transfer stiﬀness, and thus independently characterising a resilient element whilst
installed within a partly resonant assembly.
Beam-Isolator-Plate - The last single contact case considered here is the
beam-isolator-plate (BIP) assembly, F. Assembly F follows on from the partly res-
onant MIP assembly, where both source and receiver sub-structures now exhibit
resonant behaviour. Further details on the construction of assembly F may be
found in Table 3.4. A steel beam was chosen so as to introduce sharp, minimally
damped resonances, representative of what may be encountered in a worst case prac-
tical scenario. A diagrammatic representation of this assembly is shown in Figure
3.13. With both source and receiver sub-structures now of a continuous nature, full
and partial interface approaches are investigated.5
Tag Type Assembly Details
F BIP Source beam (5cm × 25cm × 0.9cm), receiver plate (50cm ×
75cm× 0.7cm), resilient element: Fibet 2525vv18 60 IRHD
Table 3.4: Details on the construction of the Beam-Isolator-Plate assembly.
Let us ﬁrst consider the full interface approach. The experimental set-up for this
is shown diagrammatically Figure 3.13a, where two spaced accelerometer pairs are
adhered above and below the mount. The measurement procedure here follows that
of assemblies A-E, where forces are applied at each accelerometer position. The
resulting mobility matrix was averaged, and inverted, as per Equation 3.14. Stiﬀness
values were subsequently determined from the oﬀ diagonal transfer elements.
Shown in Figure 3.14b are the transfer mobilities measured across assemblies C
(black) and F (orange). As we have come to expect, the two transfer mobilities diﬀer
considerably, with the mobility of assembly F now containing both damped and un-
damped resonances from the receiver and source sub-structures, respectively. Shown
in Figure 3.14a are the dynamic transfer stiﬀness (and its reciprocal) determined
from assembly F (blue and orange). Also shown is the stiﬀness obtained from the
MIM assemblyC (black). On inspection it can be seen that a large resonant artefact
5It is worth noting that although the partial interface approach appears simpler with regards to
the experimental set-up, Figure 3.13b represents the experimental set-up required to over-determine
the problem in multiple ways. In practise the partial interface approach arguably provides a simpler
experimental procedure as only a single interface excitation is required.
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occurs at approximately 500Hz. Further investigation reveals that this is the same
frequency at which the transfer mobility's primary anti-resonance occurs.
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IsolatorAccelerometers
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plate
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beam
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(a) Full interface set-up
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Receiver
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Source
beam
(b) Partial interface set-up
Figure 3.13: Diagrammatic representation of the beam-isolator-plate test rig,
F, showing both full and partial interface measurement set-ups. Red arrows cor-
respond to the direction and position of the applied forces, whilst blue arrows
indicate the positive direction of the measured accelerations.
The disagreement between reciprocal transfer mobilities, about this anti-resonance,
is shown more clearly in the in-set of Figure 3.14c. This discrepancy is likely caused
by an inaccuracy in the excitation at the contact interfaces. With anti-resonances
being dependent upon excitation and response position, they are particularly sen-
sitive to experimental error, i.e. hammer inaccuracy. Interestingly, the stiﬀness in
the region of the transfer mobility's primary resonance (approx 800Hz) is free from
any such artefacts. This is because resonances are determined by the geometrical
and material properties of the sub-structure/assembly.
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(a) Dynamic transfer stiﬀness KIc1c2 of assembly F and C (see tables 3.2 and 3.4)
using the full interface approach.
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(d) Dynamic transfer stiﬀness KIc1c2 of assembly F and C determined via partial
and full interface approaches.
Figure 3.14: Dynamic transfer stiﬀness and transfer mobility measurements
made on assemblies C and F using partial interface approach.
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(e) Dynamic transfer stiﬀness KIc1c2 of assembly C and F.
Figure 3.14: (Continued) Dynamic transfer stiﬀness and transfer mobility mea-
surements made on assemblies C and F using partial interface approach.
The resonances are therefore invariant to excitation or response position and do not
vary between impacts.
With the exception of this anti-resonance error, the stiﬀnesses determined from as-
sembly F are in good agreement with that of assembly C, with some small deviations
occurring below approximately 40Hz.
Let us now consider the partial interface approach. Unlike the full interface, the
partial approach requires remote measurement positions on both source and receiver
sub-structures. Referring back to Equation 3.11,
ZIc2c1 =
[
YCc1aY
−1
Cba
YCbc2 −YCc1c2
]−1
the mobilities required are; YCc1a , YCba , YCbc2 , and YCc1c2 . At this point it is
worth noting that the principle of reciprocity may be used to manipulate Equation
3.11 in a number of ways. In its standard form, over-determination can be achieved
through the use of additional applied forces at a, or additional responses at b. Al-
though, since it is generally more convenient to over-determine a problem by use of
additional forces, as it requires no additional measurement equipment, we may use
the reciprocal relations; Y−1Cba = Y
−T
Cab
and YCbc2 = Y
T
Cc2b
, to manipulate Equation
3.11 such that it allows for the over-determination at b via additional applied forces,
as opposed to responses.
ZIc2c1 =
[
YCc1aY
−T
Cab
YTCc2b −YCc1c2
]−1
(3.29)
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In order to implement these over-determination approaches, multiple remote mea-
surement positions have been included on both source and receiver sub-structures.
The experimental set-up for this is shown diagrammatically in Figure 3.13b where,
in addition to the two spaced accelerometer pairs, a single remote accelerometer
is placed on the source sub-structure, with a further 3 placed on the receiver sub-
structure. Here we are not considering the over-determination at a via responses,
therefore only a single remote source side accelerometer was required. The measure-
ment procedure may be outlined as follows:
1 Forces are applied at each of the three remote source positions, a, and the
transfer mobilities YCc1a and Y
−1
Cba
are measured.
2 Forces are applied at the interface, c2, and the transfer mobilities YCbc2 and
YCc1c2 are measured.
3 Forces are applied at the three remote receiver positions, b, and the transfer
mobilities Y−1Cab and YCc2b are measured. (This step is only required if a force
over-determination at b is sought)
* Spaced forces and responses at interfaces c1 and c2 are averaged such that they
provide the central force and response.
The advantage of the partial interface approach is evident here in that it requires
only a single mount transfer mobility to be measured, allowing the practitioner to
avoid an `inaccessible' contact interface or, in our case, interface c1. Furthermore, the
partial approach may be over-determined through the use of additional excitation
or response measurements at the remote DoFs, a or b.
Shown in Figure 3.14d are the dynamic transfer stiﬀnesses obtained from assem-
bly F via the determined (orange) and over-determined (yellow) partial interface
approach. Here the over-determined stiﬀness is achieved through additional forces
applied remotely on the source. A comparison against the full interface stiﬀness, pre-
sented in Figure 3.14a, clearly shows that the reciprocity-related artefact at 500Hz
has been avoided. This is likely due to the partial interface approach only requiring
a single mount transfer mobility, with reciprocity implicitly assumed. Beyond this
resonant artefact, relatively good agreement is achieved when compared against the
MIM stiﬀness of assembly C (black). Through the use of over-determination it can
be seen that a number of the artefacts observed in the determined case are avoided,
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including those at 70, 130 and 900Hz, albeit at the expense of slightly worse agree-
ment below 40Hz. Above approximately 1000Hz a number of resonant artefacts
are observed. In this region the over-determined prediction appears to oﬀer little
improvement.
Lastly, shown in Figure 3.14e are the over-determined stiﬀnesses resulting from; ad-
ditional source excitations (blue), receiver excitations (yellow) and receiver responses
(orange). It can be seen that in the region 40-900Hz the three over-determined stiﬀ-
ness are in good agreement. Beyond this the three approaches diﬀer slightly, with the
introduction of diﬀerent resonant artefacts. Regardless of this disagreement, Figure
3.14e clearly shows that over-determination via additional forces or responses, on
either sub-structure, can be used to provide reasonable stiﬀness values.
3.4.2 Multiple Contact
An advantage of the in-situ approach over other currently available methods is its
ability to determine the dynamic transfer stiﬀness in multiple DoFs simultaneously.
These DoFs may be either coordinate based (i.e. rotational and in-plane DoF) or po-
sitional (i.e multiple isolators). In this Section the application of the in-situ approach
to the simultaneous characterisation of multiple resilient elements within a multi-
contact resonant assembly is investigated. The beam-isolator(2)-plate (BI(2)P)
assembly considered here consists of a steel beam resiliently mounted to a perspex
plate via two resilient elements. It is believed that the highly resonant and multi-
contact nature of this assembly is likely more challenging than what would often be
encountered in a practical scenario.
Beam-Isolator(2)-Plate - For the beam-isolator(2)-plate assembly a steel
beam is resiliently mounted to a perspex plate via two mounts, as shown diagram-
matically in Figure 3.15. For consistency, the same mount type has been used as in
assemblies C-F. Further assembly details are given in Table 3.5.
Let us consider ﬁrst the full interface approach. The experimental set-up for this
is shown diagrammatically in Figure 3.15a, where a spaced accelerometer pair is
adhered above and below each mount. The measurement procedure here follows
that of the single contact case, where forces are applied at each accelerometer po-
sition, except now, an 8× 8 mobility matrix is constructed. The spaced forces and
responses are averaged to give the 4×4 contact interface mobility matrix. Inversion
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and extraction of the oﬀ diagonals, as per Equation 3.14, yields dynamic transfer
impedance, from which the transfer stiﬀnesses are calculated.
Tag Type Assembly Details
G BI(2)P Source beam (3.7cm× 45cm× 0.9cm), receiver plate (50cm×
75cm× 0.7cm), resilient element: Fibet 2525vv18 60 IRHD
Table 3.5: Details on the constructions of the Beam-Isolator(2)-Plate assembly.
With the contact interface matrix of dimension 4 × 4 the resultant oﬀ-diagonal
transfer impedance element is a 2× 2 sub-matrix containing the transfer impedance
of each isolator,

ZCc11c11 ZCc11c12 ZIc11c21 ZIc11c22
ZCc12c11 ZCc12c12 ZIc12c21 ZIc12c22
ZIc21c11 ZIc21c12 ZCc21c21 ZCc21c22
ZIc22c11 ZIc22c12 ZCc22c21 ZCc22c22
 =

YCc11c11 YCc11c12 YCc11c21 YCc11c22
YCc12c11 YCc12c12 YCc12c21 YCc12c22
YCc21c11 YCc21c12 YCc21c21 YCc21c22
YCc22c11 YCc22c12 YCc22c21 YCc22c22

−1
(3.30)
where c11 and c12 are the source-isolator interfaces at ﬁrst and second mount, re-
spectively. Similarly, c21 and c22 are the isolator-receiver interfaces for the ﬁrst and
second mount, respectively. The transfer impedances of interest here are ZIc11c21
and ZIc12c22 , and their reciprocal values ZIc21c11 and ZIc22c12 , respectively.
Shown in Figures 3.16a and 3.16b are the dynamic transfer stiﬀnesses obtained for
each mount (orange), including their reciprocal values (yellow). Also shown is the
stiﬀness obtained from the MIM assembly, C (black). It should be noted that
although the mounts used in assembly G were of the same type, neither were the
actual mount used in assembly C. As such, their stiﬀnesses may diﬀer slightly due
to manufacturing tolerances. That said, the stiﬀnesses determined from assembly G
are in fair agreement with those from assembly C, and certainly display the overall
expected characteristics. A slight over-prediction of the stiﬀness can be seen in both
cases when compared against that of assembly C. These deviations are likely due
to the small diﬀerences between individual isolators, and the slight change in their
mounting conditions resulting from the assembly's multi-contact nature.
Like the stiﬀnesses observed in the BIP case of Figure 3.14a, the stiﬀnesses here
can be seen to exhibit a number of resonant artefacts. The ﬁrst two of these can
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clearly be attributed to assembly anti-resonances occurring at approximately 250Hz
and 500Hz. These anti-resonances can be observed in the transfer mobilitiesYCc11c21
andYCc12c22 , presented in Figures 3.16c and 3.16d, respectively. The remaining arte-
facts are likely caused by other assembly anti-resonances, or combinations thereof,
that are not so clearly identiﬁed within the assemblies mobility matrix. Regardless,
Figures 3.16a and 3.16b clearly demonstrate that the full interface approach is ca-
pable of characterising multiple elements simultaneously, albeit with some degree of
contamination about assembly anti-resonances.
Input Forces
Accelerometers
Isolator
Receiver
plate
Input Forces
Source
beam
(a) Full interface set-up
Input Forces
Accelerometers
Isolator
Receiver
plate
Input Forces Sourcebeam
(b) Partial interface set-up
Figure 3.15: Diagrammatic representation of the beam-isolator(2)-plate test rig,
G, for full and partial interface measurements. Red arrows correspond to the
direction and position of the applied forces, whilst blue arrows indicate the positive
direction of the measured accelerations.
Let us now consider the partial interface approach. As in the single contact case,
the partial interface approach requires the mobilities; YCc1a , YCba , YCbc2 , and
YCc1c2 , or some reciprocal variation thereof, depending upon the over-determination
approach implemented.
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(a) Dynamic transfer stiﬀnesses KIc11c21 and KIc21c11 of isolator 1 in assembly G,
and KIc1c2 of assembly C, determined using full interface approach.
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(b) Dynamic transfer stiﬀnesses KIc12c21 and KIc22c12 of isolator 2 in assembly G,
and KIc1c2 of assembly C, determined using full interface approach.
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(c) Transfer mobilities YCc11c21 and
YCc21c11 of assembly G.
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(d) Transfer mobility YCc12c22 and
YCc22c12 of assembly G.
Figure 3.16: Dynamic transfer stiﬀness and transfer mobility measurements
made on assembliesC andG (see tables 3.2 and 3.5) using full and partial interface
approach.
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(e) Dynamic transfer stiﬀnesses KIc11c21 and KIc21c11 of isolator 1 in assembly G,
and KIc1c2 of assembly C, determined using partial and full interface approaches,
respectivly.
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(f) Dynamic transfer stiﬀnesses KIc12c22 and KIc22c12 of isolator 2 in assembly G, and
KIc1c2 of assembly C, determined using partial and full interface approaches,
respectively.
Figure 3.16: (Continued) Dynamic transfer stiﬀness and transfer mobility mea-
surements made on assemblies C and G (see tables 3.2 and 3.5) using full and
partial interface approach.
Here we will consider only the source side over-determination via additional forces.
As such, we avoid any reciprocal substitutions. The experimental set-up for this is
shown diagrammatically in Figure 3.15b where, in addition to the spaced accelerom-
eter pairs, 2 remote accelerometers are included on the receiver sub-structure.
The measurement procedure follows that of the single contact case (whilst accounting
for the two coupling elements and the 5 remote source side excitations). In this case,
step 3 may be ignored since only a source side over-determination is considered.
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Shown in Figures 3.16e and 3.16f are the stiﬀnesses obtained via the partial inter-
face approach for both determined (orange) and over-determined (yellow) cases. As
observed in assembly F, the partial interface approach avoids the resonant artefacts
encountered via the full interface approach. However, this is done at the cost of
arguably poorer overall performance, particularly at low frequencies, that is, below
around 40Hz. Over-determination can be seen to be particularly beneﬁcial in the de-
termination ofKIc12c22 , where it completely avoids the 200Hz artefact observed in the
determined stiﬀness. Regardless, Figures 3.16e and 3.16f clearly demonstrate that
the partial interface approach is capable of simultaneously characterising multiple
elements whilst installed within a highly resonant assembly.
3.5 Concluding Remarks
This Chapter has been concerned with the development and validation of an in-situ
method for the independent characterisation of resilient coupling elements. Follow-
ing a theoretical development, two variants of the in-situ approach were presented,
namely the `partial' and `full' interface impedance relations. These were validated
numerically using a simpliﬁed beam model and, later, experimentally using a num-
ber of increasingly complex assembly types. Promising results were obtained in all
cases, with the partial interface approach appearing to be the more reliable of the
two, likely due to the over-determination that it permits.
It is important to reiterate that the proposed approach allows for the in-situ determi-
nation of the dynamic transfer impedance. The driving point impedances obtained
through the full interface approach are properties of the coupled assembly, not the
coupling element. Determination of the driving point impedance would require fur-
ther assumptions, or the implementation of a sub-structure decoupling procedure,
neither of which are considered here.
In the next Chapter the in-situ approach is further extended via a number of state-
of-the-art experimental methods so as to provide a more robust and ﬂexible charac-
terisation method.
4Experimental Extensions
In this Chapter the in-situ approach presented previously is further extended
through the incorporation of advanced experimental techniques, including; the ﬁnite
diﬀerence approximation, the round trip identity and the concept of generalised
transmissibility. Together, the in-situ approach, alongside the proposed extensions,
aims to provide a powerful characterisation tool that is capable of circumventing
many of the experimental hurdles faced in practice.
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4.1 Rotational Degrees of Freedom
Previous literature has shown that although not always necessary, rotational DoFs
can play an important role in the coupling of mechanical sub-structures [57]. As such,
an experimentally robust characterisation method must be capable of accounting for
rotational DoFs in some way. Although current methods allow for the characterisa-
tion of rotational DoFs, they often rely upon either; numerous test rigs, involving
multiple excitation and termination arrangements [109, 111], or are based upon as-
sumption that limits their application [101]. In the former, each coordinate-DoF
requires a diﬀerent excitation and termination arrangement and is determined sep-
arately. The full characterisation of an element is therefore a laborious and time
64
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intensive procedure. Furthermore, an assumption is made with regards to the be-
haviour of the terminating condition, which is often only approximately met over
a narrow frequency range. The later approach [101], being based on rigid body
theory, imposes signiﬁcant restrictions on the nature of the source and receiver sub-
structures and, additionally, does not allow for the eﬀect of pre-load to be accounted
for.
The generality of the in-situ method presented in Section 3.2 harbours no limitations
with regards to the number of DoFs being solved for, the eﬀect of pre-load, or the
nature of the source and receiver sub-structures. That is providing one can accu-
rately excite and measure the DoFs of interest and, furthermore, that the intended
application remains locally linear to that of the characterisation.
It is the aim of this Section to further extend the proposed in-situ approach so as
to facilitate the simultaneous determination of both translational and rotational dy-
namic transfer stiﬀnesses. The main challenge to overcome with such an aim is that
of an accurate and convenient moment excitation, a topic that has received much
interest over the years. Consequently, a plethora of experimental methods have
been proposed, including; twin shaker arrangements [121], blocks [122124], mag-
netostrictive exciters [125, 126] and synchronised hammers [127]. A more detailed
review these methods may be found in [128].
More recently, an interesting approach was proposed by Moorhouse et al. [44]
whereby moment excitation is avoided altogether and instead replaced by a number
of translational excitations remote to the point of interest. Coined as the `round
trip', this approach, in theory, allows for the determination of a complete mobility
matrix, including rotational, in-plane and cross terms, without having to excite any
moments or in-plane forces directly. An alternative approach, originally proposed by
Sattinger [129] and further developed by Elliott et al [128], is that of the ﬁnite dif-
ference approximation. Employing a pair of translational excitation and responses,
separated by a ﬁnite distance, the ﬁnite diﬀerence approach allows for both moment
excitation and angular velocities to be approximated without having to directly
apply or measure either. The ﬁnite diﬀerence approach has the advantage of not
requiring any modiﬁcations to be made to the structure under investigation and,
furthermore, requires only standard measurement equipment. The ﬁnite diﬀerence
approximation therefore oﬀers a convenient way to include rotational DoFs within
the in-situ approach. A similar approach, coined the `virtual point transformation',
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has been proposed by Van der Seijs et al [130]. The virtual point approach re-
lies on the kinematic relations between a set of locally remote DoFs and the `virtual
point' at which the translational and rotational DoFs are required. The virtual point
transformation may be considered a generalisation of the ﬁnite diﬀerence approach,
whereby the measurement positions are not restricted to a spaced pair centred about
the position of interest. Although promising results have been demonstrated, the
approach requires very precise knowledge of each sensor's position and orientation
with respect to the virtual point. As such, its implementation is rather involved.
The remainder of this Section will focus on the incorporation of the ﬁnite diﬀerence
approximation within the in-situ approach.
4.1.1 Finite Difference Approach
We will begin by introducing the ﬁnite diﬀerence approximation for a single positional-
DoF on an arbitrary structure C, where the only coordinate-DoFs of interest are
those of translation, z, and its axial rotation. For such a structure the point mobil-
ity matrix at the positional-DoF 0, is given by,
YC00 =
[
YCv0f0 YCv0τ0
YCψ0f0 YCψ0τ0
]
(4.1)
where, τ0 and α0 represent the applied moment and resultant angular velocity at
position 0, respectively. Each element of Equation 4.1 may be deﬁned explicitly as,
YCv0f0 =
v0
f0
∣∣∣
τ0=0
, YCv0τ0 =
v0
τ0
∣∣∣
f0=0
, YCψ0f0 =
ψ0
f0
∣∣∣
τ0=0
, YCψ0τ0 =
ψ0
τ0
∣∣∣
f0=0
. (4.2)
,ψ0τ0
f0 ,v0f1 ,v1 f2 ,v2
Δ
Figure 4.1: Force and velocity positions for ﬁnite diﬀerence approximation.
Let us now consider the pair of applied forces, f1 and f2 , and their resultant veloc-
ities, v1 and v2 , at two positional-DoFs centred about 0, and separated by a ﬁnite
distance 2∆, as shown in Figure 4.1. It was shown by Sattinger [129], and later by
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Elliott et al. [128], that the translational, rotational and cross mobilities of Equa-
tion 4.2 may be approximated from the translational mobilities measured at 1 and
2 according to,
Y˜
v0f0
≈ Yv1f1 + Yv2f1 + Yv1f2 + Yv2f2
4
(4.3)
Y˜
ψ0f0
≈ −Yv1f1 + Yv2f2
4∆
(4.4)
Y˜v0τ0 ≈
−Y
v1f1
+ Y
v2f2
4∆
(4.5)
Y˜
ψ0τ0
≈ Yv1f1 − Yv2f1 − Yv1f2 + Yv2f2
4∆2
(4.6)
where, ˜ represents an approximation via ﬁnite diﬀerence. A convenient matrix
form is given by,[
Y˜
v0f0
Y˜v0τ0
Y˜
ψ0f0
Y˜
ψ0τ0
]
≈
[
1
2
1
2
−1
2∆
1
2∆
][
Y
v1f1
Y
v1f2
Y
v2f1
Y
v2f2
][
1
2
−1
2∆
1
2
1
2∆
]
(4.7)
or more compactly as,
Y˜ = BYBT (4.8)
where B is a ﬁnite diﬀerence transformation matrix. The pre-multiplication of Y by
B may therefore be considered a row based operation that yields the translational
and angular responses, whilst post-multiplication may be considered a column based
operation that yields the translational force and moment excitations.
With a full derivation of the ﬁnite diﬀerence equations presented by Elliott et al.
[128] alongside an experimental validation and numerical error analysis, neither will
be provided here. However, it is worth noting that the error analysis carried out
by Elliott et al. showed the resultant error, for an analytical beam, to be inversely
proportional to bending stiﬀness and mobility magnitude, whilst being proportional
to separation distance ∆ and frequency. This error introduces a bandwidth over
which the ﬁnite diﬀerence approximation valid. Above this, the bending wavelength
becomes comparable to the sensor spacing and large deviations arise due to the
breakdown of locally rigid behaviour; below, where the bending wavelength is very
large compared to that of the sensor spacing, the measured mobilities are similar
enough that noise is introduced as a result of the diﬀerences required in the approx-
imation. The ﬁnite diﬀerence method is thus limited to a working frequency range
dependent on the sensor spacing and frequency range of interest.
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The incorporation of the ﬁnite diﬀerence approximation within the in-situ approach
allows, in theory, for the simultaneous characterisation of both translational and
rotational DoFs. Our aim may thus be achieved with the use of minimal additional
hardware and experimental eﬀort. However, application of the ﬁnite diﬀerence ap-
proach does require each mount interface to be instrumented with a spaced pair of
accelerometers.1
With the partial interface relation (see Equation 3.11) we are only concerned with de-
termining the rotational DoFs at the coupling interfaces, c1 and c2. Pre-multiplication
of YCc1a and YCc1c2 , by the ﬁnite diﬀerence transformation matrix B, yields a re-
sponse at c1 that includes both translation and angular velocities. Similarly, post-
multiplication of YCbc2 and YCc1c2 by B
T results in an excitation at c2 that is a
ﬁnite diﬀerence approximation including both force and moments. Factorising out
the B terms we arrive at the ﬁnite diﬀerence approximation for the partial interface
relation.
Finite diﬀerence partial interface impedance relation:
Z˜Ic2c1 =
[
B
(
YCc1aY
−1
Cba
YCbc2 −YCc1c2
)
BT
]−1
(4.9)
The full interface relation (see Equation 3.14) requires a block diagonal transfor-
mation matrix to be constructed. Subsequent pre- and post-multiplication of the
contact interface mobility matrix by this block matrix yields the ﬁnite diﬀerence
approximation for the full interface relation.
Finite diﬀerence full interface impedance relation:[
Z˜Cc1c1 Z˜Ic1c2
Z˜Ic1c2 Z˜Cc2c2
]
=
[ B 0
0 B
][
YCc1c1 YCc1c2
YCc2c1 YCc2c2
][
B 0
0 B
]T−1
(4.10)
Equations 4.9 and 4.10 provide the ﬁnite diﬀerence approximations to Equations
3.11 and 3.14, respectively, and allow for the simultaneous characterisation in both
translational and rotational DoFs.
1Experimental studies presented thus far have made use of spaced accelerometer pairs. This
was not an essential requirement, with numerous alternative approaches having been available, for
example, a single centred accelerometer with a pair of spaced forces.
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4.1.2 Numerical Validation
In order to validate the incorporation of the ﬁnite diﬀerence approximation a brief
numerical study has been undertaken. Further to its validation, this study will al-
low for the inﬂuence of the error introduced via the ﬁnite diﬀerence approximation
to be investigated. For consistency, a similar simulation is considered here as in
Section 3.3, where the transfer impedance of an internal portion of a free-free beam
is determined from a number of full length beam mobilities. In the previous nu-
merical study translational, rotational and cross mobilities were calculated exactly
according to Equations 3.16 and 3.17. In this study only translational mobilities
are simulated. Rotational and cross mobilities are determined via the application
of the ﬁnite diﬀerence approximation, as presented in Section 4.1.1. The excitation
and response positions used here are identical to those used in the previous study,
and are presented in Table 3.1, with the exception of the interface DoFs which are
now located at ±∆ those used previously. Simulations have been carried out for two
ﬁnite diﬀerence spacings, 2cm and 3cm. Furthermore, no artiﬁcial noise has been
included in these simulations.
Shown in Figure 4.2 are the rotational transfer impedances ,Z˜Iψ2τ1 , determined via
the ﬁnite diﬀerent approximations of the partial (dot dashed orange and dashed
yellow) and full (orange) interface approaches. Shown in Figures 4.2a and 4.2b are
the transfer impedances determined for the ∆ = 2cm spacing. Similarly, Figures
4.2b and 4.2d show the transfer impedances determined for ∆ = 3cm. It is clear
from Figure 4.2 that the full interface approach is far more sensitive to the error
introduced via ﬁnite diﬀerence approximation than that of the partial interface ap-
proach. The transfer impedances determined via the full interface approach are
heavily contaminated by resonant artefacts and, furthermore, the resonant peaks
located at approximately 300Hz and 900Hz are shifted considerably. In contrast,
the transfer impedances determined via the partial interface approach exhibit no
resonant artefacts, with only a minimal shift in resonant frequencies, as shown more
clearly in the inset of Figures 4.2c and 4.2d. Also shown in Figures 4.2c and 4.2d
are the three fold over-determined transfer impedances. The agreement between
determined and over-determined predictions suggests that over-determination does
not aid in reducing the error introduced via the ﬁnite diﬀerence approximation.
From further investigation it can be shown that the resonant artefacts observed
in Figures 4.2a and 4.2b occur in regions where the mobility amplitude is at a
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maximum, i.e. at resonances. For a single contact case the ﬁnite diﬀerence error in
the mobility is inversely proportional to its magnitude, i.e. larger error in regions of
low amplitude.
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Figure 4.2: Rotational transfer impedance Z˜Iψ2τ1 obtained via numerical simula-
tion using ﬁnite diﬀerence approach. Solid blue line is the exact transfer impedance
obtained from beam I whilst decoupled.
When dealing with impedance we may argue that this error instead becomes pro-
portional to the mobility magnitude, due to their inverse relationship. We would
thus expect the ﬁnite diﬀerence error in the impedance to occur in regions where the
mobility amplitude is high. Although not so easily extendible to multi-contact cases,
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this proportional error is in agreement with those observed in our multi-contact sim-
ulations. Also demonstrated is the increase in error with frequency and separation
distance, as discussed in [128].
4.1.3 Experimental Validation
With the incorporation of the ﬁnite diﬀerence approximation having been validated
numerically in the above study, and furthermore, with the ﬁnite diﬀerence approxi-
mation itself having already been experimentally validated in [128], the aim here is
to simply demonstrate its application in the characterisation of resilient elements.
Unfortunately, due to contractual arrangements, project deadlines and other time
constraints, this was only achieved via the full interface approach for a single contact
mass-isolator-mass assembly type.
4.1.3.1 Single Contact
Mass-Isolator-Mass - Unfortunately the M-I-M assemblies used in previ-
ous Sections were no longer available at the time of measurement. As such, three
additional MIM assemblies, H, I, and J are introduced here. Further details of
these assemblies are given in Table 4.1.
Tag Type Assembly Details
H MIM Source mass 0.86kg, receiver mass 3.2kg, resilient element:
Continental CONTITECH 27 796 25-29
I MIM Source mass 0.86kg, receiver mass 5.1kg, resilient element:
Continental CONTITECH 27 796 25-29
J MIM Source mass 0.86kg, receiver mass 18.3kg, resilient element:
Continental CONTITECH 27 796 25-29
Table 4.1: Details on the construction of Mass-Isolator-Mass assemblies used in
the determination of rotational dynamic transfer stiﬀness.
The measurement procedure for determining the rotational transfer stiﬀness follows
that of the translation stiﬀness. A spaced pair of accelerometers were adhered above
and below the isolator. Forces were applied at each and a 4x4 translational mo-
bility matrix was constructed. This matrix was pre- and post-multiplied by the
ﬁnite diﬀerence transformation matrix, B and its transpose, BT, respectively. The
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resulting matrix contained the translation, rotational and cross mobilities. Inver-
sion and subsequent extraction of the oﬀ diagonal elements yielded the sought after
quantities.
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Figure 4.3: Dynamic transfer stiﬀness and transfer mobility measurements made
on assemblies.
Shown in Figure 4.3 are the results obtained from assemblies H-J. Shown in Figure
4.3a are the rotational transfer mobilities, Y˜Cψ1τ2 , for each assembly. As expected,
these diﬀer from one another. Again, at high frequencies, the eﬀect of noise becomes
severe, particularly in the case of assembly J, where a large 18kg receiver mass was
used. A primary assembly resonance can be observed at approximately 80Hz, with
two further resonances appearing around 600Hz and 1400Hz, although in the case
of assembly J, this third resonance is masked by the contaminating noise. Shown in
Figure 4.3b are the corresponding rotational transfer stiﬀnesses determined via the
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ﬁnite diﬀerence approximation. It can be seen that the rotational transfer stiﬀnesses
are in good agreement with one another across much of their frequency range. A
number of expected phenomena can be observed in the resulting stiﬀness. The
ﬁrst and second internal resonances can be seen to occur at approximately 600Hz
and 1400Hz, coinciding with the mobility of the assembly. This suggests that the
corresponding transfer mobility resonances observed in Figure 4.3a are in fact caused
by the internal mount resonances. Furthermore, a sharp resonance can be observed
in the noise of assembly J, appearing at approximately 1800Hz. This is a due
to a plate-like resonance occurring in the large receiver mass, and is clearly not a
property of the mount. An additional low frequency resonance can be observed at
approximately 40Hz. This resonance is likely some property of the mount, as it is
not visible in the transfer mobility of the assembly. It should also be noted that
the primary assembly resonance at approx 80Hz is not seen in the dynamic stiﬀness,
conﬁrming that is a property of the assembly, not the mount.
Although only brief, the experimental investigation carried out above may be con-
sidered suﬃcient in conﬁrming the validity of the ﬁnite diﬀerence approximation as
an extension to the in-situ approach for determining rotational transfer stiﬀnesses.
4.2 Extension to Remote Measurement Positions
The in-situ approach presented so far has been validated both numerically and ex-
perimentally, with its application to a number of single and multi-contact assemblies
having been assessed. In its current form, the full interface approach, as presented
in Equation 3.14, requires both source and receiver contact interfaces to be excited,
whilst the partial interface approach, as presented in Equation 3.11, requires only
a single interface to be excited. With either approach, the excitation of a contact
interface may prove to be problematic, particularly in a practical scenario where
access is limited. For example; auto-mobile engine mounts, machinery footing, etc.
Whilst in a laboratory setting test rigs may be designed so as to facilitate interface
access, this is generally not the case with when it comes to real life structures. More
often than not, in cases where access is limited, the practitioner encounters problems
whilst trying to excite the structure. The principle of reciprocity is largely employed
in such cases, allowing for the interchange of excitation and response positions, for
easier measurement. However, if both the excitation and response originate at a
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coupling interface, for example a point mobility, the principle of reciprocity is of no
beneﬁt and we must ﬁnd an alternative method.
The measurement of an interface response is not generally considered a problem as
standard measurement accelerometers are relatively compact in size, not to mention
the growing availability of MEMS (micro electro-mechanical system) sensors [131].
The application of a force however, whether through an instrumented hammer or an
electro-dynamic shake, requires considerable space. In recent work by Moorhouse et
al. [44] it was shown that the coupled point mobility at the interface of two arbitrary
sub-structures could be determined from a set of measured transfer mobilities, none
of which require excitation at the location of interest. Referred to as the `round
trip', a number of studies have highlighted its potential as both a theoretical and
experimental tool [45, 82, 132]. It is therefore proposed that the round trip be
integrated as part the in-situ characterisation approach, thus providing an entirely
remote characterisation method, whereby all interface excitations are relocated to
accessible measurement positions.
The round trip identity for the point mobility of a coupled structure is given by
Moorhouse et al. [44] as,
Single interface round trip identity:
YCcc = YCcbY
−1
Cab
YTCca (4.11)
or by reciprocity,
YCcc = Y
T
Ccc = YCcaY
−1
Cba
YTCcb . (4.12)
where c represents the single coupling interface between a source and receiver sub-
structure, a corresponds to some set of remote DoFs on the source, and b a similar
set on the receiver.
From inspection of the partial interface relation,
ZIc2c1 =
[
YCc1aY
−1
Cba
YTCc2b −YCc1c2
]−1
it is clear that the only mobility requiring an interface excitation is that of the
transfer mobility YCc1c2 . Likewise, from inspection of the full interface relation,[
ZCc1c1 ZIc1c2
ZIc1c2 ZCc2c2
]
=
[
YCc1c1 YCc1c2
YCc2c1 YCc2c2
]−1
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it is clear that all elements require some interface excitation. The standard round
trip identity, given by Equation 4.11, may be used to remotely determine the point
mobilities, YCc1c1 and YCc2c2 . However, the standard round trip identity does not
account for the dual interface nature of either YCc1c2 or YCc2c1 . In what follows, a
simple re-derivation of the round trip is performed so as to provide a suitable dual
interface relation.
4.2.1 Dual Interface Round Trip
Following a similar derivation to that of [44] it is possible to formulate a round trip
identity that allows for the transfer mobility, YCc1c2 (or by reciprocity YCc2c1), to
be determined without the need for excitation at either contact interface.
Let us begin by considering the general SIR assembly given in Figure 3.1. The
resultant velocities on the coupled assembly at positions a, c1, and c2, due to an
applied force at b are given by,
vCa = YCabfCb (4.13)
vCc1 = YCc1bfCb (4.14)
vCc2 = YCc2bfCb . (4.15)
Employing the equivalent ﬁeld representation of Bobrovnitskii [67], the following
may be stated,
vCa = −YCac2 f¯Rc2 (4.16)
vCc1 = −YCc1c2 f¯Rc2 (4.17)
vCc2 = −YCc2c2 f¯Rc2 (4.18)
where f¯Rc2 is the blocked force produced at interface c2, due to the applied force at
b. Equating Equations 4.13 and 4.14, whilst eliminating fCb , allows the following
equality to be established,
Y−1CabvCa = Y
−1
Cc1b
vCc1 . (4.19)
Substitution of Equations 4.16 and 4.17 into 4.19 yields,
Y−1CabYCac2 f¯Rc2 = Y
−1
Cc1b
YCc1c2 f¯Rc2 . (4.20)
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Let us now consider the application of multiple forces at b, fCbi . Each of these
applied forces will result in a blocked force at the interface c2, f¯Rc2i . These blocked
forces may be arranged as columns of a blocked force matrix, F¯Rc2 . With free reign
over the nature of the applied forces, we are able to ensure the invertability of the
blocked force matrix. We are therefore able to eliminate the blocked force terms by
ﬁrst constructing the blocked forces matrix, f¯Rc2 → F¯Rc2 , and subsequently post-
multiplying both sides of Equation 4.20 by the inverse blocked force matrix, F¯−1Rc2 .
Y−1CabYCac2 = Y
−1
Cc1b
YCc1c2 (4.21)
The pre-multiplication of Equation 4.21 by YCc1b , followed by the reciprocal sub-
stitution, YCac2 = Y
T
Cc2a
, yields the round trip identity for a dual contact interface.
Dual interface round trip identity:
YCc1c2 = YCc1bY
−1
Cab
YTCc2a (4.22)
or by reciprocity,
YCc2c1 = YCc2aY
−1
Cba
YTCc1b (4.23)
If one chooses the location of c1 and c2 to be collocated, such that c1 = c2 = c, it
can be seen that Equations 4.22 and 4.23 are in agreement with the standard round
trip identity for the point mobility, as in Equation 4.11 and 4.12.
4.2.2 Remote In-situ Characterisation
Together, the single and dual interface round trip identities allow for both the par-
tial and full interface approaches to be extended for use with remote measurement
positions, thus avoiding the need to perform excitations at either contact interface.
4.2.2.1 Remote Partial Interface Method
Substituting Equation 4.22 into the partial interface relation results in an expression
for the transfer impedance in terms of remotely measurable mobilities only, none of
which require excitation about the interface.
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Remote partial interface relation:
ZIc2c1 =
[
YCc1aY
−1
Cba
YTCc2b −YCc1bY−1CabYTCc2a
]−1
(4.24)
The remote partial interface relation oﬀers two main advantages over its direct coun-
terpart, the most obvious being its application in scenarios where excitation at the
interface is not practical. Additionally, the incorporation of the round trip identity
oﬀers the ability to further over-determine of the problem.
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Figure 4.4: Mobility paths for the round trip and `broken' round trip terms of
Equation 4.24.
A closer inspection of Equation 4.24 reveals a similarity in form between the right
and left hand sides of the diﬀerence term. With the right hand side being the round
trip, the left hand side could be described as somewhat of a `broken' round trip, as
shown in Figure 4.4.
Like this broken round trip term, the number of remote DoFs required to successfully
determine the transfer mobility, YCc1c2 , via the round trip will depend upon the
number of coupling elements under investigation. For a single element in a single
coordinate-DoF, a single remote a and b DoF is suﬃcient. For each additional
element, or coordinate-DoF, included in the characterisation, an additional DoF
must be included at either a or b, so as to avoid under-determination.
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4.2.2.2 Remote Full Interface Method
The remote extension of the full interface approach requires a round trip identity for
each element of the coupling interface mobility matrix. Using the single and dual
interface round trip identities of Equation 4.11-4.12 and 4.22-4.23, respectively, the
following may be established,
YCc1c1 = YCc1bY
−1
Cab
YTCc1a (4.25)
YCc1c2 = YCc1bY
−1
Cab
YTCc2a (4.26)
YCc2c1 = YCc2aY
−1
Cba
YTCc1b (4.27)
YCc2c2 = YCc2aY
−1
Cba
YTCc2b . (4.28)
Together, the above allow for the construction of the coupling interface mobility
matrix, whilst requiring excitation only at the remote DoFs, a and b. A more conve-
nient single equation form may be obtained through the factorisation of Equations
4.25-4.28.
Remote full interface relation:[
YCc1c1 YCc1c2
YCc2c1 YCc2c2
]
=
[
YCc1b 0
0 YCc2a
][
YCab 0
0 YCba
]−1 [
YTCc1a Y
T
Cc2a
YTCc1b Y
T
Cc2b
]
(4.29)
As per the direct approach, Equation 4.29 is inverted, and the oﬀ-diagonals ex-
tracted, in order to obtain the remotely determined transfer impedances.
Like the remote partial interface approach, it is important that a suﬃcient number
of remote DoFs are used so as to avoid under-determination. As each element of the
coupled mobility matrix is essentially determined independently, the same remote
DoFs may be used for each. As such, the number of remote DoFs required to
successfully determine the entire mobility matrix will depend upon the number of
elements under investigation. For a single element, in a single coordinate-DoF, a
single remote a and b DoF is suﬃcient. For each additional element, or coordinate-
DoF, included in the characterisation, an addition DoF must be included at either a
or b, so as to avoid under-determination. Like the remote partial approach, Equation
4.29 also facilitates over-determination through the use of additional remote DoFs.
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4.2.3 Experimental Validation
In order to validate the proposed remote extension to the partial and full interface
relations, two experimental cases have been investigated. The two cases considered
here are the single and multi-contact assemblies, F (BIP) and G (BI(2)P), intro-
duced earlier in Chapter 3. In each case the transfer impedance, and subsequently
the transfer stiﬀness, are determined via the remote extensions to the partial and
full interface approaches described above.
4.2.3.1 Single Contact
Beam-Isolator-Plate - The beam-isolator-plate assembly considered here
was the same assembly as used in Section 3.4.1, details of which are given in Ta-
ble 3.4. With the remote partial and full interface approaches requiring the same
measured mobilities,
ZIc2c1 =
[
YCc1aY
−1
Cba
YTCc2b −YCc1bY−1CabYTCc2a
]−1
[
YCc1c1 YCc1c2
YCc2c1 YCc2c2
]
=
[
YCc1b 0
0 YCc2a
][
YCab 0
0 YCba
]−1 [
YTCc1a Y
T
Cc2a
YTCc1b Y
T
Cc2b
]
a single experimental set-up was suitable for both approaches. This set-up is shown
diagrammatically in Figure 4.5, where spaced accelerometer pairs are adhered above
and below the mount. Also included was an additional remote accelerometer on both
the source and receiver sub-structures. Here we will consider only over-determination
via forces (at a and b), as such, a single remote accelerometer on each was suﬃcient.
The measurement procedure for the two remote approaches may be outlined as
follows:
1 Forces are applied at each of the three remote source positions, a, and the
transfer mobilities YCc2a , YCba and YCc1a are measured.
2 Forces are applied at each of the three remote receiver positions, b, and the
transfer mobilities YCc2b , YCab and YCc1b are measured.
* Spaced responses at interfaces c1 and c2 are averaged such that they provide
the equivalent central responses.
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The advantage of the remote extension is evident here in that it requires neither
contact interface to be excited, allowing the practitioner carry out measurements
more conveniently. Furthermore, the remote approaches may be over-determined
through the use of additional excitation and/or response measurements at the remote
DoFs a and/or b.
Input Forces
Isolator
Accelerometers
Receiver
plate
Input Forces
Source
beam
Figure 4.5: Diagrammatic representation of the beam-isolator(2)-plate test rig,
G. Red arrows correspond to the direction and position of the applied forces, whilst
blue arrows indicate the positive direction of the measured accelerations.
Over-determination via forces at a leads to the substitution Y−1Cab = Y
−T
Cba
in the
second term of Equation 4.24, and in the upper diagonal entry of the inverse matrix
of Equation 4.25.
ZIc2c1 =
[
YCc1aY
−1
Cba
YTCc2b −YCc1bY−TCbaYTCc2a
]−1
(4.30)
[
YCc1c1 YCc1c2
YCc2c1 YCc2c2
]
=
[
YCc1b 0
0 YCc2a
][
YTCba 0
0 YCba
]−1 [
YTCc1a Y
T
Cc2a
YTCc1b Y
T
Cc2b
]
(4.31)
Similarly, the over-determination at b leads to the substitution Y−1Cba = Y
−T
Cab
.
Let us ﬁrst consider the remote full interface approach. Shown in Figure 4.6 are the
contact interface mobilities determined via Equation 4.29. Results are presented for
both determined (blue) and 3 fold over-determined (orange and yellow) cases. Also
shown are the directly measured mobilities (purple) obtained via direct interface
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excitations. The results presented in Figure 4.6 show good agreement between each
of the remotely determined mobilities and those measured directly, up to approxi-
mately 1kHz.
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Figure 4.6: Contact interface mobility matrix determined from assembly F (see
tables 3.4) using direct and round trip methods. For the round trip case both
determined and over-determined results are presented.
Above this the predictions are contaminated by an increasing amount of noise. This
noise is, again, due to the attenuation of the vibration signal through the resilient
element causing it to fall below the sensitivity threshold of the measurement equip-
ment.
This noise may be avoided in the case of the point mobilities by supposing that
both remote DoFs, a and b, exist on the same sub-structure. This may be done
by considering the 3 remote DoFs to lie on either side of an imaginary interface
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that exists at the mount contact interface. Doing so allows for the point mobilities
to be determined without having to measure across the isolator. Unfortunately,
however, there is no such option for the transfer mobilities. Instead further over-
determination, or additional averaging, may be employed as a method for reducing
the high frequency noise. However, with the aim here being simply to demonstrate
the application of the remote in-situ approach, the agreement observed in Figure 4.6
is considered acceptable.
As per the full interface approach, the inversion of this remotely determined mobility
matrix yields the dynamic transfer impedance, from which the transfer stiﬀness is
calculated. Shown in Figure 4.7 are the dynamic transfer stiﬀnesses obtained via the
partial (yellow) and full (dashed purple) interface approaches for both determined
and over-determined cases. Also shown are the full interface stiﬀnesses determined
directly from assemblies F (orange) and C (black).
A number of observations can be made from Figure 4.7. Firstly, it can be seen
that the remote partial and full interface approaches are in near exact agreement
(diﬀerences on the level of numerical error), in both determined and over-determined
cases. Although, this is not entirely unexpected as the two approaches make use of
the same remote DoFs, the same measured mobilities and similar theory. Secondly,
like the partial interface results presented in Section 3.4.1, it can be seen that the
large anti-resonant artefact present in the directly determined stiﬀness, occurring
at 500hz, has been avoided. Although a strong agreement between the determined
and over-determined stiﬀnesses is observed, a noticeable diﬀerence can be seen in
the case of Figure 4.7c where a source side over-determination is used. In this case
the resonant artefact occurring at 900Hz is avoided. Similarly, over determination
on the receiver side results in a reduction in many of the resonant artefacts below
this 900Hz artefact.
Before moving onto a multi-contact assembly it is perhaps worth noting what has
been accomplished here. The dual and single interface round trip identities have
been used together in a factorised matrix form to remotely determine the entire
contact interface mobility matrix, using remote measurement DoFs. Using these
remotely determined mobilities, both the partial and full interface approaches were
successfully implemented and used to obtain transfer stiﬀnesses that were not only
in good agreement with those determined from aMIM assembly, but in near perfect
agreement with one another.
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Figure 4.7: Dynamic transfer stiﬀness' KIc1c2 determined from assemblies C
and F (see tables 3.2 and 3.4) using direct and remote method (see Sections 3.2
and 4.2.2). For remote cases both determined and over-determined results are
presented.
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4.2.3.2 Multiple Contact
Beam-Isolator(2)-Plate - The beam-isolator(2)-plate assembly considered
here is the same assembly as used in Section 3.4.2, details of which are given in Table
3.5.
As in the single contact case, the implementation of the remote partial and full in-
terface characterisation was achieved through the same experimental set-up. For the
assembly considered here, this set-up is shown diagrammatically in Figure 4.8 where,
in addition to the spaced accelerometer pairs, two remote accelerometers were in-
cluded on the receiver sub-structure. Here we will only consider over-determination
via additional forces at a. As such, the reciprocal substitutions presented in Equa-
tions 4.30 and 4.31 apply and no remote responses are required at a. The measure-
ment procedure here follows that of the single contact case, whilst accounting for
the dual contact responses, and the ﬁve remote a DoFs required to facilitates a 21
2
fold over-determination.
Input Forces
Accelerometers
Isolator
Receiver
plate
Input Forces Source
beam
Figure 4.8: Diagrammatic representation of the beam-isolator(2)-plate test rig,
H. Red arrows correspond to the direction and position of the applied forces, whilst
blue arrows indicate the positive direction of the measured accelerations.
Let us ﬁrst consider the remote full interface approach. Shown in Figure 4.9 are
point contact interface mobilities determined remotely via Equation 4.31 (orange
and yellow). For clarity, only the point mobilities are presented, the transfer mo-
bilities were, however, in a similar level of agreement to those shown. Results are
presented for both determined (orange) and over-determined (yellow) cases. Also
shown are the directly measured point mobilities (blue) obtained via direct interface
excitations. The remotely determined mobilities presented in Figure 4.9 are in good
agreement with those measured directly, up to approximately 1kHz, particularly in
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the over-determined case. Over-determination can be seen here to remedy many of
the large deviations observed in the determined mobilities, for example the 100Hz
anti-resonances in YCc3c3 and YCc4c4 .
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Figure 4.9: Point mobilities from full mobility matrix determine via round trip.
Although used as a means to an end, the multi-contact dual interface implementa-
tion of the round trip identities (not to mention the single contact implementation,
presented in Figure 4.6) is, in itself, an interesting result. The ability to accurately
determine the mobility of a complex interface which is not easily accessible has appli-
cations reaching far beyond that of the remote characterisation of resilient elements.
Although not investigated further, the impressive success of the round trip identities
here must be acknowledged.
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(a) Dynamic transfer stiﬀness KIc11c21 of assembly G, determined using remote
partial and full interface approaches.
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(b) Dynamic transfer stiﬀness KIc12c22 of assembly G, determined using remote
partial and full interface approaches.
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(c) Dynamic transfer stiﬀness KIc11c21 of assembly G, determined using
over-determined remote partial and full interface approaches.
Figure 4.10: Dynamic transfer stiﬀnesses KIc11c21 and KIc12c22 determined from
assembly F using direct and remote methods (see Sections 3.2 and 4.2.2). For
remote cases both determined and over-determined results are presented.
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(d) Dynamic transfer stiﬀness KIc12c22 of assembly G, determined using
over-determined remote partial and full interface approaches.
Figure 4.10: (Continued) Dynamic transfer stiﬀnesses KIc11c21 and KIc12c22
determined from assembly F using direct and remote methods (see Sections 3.2
and 4.2.2). For remote cases both determined and over-determined results are
presented.
Having remotely determined the contact interface mobility matrix via Equation 4.31,
the dynamic transfer stiﬀness of each isolator was determined via the full interface
approach as per Equation 3.14. Using the same set of measured mobilities, the
partial interface approach was also implemented as per Equation 4.30.
Shown in Figure 4.6 are the dynamic transfer sitﬀnesses obtained via the remote full
(dashed purple) and partial (yellow) interface approaches for both determined and
over-determined cases. Also shown are the directly measured stiﬀness values from
assemblies G (orange) and C (black). Figures 4.10c and 4.10d represent the over-
determined cases of Figure 4.10a and 4.10b, respectively. It can be seen that in the
determined case, both the full and partial approaches avoid the anti-resonant arte-
facts observed in the direct full interface stiﬀness. Their agreement with the stiﬀness
obtained from assembly C is reasonably good. The full and partial approaches are
in considerable agreement across the majority of the frequency range, only deviating
signiﬁcantly below approximately 40Hz. In this region the full interface approach
appears to be the more reliable of the two. Although arguably less contaminated
than the directly determined stiﬀness, some additional artefacts are introduced via
the remote determination, most notably the 200Hz artefact in Figure 4.10b. The
beneﬁt of over-determination is shown in Figures 4.10c and 4.10d where the severity
of many of these artefacts is reduced.
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4.3 Operational Characterisation via the Gen-
eralised Transmissibility
As it currently stands, the in-situ approach for the characterisation of a coupling
element (via both partial and full interface approaches) requires excitation and re-
sponse measurements to be made on both source and receiver sub-structures. Whilst
the remote extension presented in Section 4.2 allows for the excitations to be relo-
cated to remote DoFs, further simpliﬁcations can be made via the application of
generalised transmissibilities.
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Figure 4.11: Mobility paths for the round trip and `broken' round trip terms of
remote partial interface impedance relation of Equation 4.24. Highlighted paths
are to be replaced by generalised transmissibility terms.
By considering some set of unknown internal, external, or operational forces, it is
proposed that the mobility paths highlighted in Figure 4.11 (as required by the
remote partial interface approach), namely those requiring remote source side exci-
tation or response measurement, be replaced by generalised transmissibility terms.
Such an extension would be particularly beneﬁcial if access is completely restricted
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to the source sub-structure, or in scenarios where the nearest accessible remote mea-
surement position lies far away from the contact interface.2
The replacement of these transfer mobilities with generalised transmissibility terms
oﬀers a number of potential advantages. Firstly, its use may further simplify the
experimental procedure by removing the need to excite the source sub-structure di-
rectly, or at least remove the need for a repeatable coherent excitation. Secondly,
by removing the need to excite the source sub-structure, the experimental error as-
sociated with excitation inaccuracy is reduced. Thirdly, for assemblies consisting of
an active sub-structure, it is proposed that one may use the forces generated via its
operation as a means of determining the generalised transmissibilities, thus allowing
for part of the data required for characterisation to be obtained under operational
conditions. Lastly, depending upon the nature of the active sub-structure, the ex-
citation applied to a resilient mount may exceed the assumption of local linearity.
Therefore any non-linearities in the properties of a resilient element whilst under
operation may potentially be indicated via the use of a generalised transmissibility.
In this Section we will consider only the case where the unknown internal, external
or operational forces are located at ﬁxed positions and provide coherent excitations.
Whilst this may place restrictions on the use of operational forces, a further inves-
tigation was considered beyond the scope of this work.
The remainder of this Section will focus on the incorporation of the generalised
transmissibility concept within the remote in-situ approach.
4.3.1 Generalised Transmissibility Concept
The concept of transmissibility is classically deﬁned for a single DoF, for example a
mass-spring assembly, as the ratio of input to output velocity (or force). However,
with many of the problems faced by engineers being associated with more compli-
cated multi-DoF systems, the classical transmissibility formulation is often only of
limited use. Instead, one may consider the generalised transmissibility presented by
2The remote extension implemented via the round trip method relies on a strong phase rela-
tionship between the remote DoFs and coupling interfaces. If the coupling interface is suﬃciently
far away from the nearest accessible remote region, or if the structure under investigation is of
a complicated geometry, successful implementation of the round trip may prove diﬃcult. This is
due in part to a change in the nature of the wave propagation, i.e. from standing wave type to
travelling wave type [133]. In such cases a poor level of coherence is likely to be obtained. This
poor coherence would likely go on to have negative eﬀects on the results obtained via the round
trip.
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Ribeiro et al. [134]. In what follows, the generalised transmissibility for the SIR
assembly presented in Figure 3.1 will be derived.
With reference to Figure 3.1, consider an unknown excitation force acting within
the source sub-structure S at some internal positional-DoF i, fCi . The resultant
assembly velocities due to this unknown excitation may be written as follows:
v´Ca = YCai f´Ci (4.32)
v´Cc1 = YCc1i f´Ci (4.33)
v´Cc2 = YCc2i f´Ci (4.34)
v´Cb = YCbi f´Ci (4.35)
where ´ represents an operational quantity. Pre-multiplication by the appropriate
mobility matrix allows any two of the above relations to be equated through the
elimination of the force term f´Ci . For example, Equation 4.32 and 4.33 may be
equated to form,
Y−1Caiv´Ca = Y
−1
Cc1i
v´Cc1 . (4.36)
Pre-multiplication by YCai leads to,
v´Ca = YCaiY
−1
Cc1i
v´Cc1 . (4.37)
Equation 4.37 provides a relationship between the resultant velocity responses at
the coupling interface c1 and the remote DoF a, due to an internal force acting at
i. The relating term YCaiY
−1
Cc1i
may be considered a generalised transmissibility
matrix and rewritten as TiCac1 ,
v´Ca = T
i
Cac1
v´Cc1 . (4.38)
In this vector/matrix form TiCac1 is able to relate the velocity between two sets
positional-DoFs. Whilst the transmissibility term, TiCac1 , may clearly be determined
from a pair of measured mobilities via,
TiCac1 = YCaiY
−1
Cc1i
. (4.39)
this approach is not of interest to us as we are attempting to use the transmissibil-
ity as a means of avoiding the measurement of mobilities. Instead, an alternative
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approach may be used whereby only the operational velocities v´Ca and v´Cc1 are
required [135].
Let us consider the case where a number of independent internal forces f´Cii are
applied at the source DoF i. Arranging these force vectors as columns of the force
matrix F´Ci = [´fCi1 , f´Ci2 . . . f´Cii ]
T , the resultant velocities due to each force may
be arranged similarly as the columns of a velocity matrix. Following through the
derivation of Equation 4.38 accounting for these force and velocity matrices one
arrives at the transmissibility relation,
V´Ca = T
i
Cac1
V´Cc1 (4.40)
where V´Ca = [v´Ca1 , v´Ca2 . . . v´Cai ] and V´Cc1 = [v´Cc11 , v´Cc12 . . . v´Cc1i ]. Providing
that the velocity matrix is non-singular, one may pre-multiply Equation 4.40 by the
inverse velocity matrix V´−1Cc1 , thus acquiring a solution to the generalised tranmissi-
bility matrix TaCac1 in terms of operation velocities alone.
TiCac1 = V´CaV´
−1
Cc1
(4.41)
In Equation 4.41, the number of remote DoF at a must be equal to the number
of interface DoF at c1, else the dimensions of the two velocity matrices will not be
compatible. Additionally, in order to form a determined solution, the number of
applied forces, i.e. the columns of V´Ca and V´Cc1 , must be equal to the number of
interface and remote DoFs used. Furthermore, an essential requirement of Equation
4.41 is that the columns of V´Cc1 be suﬃciently independent from one another, else
the resultant velocity matrix will be rank deﬁcient and therefore non-invertable.
This may be accomplished by ensuring that the applied forces f´Cii are suﬃciently
independent from one another. In practise this may be potentially achieved through
operating the active sub-structure at a range of diﬀerent speeds and/or loads. Lastly,
Equation 4.41 also facilitates the over-determination of the problem through the use
of additional applied forces. Doing so results in non-square velocity matrices that
yield an over-determined transmissibility matrix.
It is important to note that in order to successfully implement Equation 4.41 a re-
liable phase relationship must be established between the elements of the velocity
vector that make up V´Ca and V´Cc1 . As such, auto-spectra data may not be used un-
less an appropriate phase is applied before hand, for example via the cross-spectrum
phase approach as in Section 6.2.3.2.
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4.3.2 Operational Dynamic Transfer Stiffness
In what follows the concept of generalised transmissibility is applied to the remote
partial interface relation, as presented in Equation 4.24. Let us begin by simply
considering the remote relation,
ZIc2c1 =
[
YCc1aY
−1
Cba
YTCc2b −YCc1bY−1CabYTCc2a
]−1
(4.42)
The left hand term within the bracket of Equation 4.42 can be seen to contain the
mobility product, YCc1aY
−1
Cba
. If we consider the remote DoF a to lie internally at
i, this product takes the same form as that of Equation 4.39, and through a deriva-
tion similar to that shown in Section 4.3.1 it may be expressed by the generalised
transmissibility matrix TaCc1b . T
a
Cc1b
relates the resultant velocities at the coupling
interface c1 and remote receiver b DoFs due to some applied force at a,
TaCc1b = YCc1aY
−1
Cba
. (4.43)
Substitution of Equation 4.43 into Equation 4.45 yields,
ZIc2c1 =
[
TaCc1bY
T
Cc2b
−YCc1bY−1CabYTCc2a
]−1
. (4.44)
Turning attention to the round trip relation on the right hand side of Equation 4.45
a mobility product of similar form can be seen; YCc1bY
−1
Cab
. However, having just
removed the need for a direct excitation at a from the left hand term, it would
be preferable to do the same for the right hand term. Doing so would allow us to
eliminate the need for direct excitation at a all together. Let us ﬁrst call on the
reciprocal relation Y−1Cab = Y
−T
Cba
,
ZIc2c1 =
[
TaCc1bY
T
Cc2b
−YCc1bY−TCbaYTCc2a
]−1
. (4.45)
The transposed mobility product Y−TCbaY
T
Cc2a
may be rewritten as (YCc2aY
−1
Cba
)T .
Making this substitution one arrives at,
ZIc2c1 =
[
TaCc1bY
T
Cc2b
−YCc1b(YCc2aY−1Cba)T
]−1
. (4.46)
We may now formulate a generalised transmissibility relation for the inner bracketed
term,
TaCc2b = YCc2aY
−1
Cba
. (4.47)
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Substituting Equation 4.47 into Equation 4.46,
ZIc2c1 =
[
TaCc1bY
T
Cc2b
−YCc1b(TaCc2b)T
]−1
(4.48)
and rearranging the resulting right hand term yields a transfer impedance formu-
lation that, via the use of generalised transmissibility, does not require any known
force excitations at the remote source DoF, a.
Transmissibility based impedance relation:
ZIc2c1 =
[
TaCc1bY
T
Cc2b
− (TaCc2bYTCc1b)T
]−1
(4.49)
Equation 4.49 provides an alternative approach for determining the dynamic transfer
impedance of a coupling element, utilising the concept of generalised transmissibility.
Based on the partial interface relation of Equation 3.11 and its remote extension (see
Equation 4.24), the advantage of this approach is that all mobility terms requiring
excitation at a are replaced by transmissibility terms. These terms may, in theory,
be determined from operational velocities resulting from some unknown source side
excitation at a,
TaCc1b = V´Cc1V´
−1
Cb
TaCc2b = V´Cc2V´
−1
Cb
. (4.50)
The nature of this source side excitation is quite general. The DoF a can, in theory,
be located anywhere on the source sub-structure and need not be internal. As such,
an external excitation, for example via a hammer, may be used to generate the
required velocities, as per Equation 4.50. Alternatively, in cases where the source
sub-structure is an active component, one may use the `internal' forces generated
by its operational activity. Such an approach would be particularly useful in cases
where the source sub-structure is completely enclosed and inaccessible.
It is important to reiterate that the velocity based transmissibility approach requires
the inversion of a velocity matrix. In order to ensure invertability, it is essential that
the suﬃcient external (or internal) forces are applied and, furthermore, that these
forces are linearly independent, else the velocity matrix will be rank deﬁcient and
singular. Furthermore, similar to the standard remote approach, the use of addi-
tional forces allows for the over-determination of both the transmissibility matrices,
and as such may be used as a means of reducing potential error.
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4.3.3 Experimental Validation
The use of operational velocities for characterising resilient elements is investigated
here for the single and multi-contact assemblies, F and G, introduced earlier. These
studies are brief, with their aim being to simply validate the theoretical develop-
ments of Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, whilst hopefully highlighting one of many potential
applications of the generalised transmissibility concept.
With neither assembly consisting of an active sub-structure, the internal/external
forces require, f´Ci/a , are simulated using remote hammer impacts. In the case of
assembly F this was done in a trivial manner such that the external forces were the
same as those used to remotely determine the isolator stiﬀness in Section 4.2.3.1.
In the case of assembly G, operational forces were simulated and used to determine
time averaged quantities, from which predictions were made.
4.3.3.1 Single Contact
Beam-Isolator-Plate - The beam-isolator-plate assembly considered here
is the same assembly as used in Section 3.4.1, and later in Section 4.2.3.1, details
of which are given in Table 3.4. The measurements used here were carried out
simultaneously to the remote characterisation presented in Section 4.2.3.1. The
experimental set-up is shown diagrammatically in Figure 4.12 where, in addition
to the spaced accelerometer pairs, a single remote accelerometer is adhered to the
receiver sub-structure.
The measurement procedure may be outlined as follows:
1 A force is applied at the remote receiver position, b, and the transfer mobilities
YCc2b and YCc1b are measured.
2 Forces are applied at each of the three remote source positions in order to
simulate some set of internal operational forces. The resultant velocity auto-
and cross-spectra at c1, c2, and b are measured. An arbitrary accelerometer was
chosen as the phase reference for the cross-spectra. (These excitations were
the same as those used in Section 4.2.3.1 to measure the transfer mobilities
YCc2a , YCba and YCc1a)
Following this, the cross-spectra phase was applied to the square-rooted auto-spectra
via the cross-spectrum phase approach outlined in Section 6.2.3.2. The resultant
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phase referenced velocity vectors were used, as in Equation 4.41, to determine the
transmissibilities TCc1b and TCc2b . It is perhaps worth noting once more that the
velocities used by Equation 4.50, and the remaining mobilities required by Equation
4.49, were measured simultaneously to the remote partial interface characterisation
presented in Section 4.2.3.1. This was done by storing auto- and cross-spectra data
alongside the calculated mobilities.
Input Force
Isolator
Accelerometers
Receiver
plate
Input Forces
Source
beam
Figure 4.12: Diagrammatic representation of the beam-isolator(2)-plate test rig,
G. Red arrows correspond to the direction and position of the applied forces, whilst
blue arrows indicate the positive direction of the measured accelerations.
Shown in Figures 4.13a and 4.13b are the 3 fold over-determined transmissibilities,
TCc2b and TCc1b , respectively. The transmissibilities were determined via the mo-
bility products YCc1aY
−1
Cba
and Y−1CabY
T
Cc2a
(dashed orange), and velocity products
VCc1V
−1
Cb
and VCaV
−1
Cc2
(blue). As one might expect with the velocities having re-
sulted from the same excitations used to determine the mobilities, the two are in near
perfect agreement. With these two transmissibility terms in such good agreement,
it is no surprise that the dynamic transfer stiﬀness acquired via the velocity based
transmissibility approach is also in near perfect agreement with those determined
via the standard remote partial and full interface approaches, as shown in Figure
4.13c and 4.13d.
The results presented in Figure 4.13 are, in a sense, trivial as the same excitation
was used in both velocity and mobility based approaches, not to mention that for
a single contact point the transmissibility matrices reduce to scalar values. Regard-
less, Figure 4.13 clearly validates the use of velocity based transmissibilities in the
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Figure 4.13: Transmissibility based predictions determined from assembly F
using mobility and velocity based approaches.
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determination of dynamic transfer stiﬀness. In the following Section the velocity
based transmissibility approach will be implemented on a multi-contact assembly,
with a more realistic excitation type.
4.3.3.2 Multiple Contact
Beam-Isolator(2)-Plate - The multi-contact assembly considered here is
the same BI(2)P assembly as used in Section 3.4.2, and later in Section 4.2.3.2,
details of which are given in Table 3.5. To avoid the trivial excitation case, the
`operational' forces here were simulated using quickly repeated hammer hits in the
rough vicinity of the remote source DoFs. These forces were applied over a period
of 30 seconds from which the time averaged velocity auto- and cross-spectrum data
was calculated.
The experimental set-up used is shown diagrammatically in Figure 4.14, where in
addition to the spaced accelerometer pairs, two remote accelerometers are adhered
to the receiver sub-structure.
Input Forces
Accelerometers
Isolator
Receiver
plate
Input Forces Source
beam
Figure 4.14: Diagrammatic representation of the beam-isolator(2)-plate test rig,
H. Red arrows correspond to the direction and position of the applied forces, whilst
blue arrows indicate the positive direction of the measured accelerations.
The multi-contact nature of assembly G has meant that the transmissibility terms,
TCc2b and TCc1b , each take the form of a 2× 2 matrix. Shown in Figures 4.15 and
4.16 are the individual entries of each transmissibility matrix, determined via the
time averaged velocity (blue) and mobility (dashed orange) based approaches. Good
agreement is obtained in all cases, with some slight disagreement occurring in some
anti-resonant regions, and at higher frequencies above approximately 2kHz.
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Shown in Figure 4.17 are the dynamic transfer stiﬀnesses acquired using the trans-
missibility based approach (purple), where the transmissibility terms are determined
from the time averaged velocity auto- and cross-spectra. Also shown are the stiﬀ-
nesses obtained via the standard remote partial interface approach (yellow). In both
cases only the over-determined solutions are considered. The stiﬀness values deter-
mined via the transmissibility approach are in good agreement with those measured
both directly via the full interface approach (orange), and remotely via the partial
interface approach. Like the remote partial interface relation, the transmissibility
based approach avoids the large resonant artefacts observed in the directly deter-
mined full interface stiﬀnesses. Unlike the partial interface approach, however, a
number of new, arguably less severe, artefacts are introduced, for example those
occurring around 100Hz.
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Figure 4.15: Elements of the transmissibility matrix TCc2b determined via time
averaged velocity and standard mobility measurements on assembly G.
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It is interesting to note the improved low frequency response of the transmissibil-
ity based approach, over the remote partial interface stiﬀnesses. This improved
response, particularly below 50Hz, likely results from avoiding the source side exci-
tation inaccuracies that would be acompanied by the mobility based approach, and
result in poor coherence between the excitation source (i.e. the force hammer) and
the resulting responses. Even with very careful excitation it is exceedingly diﬃcult to
achieve a mobility with good coherence in this frequency range. The transmissibility
based approach, however, requires only a good coherence between the accelerometers
across mount, and is therefore far less susceptible to user measurement error.
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Figure 4.16: Elements of the transmissibility matrix TCc1b determined via time
averaged external velocity and standard mobility measurements on assembly G.
Although only a brief experimental investigation has been carried out, the results
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presented here are enough to validate the incorporation of generalised transmissibil-
ities and, furthermore, demonstrate their potential in the determination of dynamic
transfer stiﬀness.
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Figure 4.17: Dynamic transfer stiﬀness predictions for the two resilient elements
of assembly G using the time averaged velocity based transmissibility approach
(over-determined).
4.4 Concluding Remarks
This Chapter has been concerned with the extension of the in-situ approach via
state-of-the-art experimental methods. These methods included the ﬁnite diﬀerence
approximation for the inclusion of rotational DoFs, the round trip identity (and its
dual interface counterpart) for the extension to remote measurement positions and,
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lastly, the concept of generalised transmissibility for the replacement of externally
applied forces with operational velocities.
The extensions proposed here have been implemented on numerous assembly types
and provided promising results in all cases. Together these extensions oﬀer a char-
acterisation method that is not only applicable in-situ, but ﬂexible enough to be
used in practical scenarios.
PART III. SOURCE AND
RECEIVERS
5In-Situ Sub-structure
Decoupling
In this Chapter an in-situ approach for the decoupling of resiliently coupled source
and receiver sub-structures is proposed. The decoupling procedure makes use of the
in-situ characterisation method, as presented in Chapter 3, to determine the
free-interface mobility matrices of both source and receiver sub-structures.
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5.1 Sub-structure Decoupling
As discussed in Section 2.3, dynamic sub-structuring allows for the behaviour of
a coupled assembly to be predicted from the independent properties of its con-
stituent sub-structures. This is achieved through the enforcement of compatibility
and equilibrium between appropriate sub-structure frequency response functions.
The unique advantages oﬀered by dynamic sub-structuring has seen a large number
of published works in the ﬁeld. A comprehensive overview of these may be found in
[136]. However, this Chapter does not concern the coupling of sub-structures, rather
the opposite.
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In recent years dynamic sub-structuring procedures have been reversed and used
instead as a means of de-coupling assemblies. Referred to here as sub-structure
decoupling, this approach is used to determine the uncoupled dynamic properties
of a particular sub-structure from measurements made on the coupled assembly.
The standard decoupling approach requires a residual sub-structure (i.e. the sub-
structure from which the target sub-structure is to be decoupled) to be indepen-
dently characterised beforehand, i.e. the assembly must be physically decoupled
prior to the sub-structure decoupling. This residual sub-structure is then mathe-
matically decoupled from the assembly, leaving behind the dynamic properties of
the target sub-structure. This approach is particularly useful in determining the
dynamic properties of a sub-structure that can not be reliably suspended, i.e. for
the direct measurement of its free-interface mobility. As an example, consider the
experimental characterisation of a train carriage. It is simply impractical to suspend
the entire carriage so as to obtained its free-interface mobility. Instead, the mobility
of coupled carriage-bogey assembly is measured. The assembly is physically decou-
pled and the mobility of the bogey (i.e. the residual sub-structure) measured. This
residual sub-structure is then mathematically decoupled from the coupled assembly,
leaving behind the uncoupled dynamics of the carriage.
Although oﬀering a number of advantages, the standard sub-structure decoupling
approach requires the assembly to be physically decoupled prior to its implemen-
tation. This often defeats the purpose of the approach. If the sub-structures are
to be physically decoupled one may as well measure the free-interface mobility di-
rectly. That said, this is often impractical. As such, we concern ourselves with an
alternative decoupling method where physical decoupling is not required. It will
be shown in this Chapter that for resiliently coupled assemblies, the free-interface
source and receiver mobilities may be acquired through a de-coupling procedure that
requires in-situ measurements only. Such an approach is made possible through the
application of the in-situ characterisation method, presented in Chapter 3.
For a suﬃciently resilient mounting, source/receiver sub-structures are often consid-
ered `approximately' free [29]. However, in the lower frequency region, where the
impedance of the resilient mounts become comparable to that of the source/receiver
sub-structure, the coupled dynamics diﬀer from that of the true free behaviour. The
frequency beyond which a resiliently coupled sub-structure behaves freely will de-
pend on the local impedance of the sub-structure and the stiﬀness of the resilient
element used as a support. Below this frequency, the resilient element will likely
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behave as a massless spring, exhibiting no internal resonances. This assumption is
key in the development of the proposed in-situ decoupling procedure.
The successful implementation of an in-situ decoupling procedure would, in theory,
allow for the source, receiver and coupling elements to be independently charac-
terised, simultaneously, from measurements made in-situ on the coupled assembly.
A completely in-situ characterisation procedure would oﬀer a number of unique ad-
vantages:
- Only a single test procedure would be required to independently characterise
source, isolator and receiver sub-structures.
- Avoids having to `freely' suspend any sub-structures. This would be partic-
ularly useful in cases where; the sub-structure of interest is light weight and
free suspension would signiﬁcantly inﬂuence its dynamic behaviour, or in cases
where the sub-structure is large and free suspension is impractical.
- The free-interface mobility would be determined whilst under of a representa-
tive mounting condition, and therefore account for any changes in the physical
properties due to its coupled state (i.e. pre-load, additional stresses induced
due to coupling, etc.)
- Could be used as a passive counterpart to the in-situ blocked force method
(see Section 6), where the independent passive properties of a source sub-
structure are also determined in-situ, thus oﬀering a complete source/assembly
characterisation.
Similar works have been presented in recent years concerning the decoupling of
resiliently coupled sub-structures [137139]. Whilst these approaches diﬀer, their
aims remain the same; to independently characterise source/receiver sub-structures
from in-situ measurements.
In their two part paper [138, 139] Pavic and Elliot approached the decoupling prob-
lem by considering the application of force conservation across the coupling mount.
In doing so the authors implicitly make the assumption of a suﬃciently resilient cou-
pling element, with a negligible distributed mass. Expressions for the free-interface
mobility of both source and receiver sub-structures are presented, requiring only
the point and transfer mobilities of the coupled assembly. Numerical validations
are presented for both single and multi-contact assemblies, with results compared
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against an alternative (benchmark) method where the independent coupling element
properties are required to decouple the source and receiver. Whilst numerical sim-
ulations were able to validate the method and oﬀer some insight with regards to its
sensitivity to noise, the authors fail to provide any experimental results.
An alternative approach, referred to as the link-preserving decoupling (LPD) method,
was proposed by Keersmaekers et al. [137]. The authors consider coupling `links'
as parallel connections of springs and dampers, operational in only the translational
z coordinate-DoFs. Following a lengthy derivation a formula is presented for the
decoupled mobility of a receiver sub-structure in terms of coupled assembly mobil-
ities. The LPD approach requires no knowledge of the properties of the coupling
elements, as these terms cancel in the derivation. The method is validated via a 6
DoF lumped parameter model. A further numerical study is carried out concerning
its application to non-linear coupling elements. It was shown that the LPD method
is better suited to dealing with non-linear systems than the standard physical de-
coupling approach. A brief experimental case study was also presented. Although
the LPD method provided a reasonable estimate of the uncoupled mobility, the ex-
perimental set-up was simplistic and, furthermore, only concerned frequencies up to
80Hz.
Unlike those discussed above, the proposed in-situ decoupling procedure oﬀers an
independent characterisation of the resilient coupling elements alongside the source
and receiver sub-structures. Additionally, with the approach being based on the
in-situ characterisation presented in Chapter 3, all of its proposed extensions (re-
mote measurement positions, ﬁnite diﬀerence approximation, and generalized trans-
missibilities) may, in theory, be utilized. With previous works having focused on
numerical validations, this Chapter will consider the experimental implementation
of the proposed method.
The remainder of this Chapter will see the development of the in-situ decoupling
theory, followed by a series of experimental validations.
5.2 In-situ Decoupling Theory
Let us begin by considering an arbitrary multi-contact assembly, as depicted in
Figure 5.1. The assembly consists of a source (S) and receiver (R) sub-structure
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coupled together via N resilient supports (I). Assuming that each positional-DoF
is able to move in all 6 coordinate-DoFs, the general coupled impedance matrix is
given by,
ZC =

ZCc11c11 ZSc11c12 . . . ZSc11c1N −ZIc11c21 0 0 0
ZSc12c11 ZCc12c12 . . . ZSc12c1N 0 −ZIc12c22 0 0
...
...
. . .
... 0 0
. . . 0
ZSc1Nc11 ZSc1Nc12 . . . ZCc1Nc1N 0 0 0 −ZIc1Nc2N
−ZIc21c11 0 0 0 ZCc21c21 ZRc21c22 . . . ZRc21c2N
0 −ZIc22c12 0 0 ZRc22c21 ZCc22c22 . . . ZRc22c2N
0 0
. . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 −ZIc2Nc1N ZRc2Nc21 ZRc2Nc22 . . . ZCc2Nc2N

(5.1)
where, for example, ZCc12c12 is the coupled point impedance matrix at the second
contact on the source sub-structure S, ZSc11c1N is the coupled transfer impedance
matrix between the ﬁrst and Nth contact on the source sub-structure S, and ZIc11c21
is the coupled transfer impedance matrix across the ﬁrst resilient mount. In general,
each block impedance matrix contains both translational and rotational DoFs, and
therefore has the dimensions 6×6. The density of each block impedance matrix will
depend upon the nature of the problem. For example, when the cross coupling be-
tween DoFs is minimal, as in many resilient elements, the block impedance matrices
will be relatively sparse.
c11 c12 c13 c1N
c21 c22 c23 c2N
1 2 3 N
Source
Receiver
Figure 5.1: Diagrammatic representation of the general multi-contact assembly
considered in the in-situ decoupling procedure.
If we consider Equation 5.1 in a further blocked form it is clear that the diagonal
elements ZCc1c1 and ZCc2c2 represent properties of the coupled assembly, whilst the
oﬀ diagonal elements, ZIc1c2 and ZIc2c1 , are independent properties of the N coupling
elements.
ZC =
[
ZCc1c1 −ZIc1c2
−ZIc2c1 ZCc2c2
]
(5.2)
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Let us now consider the well established relation for the coupled mobility/impedance
of two arbitrary sub-structures, referred to here as A and B.
Y −1Ccc = Y
−1
Acc
+ Y −1Bcc (5.3)
Equation 5.3 states that the coupled point impedance, ZCcc = Y
−1
Ccc
, at the coupling
DoF c, is equal to the sum of the two uncoupled sub-structure point impedances;
ZAcc = Y
−1
Acc
and ZBcc = Y
−1
Bcc
. This relation can be extended to include all 6 coor-
dinate DoFs. For example, in the case of our multi-contact assembly, ZCc1Nc1N =
ZSc1Nc1N + ZIc1Nc1N , where ZCc1Nc1N are the source side coupled point impedances,
and ZSc1Nc1N and ZIc1Nc1N are point impedances of the uncoupled source sub-structure
and resilient mounts, respectively.1 Extended further for each positional-DoF, the
impedance of our coupled assembly may be expressed as the sum of the uncoupled
sub-structure impedance matrices,[
ZCc1c1 −ZIc1c2
−ZIc2c1 ZCc2c2
]
=
[
ZSc1c1 0
0 ZRc2c2
]
+
[
ZIc1c1 −ZIc1c2
−ZIc2c1 ZIc2c2
]
(5.4)
or in a more condensed form,
ZC = ZSR + ZI (5.5)
where ZSR is a block diagonal matrix containing source and receiver impedance
matrices, and ZI is a sparse matrix containing the point and transfer impedances of
each coupling element.
With the aim of determining the uncoupled source-receiver mobility matrix let
us simply rearrange Equation 5.5 such that the source-receiver impedance matrix,
ZSR , is given as the diﬀerence between the coupled assembly and coupling element
impedance matrices,
ZSR = ZC − ZI . (5.6)
Similar approaches have, in the past, been used in an attempt to decouple rigidly
connected source and receiver sub-structures [82]. However, for the rigid case, one
must ﬁrst separate the source and receiver so as to determine the properties of
the `residual' sub-structure, which is then subtracted from the coupled impedance.
1It is important to note that each block point impedance matrix contains the force/velocity
relations between all coordinate-DoFs. All of these, including the cross coupling impedance terms
must be accounted for in order to correctly describe the coupling between two sub-structures.
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Although used with relative success in the past, this method is not practical in the
case of a resiliently mounted assembly, as the residual sub-structure is not directly
measurable. Consider the determination of the source sub-structure impedance using
a residual sub-structure consisting of the remaining coupled isolator-receiver portion
of the assembly. In order to independently characterise this residual sub-structure
one would be required to measure the point impedance at the uncoupled end of the
isolator. This is clearly impractical as the there would likely be no space to perform
the required measurements and, furthermore, the isolator would no longer be under
a representative mounting condition. It is instead proposed that for a resiliently
mounted assembly, we deﬁne the residual sub-structure as our isolator impedance
matrix, ZI , and that the independent properties of this residual sub-structure be
determined via the in-situ characterisation approach, presented in Chapter 3. This
approach requires only in-situ measurements, and thus avoids the need to dismantle
the assembly. Subtraction of this residual sub-structure from the coupled assembly
yields the uncoupled and independent source-receiver impedance matrix, ZSR , from
which their corresponding free-interface mobilities may be determined.
In the case of a resiliently coupled assembly, the residual coupling impedance matrix
ZI is given by,
ZI =
[
ZIc1c1 −ZIc1c2
−ZIc2c1 ZIc2c2
]
. (5.7)
It was shown in Section 3.2 that the dynamic transfer impedance ZIc1c2 = Z
T
Ic2c1
could be acquired through the inversion of a coupled interface mobility matrix. Un-
fortunately, the point impedances cannot be obtained by the same process. However,
if we consider the resilient mount as spring like element, i.e. with a negligible dis-
tributed mass, the force across the mount is conserved and we may assume,
ZIc1c1 ≈ ZIc1c2 = ZTIc1c2 ≈ ZIc2c2 . (5.8)
As such, the entire coupling impedance matrix may be approximated from the in-situ
determined transfer impedances.[
ZIc1c1 −ZIc1c2
−ZIc2c1 ZIc2c2
]
≈
[
ZIc2c1 −ZIc1c2
−ZIc2c1 ZIc1c2
]
(5.9)
It is important to reiterate however, that this assumption is only valid whilst the
coupling element behaves as a massless spring. This assumption covers a frequency
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range up to approximately its ﬁrst internal resonance, where the distributed mass
begins to take eﬀect. Fortunately, for suﬃciently resilient elements, the coupling
element impedance contributes only at low frequencies, due to the inverse frequency
proportionality of spring like elements, Zk =
k
iω
. The dynamics of resiliently cou-
pled source or receiver sub-structures, in the region of an internal mount resonance,
are therefore approximately free, regardless. The in-situ decoupling procedure is
therefore be given by,
In-situ decoupling procedure:[
ZSc1c1 0
0 ZRc2c2
]
≈
[
ZCc1c1 −ZIc1c2
−ZIc2c1 ZCc2c2
]
−
[
ZIc1c2 −ZIc1c2
−ZIc2c1 ZIc2c1
]
(5.10)
where the entries of the residual isolator impedance matrix are determined via any
one of the approaches presented through Chapter 3. Following its acquirement, the
source-receiver impedance matrix may be inverted and the uncoupled free-interface
matrices attained. [
YSc1c1 0
0 YRc2c2
]
=
[
ZSc1c1 0
0 ZRc2c2
]−1
(5.11)
At this point we should note that the above procedure has been presented for the
case where all DoFs of interest lie at source/receiver the coupling interface. However,
we are often interested in DoFs remote to this interface. It is relatively trivial to
extend the approach to include these additional DoFs. If we consider the remote
source and receiver DoFs, a and b, as in Figure 3.1, Equation 5.10 may be written
more generally as,

ZSaa ZSac1 0 0
ZSc1a ZSc1c1 0 0
0 0 ZRc2c2 ZRc2b
0 0 ZRbc2 ZRbb
 ≈ · · ·
· · · ≈

ZSaa ZSac1 0 0
ZSc1a ZCc1c1 −ZIc1c2 0
0 −ZIc2c1 ZCc2c2 ZRc2b
0 0 ZRbc2 ZRbb
−

0 0 0 0
0 ZIc1c2 −ZIc1c2 0
0 −ZIc2c1 ZIc2c1 0
0 0 0 0
 . (5.12)
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Here the coupling element impedance matrix, ZI , is located within an otherwise zero
block matrix such that the rows and columns it occupies coincide with those of the
coupling DoFs. The purpose of this extension is that one may now acquire a free-
interface source/receiver mobility matrix that includes the (free-interface) transfer
mobilities between coupling interface and remote DoFs.
There are a few important details to note concerning the in-situ decoupling approach.
Firstly, the assumption ZIc1c1 ≈ −ZIc1c2 (and its reciprocal relation) is not limited
to coupling elements of a resilient nature; it may also be valid in the case of rigid
couplings, provided they too behave as ideal springs (e.g. an elastic rod, below
its ﬁrst internal resonance). As such, Equations 5.9-5.12 are not strictly limited to
resiliently coupled sub-structures. However, the ability to determine the independent
transfer impedance of the coupling element through the in-situ approach (i.e. the
inversion of a contact interface mobility matrix) is restricted to resilient elements. In
the case of a rigid coupling the velocities above and below the coupling elements are
equal and the measured interface mobility matrix becomes singular, and therefore
non-invertable. Consequently, the decoupling procedure described above is only
applicable to resiliently coupled sub-structures.
Secondly, it is important to consider, when decoupling sub-structures, which DoFs
are most important and need to be accounted for. Clearly it is essential that all
positional-DoFs be accounted for, else the sub-structures will not be completely de-
coupled. That said, accounting for all 6 coordinate-DoFs at each positional-DoF
would place a high demand on measurement hardware, not to mention experimental
eﬀort. Furthermore, it is often far less apparent which coordinate-DoFs are provid-
ing a strong coupling between sub-structures, as opposed to positional DoFs which
may be clearly identiﬁed. It was shown by Elliot [57] that for rigidly coupled sub-
structures one often has to consider multiple coordinate-DoFs (i.e rotational and
in-plane) in coupling/decoupling procedures. That said, in the case of a resiliently
coupled assembly many of these coordinate-DoFs may be considered negligible, and
to some extent, ignored. In this work we will consider only the decoupling of sub-
structures in the translational z DoF.
Thirdly, with reference to Equation 5.1, we note that ZIc1c2 is diagonal. This re-
sults from the deﬁnition of impedance (see Section 2.1.2), i.e. the velocities at all
interfaces, other than that being excited by the applied velocity, are constrained.
For example, let us consider the transfer impedance ZIc11c22 from Figure 5.1. As
per the deﬁnition of impedance, ZIc11c22 requires the constraint of the interfaces,
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c21, c23 . . . c2N and c11, c12, c13 . . . c1N . As such, there is no direct path between c11
and c22, and the resulting blocked force f¯Cc11 is 0. This in turn leads to ZIc11c22 = 0.
With the above in mind, unless we are able to account for all 6 coordinate-DoFs at
each positional-DoF with absolute accuracy, the oﬀ-diagonal impedance elements re-
sulting from the full interface approach will be non-zero. This will likely be the case
experimentally, where it is diﬃcult to account for all coordinate-DoFs. This matter
is further complicated by the fact that coupling interfaces may only be considered
point like over a particular frequency range, beyond which they must be treated as
continuous interfaces.
Finally, it is interesting to note that further to the decoupling of source and receiver
sub-structures, the in-situ approach may be used to mathematically `remove' individ-
ual coupling elements from an assembly, whilst leaving the remaining ones installed.
Such a use may be of interest when investigating potential structural modiﬁcations
or whilst trying to assess the contribution of a particular transfer path/mount. Al-
though not investigated further here, such an application may prove an interesting
area for further study.
5.3 Experimental Investigation
In order to validate and access the implementation of the proposed in-situ decoupling
procedure a number of experimental studies have been conducted. In each study the
free-interface mobilities of both source and receiver sub-structures are determined via
the in-situ decoupling procedure. The assemblies considered are those of E, F and
G previously introduced in Chapter 3. These assemblies cover a range of diﬀerent
assembly types, including partly-resonant, resonant, single and multi-contact.
The in-situ decoupling procedure is veriﬁed by comparing the resulting free-interface
mobilities with those measured directly. That said, source sub-structures must be
`freely' suspended in some way so as to measure their free-interface mobilities. With
any form of suspension introducing additional impedance, we are unable to deter-
mine their true free-interface mobilities for comparison. However, by using simple
structures, i.e. masses and beams, whose free-interface dynamic behaviours are well
understood, one should be able to verify as to whether the decoupling approach has
been at least partly successful without a direct comparison.
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5.3.1 Single Contact
The two single contact assemblies considered here are the mass-isolator-plate (as-
sembly E) and beam-isolator-plate (assembly F), previously introduced in Section
3.4.1. Further details of these assemblies may be found in Tables 3.3 and 3.4, with
diagrammatic representations presented in Figures 3.11 and 3.13a, respectively.
5.3.1.1 Mass-Isolator-Plate
As per the procedure outlined in Section 5.2, the decoupling of assembly E ﬁrst
requires the measurement of its contact interface mobility matrix. As was shown
in Section 3.1 this may be done directly, via interface excitations, or remotely via
the round trip extension presented in Section 4.2. Here we will consider only the
direct implementation, where the coupled assembly contact interface mobility matrix
is measured using a spaced accelerometer/force pair, as described in Section 3.4.1.
With assembly E having already been used in the characterisation of its resilient
coupling element, we were able to reuse the measured data from Section 3.4.1 for this
study. The experimental set-up for the decoupling procedure may therefore be found
in Figure 3.11. Once measured the contact interface mobility matrix was inverted,
yielding the coupled assembly impedance matrix, ZC . From this we were able to
construct the approximate coupling impedance matrix ZI , according to Equation
5.9. The block diagonal source-receiver impedance matrix ZSR was subsequently
obtained via Equation 5.10, and the corresponding free-interface mobility matrix
via Equation 5.11.
Shown in Figure 5.2 are the in-situ decoupled predictions for assembly E. Consider-
ing ﬁrst the source mass. Figure 5.2a shows the eﬀective mass at the source-isolator
contact interface of the coupled assembly (blue), the uncoupled isolator (purple,
determined from the transfer impedance of the mount) and the in-situ decoupled
source mass (orange, determined via the in-situ decoupling procedure).2 Results
are presented in eﬀective mass form to highlight the expected constant source mass
behaviour. A number of observations can be made from Figure 5.2a. Firstly, the
inverse frequency proportionality of the isolator's eﬀective mass,Meff =
k
−ω2 . Above
approximately 300Hz the isolator can be seen to have very little eﬀect on the coupled
impedance. Below this, the isolator's contribution becomes increasingly signiﬁcant
2It is worth noting here the distinction between uncoupled and decoupled structures. Uncoupled
structures correspond to those that have been physically uncoupled, whilst decoupled structres have
been decoupled via the in-situ approach.
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until it appears to converge with that of the coupled assembly, suggesting that it
has become a dominant contribution of eﬀective mass. A comparison between the
coupled assembly and the in-situ decoupled mass reveals that the decoupling proce-
dure has removed almost entirely the 100Hz `mass-spring' anti-resonance observed
in the eﬀective mass, further extending the constant behaviour of the source mass.
This suggests that the decoupling has been at least partially successful.
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(a) Source sub-structure eﬀective mass - also shown, the transfer eﬀective mass of the
coupling element.
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(b) Source sub-structure accelerance.
Figure 5.2: Coupled and in-situ decoupled eﬀective mass (a) and accelerance (b)
of the source sub-structure of assembly E. A diagrammatic representation of the
assembly shown in the inset of b (a full size diagram can be found in Figure 3.11).
Shown in Figure 5.2b are the free-interface and coupled accelerances of the source
mass (orange) and assembly (blue), respectively. Here one can see, as in the eﬀective
mass, that the constant accelerance of the source mass has been extended, with a
signiﬁcant reduction in the severity of low frequency resonances, likely resulting
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from the coupled receiver plate. Although we do not have a physically uncoupled
accelerance for comparison, it is clear that the multiple resonances apparent in the
coupled point accelerance do not belong to the source, whose accelerance should
in theory be constant. The reduction in resonant behaviour and extension of the
constant accelerance therefore suggests that the in-situ decoupling approach has
been at least partially successful.
Let us now consider the receiver plate. Shown in Figure 5.2c are the isolator-receiver
contact interface impedances for the coupled assembly (blue), the uncoupled isolator
(purple) and the in-situ decoupled receiver plate (orange). A number of observations
can be made here. Firstly, above approximately 250Hz the impedance of the iso-
lator can be seen to drop continually below the coupled assembly impedance, with
the coupled and in-situ decoupled impedances converging. This suggests that the
isolator has a negligible eﬀect on the assembly's dynamics above 250Hz. Secondly,
at very low frequencies the isolator impedance can be seen to converge with that of
the coupled assembly, suggesting that it has become the dominant contribution.
Shown in Figure 5.2d are the contact interface mobilities for the coupled assembly
(blue), the in-situ decoupled plate (orange), and the physically uncoupled plate
(green). The success of the in-situ decoupling approach is clearly demonstrated
here. Below approximately 250Hz the coupled and physically uncoupled mobilities
can be seen to diﬀer considerably. This highlights the sort of deviations one might
expect by using a resiliently coupled mobility in place of a freely determined one.
The in-situ decoupled plate mobility, however, is in excellent agreement with that
of the physically uncoupled plate. This agreement extends from 250Hz down to
approximately 40Hz. It is suspected that the lack of agreement below this point is
due to neglected coordinate-DoFs and/or the error associated with the measurement
of low frequency mobilities, and that results may be improved by including additional
coordinate DoFs and/or carrying out mobility measurements with a softer hammer
tip. It can also be seen from Figure 5.2d that above roughly 300Hz, the in-situ
decoupled mobility converges with that of the coupled assembly, whilst diverging
slightly from the true uncoupled mobility. This divergence is likely due to a mass
loading eﬀect of the isolator. Regardless of this deviation, as we are only interested
in the low frequency prediction of uncoupled mobility, since this is where our isolator
impedance assumption is valid, Figure 5.2d provides a convincing validation of the
in-situ decoupling approach.
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(c) Point impedances Zc2c2 for isolator, coupled assembly and decoupled receiver.
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(d) Point mobility Yc2c2 for the coupled assembly, uncoupled receiver and in-situ
decoupled recevier.
Figure 5.2: (Continued) Coupled, in-situ decoupled and physically uncoupled
impedance (c) and mobility (d) of the receiver sub-structure of assembly E.
5.3.1.2 Beam-Isolator-Plate
Following the same procedure as above, the decoupling of assembly F requires ﬁrst
the measurement of its contact interface mobility matrix. This time however, the
mobility matrix will be determined both directly and remotely. A remote deter-
mination will allow for the potential decoupling of the assembly without requiring
excitation access to either contact interface. With the direct approach the assembly's
contact interface mobility matrix was measured directly using a spaced accelerom-
eter/force pair, as described in Section 3.4.1. In the remote case, the assembly's
contact interface mobility matrix was determined remotely via the single and dual
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interface round trip identities, as described in Section 4.2.2.1. In each case the re-
sulting contact interface mobility matrix was inverted and the oﬀ-diagonal transfer
impedances used to construct the impedance isolator matrix ZI .
With assembly F having already been used in the characterisation of its resilient
coupling element, we are once again able to reuse the measured data from Sections
3.4.1 (for direct) and 4.2.3.1 (for remote). The experimental set-up for the two
decoupling procedures may therefore be found in Figures 3.13b and 4.5, respectively.
Having seen that it provided the best result for the dynamic transfer stiﬀness, the
over-determined plate set-up was used for the remote decoupling.
Shown in Figure 5.3 are the in-situ decoupled impedance and mobility predictions
for assembly F. Considering ﬁrst the source beam. Shown in Figure 5.3a are the
beam-isolator contact interface impedances for the coupled assembly (blue), the
uncoupled isolator (purple) and the in-situ decoupled beam (orange). Directly de-
termined impedances are given by solid plots, whilst those determined remotely are
given as dashed. It should be noted that once again we are unable to compare
the decoupled prediction against a directly measured free-interface response, as this
would require the free suspension of the source beam, and this is not possible with-
out the introduction of some additional source of impedance. As in the MIP case,
a number of interesting phenomena can be observed in Figure 5.3a. Firstly, it can
be seen that the decoupling procedure has removed the anti-resonance occurring
at approximately 90Hz, yielding a linearly decreasing low frequency impedance, as
expected from a free-free beam. This anti-resonance was likely due to the assem-
bly's `mass-spring' behaviour at low frequencies, and is therefore not a property of
the source sub-structure. Secondly, at approximately 750Hz the impedance of the
coupled assembly can be seen to drop below that of the isolator. As a result, the
decoupling procedure produces a sharper, less damped impedance anti-resonance (or
mobility resonance), as one would expect from a freely suspended beam. At higher
frequencies a number of artefacts are introduced into the decoupled impedance, par-
ticularly in the case of the remote decoupling. However, this is not considered a
problem here, as in this region the coupled mobility should converge upon the true
free-interface mobility.
Shown in Figure 5.3b are the contact interface mobilities for the coupled assembly
(blue) and the in-situ decoupled source beam (orange). Although we have no directly
measured free-interface mobility to provide a comparison, a number of promising
trends can be observed in the decoupled mobility.
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(a) Point impedances Zc1c1 for isolator, coupled assembly and decoupled source.
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(b) Point mobility Yc1c1 for the coupled assembly, uncoupled receiver and in-situ
decoupled source.
Figure 5.3: Coupled and in-situ decoupled impedance (a) and mobility (b) of
the source sub-structure of assembly F. A diagrammatic representation of the
assembly is shown in the inset of b (a full size diagram can be found in Figure
3.13a).
Firstly, it can be seen that below approximately 300Hz the resonant behaviour ob-
served in the coupled mobility is removed almost entirely. The resulting mobility has
a near linear low frequency response, akin to what would be expected from a free-free
beam. Furthermore, the decoupling procedure can be seen to yield a beam mobility
considerably less damped than that of the coupled assembly, suggesting that the
decoupling procedure accounts for the damping introduced by the resilient coupling.
At high frequencies the error introduced via the remote characterisation can be seen,
although this is well beyond our range of interest. The resonant impedance artefact
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introduced around 500Hz by the direct approach does not appear to aﬀect the re-
sultant anti-resonance in the predicted mobility. This is likely due to its alignment
with impedance resonance which is several order greater in magnitude.
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(c) Point impedances Zc2c2 for isolator, coupled assembly and decoupled receiver.
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(d) Point mobility Yc2c2 for the coupled assembly, uncoupled receiver and in-situ
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Figure 5.3: Continued: Coupled, in-situ decoupled and physically uncoupled
impedance (d) and mobility (e) of the receiver sub-structure of assembly F.
Let us now consider the receiver plate. Shown in Figure 5.3c are the isolator-plate
contact interface impedances for the coupled assembly (blue), the uncoupled isolator
(purple) and the in-situ decoupled plate (orange). Directly determined impedances
are given by solid plots, whilst remotely determined impedances are given as dashed.
As with assembly E, a number of phenomena can be observed here. Firstly, we
can see that at low frequencies, below approximately 300Hz, the impedance of the
isolator becomes comparable to that of the coupled assembly, suggesting that it
has become a dominant source of impedance. Secondly, the direct and remotely
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determined impedances are in good agreement where, as observed in Section 4.2,
the remotely determined isolator impedance avoids the sharp 500Hz artefact present
in the directly determined impedance (see dashed orange plot in Figure 5.3c). As
such, this artefact is avoided in the remote decoupling.
Shown in Figure 5.3d are the contact interface mobilities for the coupled assembly
(blue), the in-situ decoupled plate (solid orange) and the physically uncoupled plate
(green). Also shown is the remotely decoupled receiver mobility (dashed orange).
Although the agreement between the physically uncoupled plate mobility and the
in-situ decoupled mobility is not as good as that of theMIP case presented in Figure
5.2, Figure 5.3d clearly shows that the in-situ decoupled mobility provides a good
prediction of the true uncoupled mobility. Furthermore, Figure 5.3d shows that by
utilising the remote extension to the in-situ characterisation approach, decoupling
can be achieved without requiring interface access. Moreover, remote decoupling
can be seen to avoid the anti-resonance artefact in the free plate mobility, albeit at
the expense of the high frequency accuracy.
With the position of the isolator-receiver contact interface left unchanged from that
of the MIP case, we can conﬁrm that the disagreement between the in-situ de-
coupled and physically uncoupled mobilities, above approximately 50Hz, is not due
to neglected coordinate-DoFs, as in the MIP case this range was predicted with
considerable accuracy whilst using the same DoFs. This disagreement is likely due
to discrepancies in the transfer impedance, and can be seen to result in a slight
over prediction of the frequency at which many of the receiver resonances occur.
Additionally, a low frequency error, similar to that encountered in the MIP case, is
observed. This, as before, may be due to neglected coordinate DoFs, or perhaps the
unreliability of measured mobilities at low frequencies.
Regardless of the errors encountered, Figure 5.3 clearly demonstrates that the in-
situ decoupling procedure may be used to provide an improved estimate of sub-
structure free mobility from measurements made in-situ on a coupled assembly and,
furthermore, that this may be done without access to the coupling interface by using
remote measurement positions.
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5.3.2 Multiple Contact
So far we have considered the in-situ decoupling of sub-structures that are coupled
via a single resilient element. Although promising results were achieved, most as-
semblies encountered in practice comprise of multiple coupling elements. In the
following we will consider the implementation of the in-situ decoupling procedure
on a multi-contact assembly.
5.3.2.1 Beam-Isolator(2)-Plate
The multi-contact assembly considered here is that of the beam-isolator(2)-plate
(assembly G) ﬁrst introduced in Section 3.4.2, and later in Section 4.2.3.2. Further
details on this assembly may be found in Table 3.5, with a diagrammatic represen-
tation presented in Figure 3.15a.
Following the same procedure as in the single contact case, the decoupling of as-
sembly G requires ﬁrst the measurement of its contact interface mobility matrix,
YC . Here, for clarity, we will consider only the direct measurement of this mo-
bility matrix. Once measured this matrix was inverted and the resulting coupled
impedance matrix, ZC , used to construct the coupling element impedance matrix,
ZI . The decoupling procedure was then implemented as per Equations 5.10-5.11.
With assembly G composed of two resilient elements, the contact interface mobility
matrix, YC , has dimensions 4 × 4. The block transfer impedance matrix, ZIc1c2 ,
therefore has dimensions 2 × 2, with the transfer impedance of each support along
its diagonal. It was noted earlier that for a multi-contact assembly the oﬀ-diagonal
elements of the block transfer impedance matrix should (assuming point like cou-
pling), in theory, be equal to 0. It was further noted that unless all positional- and
coordinate-DoFs are accounted for, with absolute accuracy, the oﬀ-diagonal transfer
impedance elements would be non-zero. With only z coordinate-DoFs considered
here, the experimentally determined impedance matrices, ZIc1c2 = Z
T
Ic2c1
, used in
the decoupling were not be diagonal. The question then arises as to how we should
deal with these oﬀ-diagonal elements. In this Section will we consider the in-situ de-
coupling both with and without these elements, where in the latter they are simply
set to 0.
Shown in Figure 5.4 are the in-situ decoupled mobility predictions for assembly G.
Considering ﬁrst the source beam. Shown in Figures 5.4a-5.4d are the source-isolator
contact interface point and transfer mobilities for the coupled assembly (blue), and
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the in-situ decoupled source (orange and yellow). It can be seen that a number
of promising improvements are achieved through the in-situ decoupling procedure.
Firstly, the low frequency resonances occurring below approximately 400Hz, that are
likely contributions from the coupled plate, are almost entirely removed in both point
and transfer mobilities, leaving a source mobility with the expected low frequency
trends.
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Figure 5.4: Coupled and in-situ decoupled mobilities of the source sub-structure
of assembly G. A diagrammatic representation of the assembly is shown in the
inset of d (a full size diagram can be found in Figure 3.15a).
Furthermore, the decoupling procedure can be seen to signiﬁcantly reduce the damp-
ing of the ﬁrst few resonances. Lastly, as one would expect, the in-situ decoupled
mobility converges with that of the coupled mobility with increasing frequency, sug-
gesting that the impedance of the coupling elements becomes less signiﬁcant. It is
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also worth noting the similarity between the decoupled predictions obtained with (or-
ange) and without (yellow) the non-zero oﬀ-diagonal transfer impedance elements.
This similarity suggests, at least in this particular case, that the assembly interfaces
were suﬃciently blocked by considering only the translational z coordinate-DoFs.
Although we are unable to compare the in-situ decoupled mobility against a phys-
ically uncoupled source, the results presented display many of the expected phe-
nomena and therefore suggest that the in-situ decoupling has been at least partly
successful.
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Figure 5.4: Continued: Coupled and in-situ decoupled mobilities of the receiver
sub-structure of assembly G.
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Considering now the receiver plate. Shown in ﬁgures 5.4e-5.4h are the isolator-
receiver contact interface point and transfer mobilities for the coupled assembly
(blue), the in-situ decoupled receiver (orange), and the physically uncoupled receiver
(green). For clarity we will not consider the removal of ZI 's non-zero oﬀ-diagonal
elements, as it was shown before that their removal made little diﬀerence to the de-
coupled prediction. Results are presented over the frequency range 20-700Hz so as to
provide a clearer picture of the region aﬀected by the decoupling procedure. Beyond
this range the predicted and measured mobilities (both coupled and uncoupled) tend
to converge upon one another.
Although the in-situ decoupled and physically uncoupled mobilities are not in as
close agreement as those of the single contact case, Figures 5.4e-5.4h clearly shows
that the decoupled prediction oﬀers a better estimate of the free mobility than that
of the coupled mobility, which below 300Hz diﬀers signiﬁcantly. Whilst the in-
situ decoupled prediction can be seen to follow the general trend of the uncoupled
mobility, there clearly exist a number of errors. The most noticeable of these are
located about the 100Hz transfer mobility anti-resonances. As shown in Figures
5.4f and 5.4g the in-situ decoupled mobility fails to accurately predict these anti-
resonances. That said, this error is not necessarily the fault of in-situ decoupling
procedure. It may result from experimental error whilst measuring the uncoupled
receiver mobility, or perhaps from a changes in the properties of the plate due to
coupling. Furthermore, it can be seen that the decoupled prediction tends to over
estimate the frequency of the free plate resonances, an error similar to that observed
in the receiver of the BIP case. Also introduced are a number of sharp resonances,
most notably at approximately 200Hz. These are due to artefacts resulting from
the direct determination of the coupling transfer impedance. However, it is believed
that the use of the remote extension would help alleviate this error, as suggested by
the results presented earlier in Sections 4.2 and 5.3.1.2.
Regardless of the errors encountered, the predictions presented in Figures 5.4e-5.4h
clearly highlight the potential of the in-situ decoupling procedure as a method for
determining the free-interface mobility of coupled source and receiver sub-structures.
It is believed that many of the errors encountered may be reduce through the use
of additional DoFs, or by repeating the measurement procedure with more care.
Unfortunately, due to time constraints and contractual arrangements only a single set
of measurements were carried out. The author believes that through experimental
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optimisation the in-situ decoupling procedure could yield an even greater level of
agreement.
5.4 Concluding Remarks
This Chapter has been concerned with the development of an in-situ sub-structure
decoupling procedure suitable for resiliently coupled assemblies. The procedure is
able to mathematically decouple the source and receiver sub-structures of both sin-
gle and multi-contact assemblies. In doing so an independent characterisation is
achieved in terms of their free-interface mobilities. The approach may therefore, in
theory, be used to provide suitable source and receiver data for use with dynamic
sub-structuring. Unlike standard sub-structure decoupling procedures, the in-situ
approach does not require the assembly to be dismantled, as it relies upon in-situ
measurements only.
The decoupling procedure was shown to correctly predict the low frequency free-
interface mobility of both source and receiver sub-structures. Validations were pre-
formed on three diﬀerent assembly types, with a good level of agreement obtained
in all cases.
With the in-situ characterisation method forming the basis of the in-situ decoupling
procedure, its associated experimental extensions are also applicable. This was
shown explicitly for remote measurement extension by decoupling a BIP assembly
without ever exciting the coupling interfaces. The ﬁnite diﬀerence and transmissi-
bility extensions were, however, considered beyond the scope of this work.
Having shown the in-situ decoupling procedure to be a practical method for deter-
mining the independent passive properties of a source sub-structure, the following
Chapter will consider the acquisition of its independent active property; namely, the
blocked force.
6Blocked Force Characterisation
In this Chapter the in-situ blocked force method is introduced as an independent
characterisation for the active component of a structural source. Two alternate
derivations are presented; based on impedance and mobility formulations. Following
this, methods for accessing the quality and/or uncertainty of the determined blocked
force are discussed. First, the concepts of `on-board' and `transferability'
validations are introduced, where determined forces are assessed on their ability to
predict a measured response in an assembly. Secondly, a probabilistic approach is
proposed, whereby expected value and standard deviations are derived from a
sample space of determined blocked forces. Lastly, the above are demonstrated
through an experimental study.
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6.1 Independent Source Characterisation
As we have come to appreciate, the most fundamental requirement in the construc-
tion of a VAP is the independent characterisation of its constituent components. It is
only with independent sub-structure properties that components can be interchanged
126
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in a physically representative manner. Whilst passive components, i.e. receiver sub-
structures, isolators, etc. may be described entirely by their free-interface mobility
or transfer impedance, active components, i.e. pumps, motors, etc. require a second
quantity in order to describe their operational activity. In the preceding Chapters
3 and 5, experimental methods were presented whereby the independent passive
properties of source, receiver and coupling sub-structures are determined through
in-situ measurements. In this Chapter we will consider the last piece of the VAP
puzzle, namely, the determination of a suitable active quantity for the characterisa-
tion of source sub-structures. Decades worth of research has been spent in search
of such a quantity, an overview of which is presented in Section 2.2. Alongside its
free-interface mobility, an independent quantity describing the activity of a source
sub-structure would provide a complete source characterisation and, furthermore,
meet the requirements set out by the International Organization for Standardiza-
tion (ISO), Technical Committee on Acoustics TC43, Working Group [24].
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fc=0
(a) Free velocity.
A
B
c
b
a
o
fblk
vc = 0
(b) Blocked force.
Figure 6.1: Diagrammatic representation of independent source quantities.
There exist two fundamentally independent quantities that describe the operational
activity of a given source sub-structure; the free velocity and the blocked force, shown
diagrammatically in Figure 6.1. Although standardised measurement procedures
exist for the former [29], the shortcomings outlined in Section 2.2 have meant that
only the latter is considered here.
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Many of the concepts presented in this Section are well established methods and
no novelty is claimed, however, in order to provide a complete overview of the
virtual assembly and VAP notion, a thorough description is required nonetheless.
Further to these concepts, the idea of source uncertainty is introduced with an
approach presented for the determination of standard deviations in acquired blocked
forces. Although not fully developed, the approach allows for the determination of
uncertainty parameters which may subsequently be propagated through an assembly
and provide a level of uncertainty in a later prediction.
From a supplier's perspective, the ability to provide a customer with a level of un-
certainty in their blocked force is advantageous, as it is stated in the ISO supported
document [140] that `In general, the result of a measurement is only an approxi-
mation or estimate of the value of the measurand and thus is complete only when
accompanied by a statement of the uncertainty of that estimate'. Moreover, the
ability to carry an uncertainty through a prediction is useful, particularly in the
development of VAPs.
The remainder of this Chapter may be outlined as follows; In Section 6.2 we will
introduce the in-situ blocked force approach and discuss its experimental imple-
mentation. Following this, in Section 6.3 we will cover methods for the assessment
of blocked force uncertainty. Lastly, in Section 6.4 an experimental study will be
presented in order to illustrate of the above.
6.2 Blocked Force Theory
The blocked force oﬀers one of two fundamentally independent source quantities.
Deﬁned as the force required to restrain the velocity at a given interface to zero,
it may be alternatively thought of as the interface force between an active source
sub-structure and an inﬁnitely rigid receiver sub-structure, and may be deﬁned as,
f¯Sc = fCc
∣∣
vCc=0
(6.1)
where fCc is the contact force at a coupling source-receiver interface c, vCc is the
velocity at the source-receiver interface, and f¯Sc is the blocked force of the source sub-
structure. Whilst the concept of the blocked force as an independent source quantity
has been around for many decades, only in more recent years has a convenient
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method for its determination been developed. Prior to this experimental methods
relied on large blocking masses to approximate rigid terminations. Such an approach
is clearly inconvenient, not to mention limited to a narrow frequency range.
In 2001 Bobrovnitskii presented his theorem on the representation of ﬁelds of forced
vibrations in composite elastic systems [67]. In this work the solution to a general
forced vibration problem was considered the sum of two simpler `auxiliary' prob-
lems. In his ﬁrst representation, Bobrovnitskii went on to show that an identical
velocity ﬁeld may be produced in a receiver sub-structure through the application
of a negative blocked force at the coupling interface. Although not stated explicitly,
it may be inferred that this blocked force can be determined from measurements
made on an arbitrary coupled assembly, i.e. without the requirement of any large
blocking masses. The implications of this were profound, although not realised until
several years later, when both Moorhouse et al. [13] and De Klerk [56] independently
derived this special case of Bobrovnitskii's equivalent representation. It was shown
explicitly that the blocked force could be determined from measurements made in-
situ, via an inverse approach similar to that used in operational force identiﬁcation,
or classical TPA. The in-situ blocked force method has since gone on to form the
basis of the in-situ TPA procedure [65] and been used successfully in a number of
studies [13, 60, 61, 141]. However, with its relative youth, much work is still ongoing
with regards to its application, implementation and limitations.
It is the aim of this Section to outline the concept of the in-situ blocked force, describe
its experimental implementation and discuss its limitations. For completeness, the
in-situ blocked force relation is derived via two diﬀerent approaches. In Section
6.2.1 we will work through an impedance based derivation, similar to that of De
Klerk [56], whilst in Section 6.2.2 we will follow a mobility based approach similar
to that of Moorhouse et al [13]. Section 6.2.3 will provide further details on the
experimental determination of the blocked forces using the in-situ approach and its
associated considerations.
6.2.1 Impedance Formulation
In what follows, an impedance based derivation of the in-situ blocked force approach
is presented.
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Figure 6.2: General source-receiver system.
Let us begin with the general system of equations that describe the behaviour of the
rigidly coupled source-receiver (SR) assembly, shown diagrammaticality in Figure
6.2. In keeping with the established notation, coupling interface DoFs are denoted
c whilst remote receiver DoFs are denoted b. With the source being an active sub-
structure, there must exist some internal vibration mechanism. This is represented
by the set of unknown excitation forces fSi , acting at an internal DoF denoted i.
The matrix equations that follow are presented in a general form such that they may
be considered partitioned matrices, with individual elements taking either scalar or
matrix form. 
fSi
0
0
 =

ZSii ZSic 0
ZSci ZCcc ZRcb
0 ZRbc ZRbb


vCi
vCc
vCb
 (6.2)
The tri-diagonal nature of the assembly's impedance matrix, i.e. ZCib = ZCbi = 0,
is a consequence of the constrained interface DoF, c, that separates i and b, as per
the deﬁnition of impedance (see Section 2.1.2).
Equation 6.2 may be written out explicitly and the ﬁrst two rows equated via the
internal velocity vCi . The remaining two equations may be subsequently recast into
matrix form. This reduction process will be referred to hereafter as the `condensation
of rows 1 and 2'. The reduced matrix equation is (see Appendix D for reduction
steps), [
−ZSciZ−1Sii fSi
0
]
=
[
−ZSciZ−1SiiZSic + ZCcc ZRcb
ZRbc ZRbb
][
vCc
vCb
]
. (6.3)
Whilst Equations 6.2 and 6.3 represent the same assembly, Equation 6.3 does so via
some alternate forcing term, ZSciZ
−1
Sii
fSi . This `equivalent force' (as referred to by
De Klerk [56]) is an independent property of the source sub-structure that, when
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acting on the interface c, results in the same dynamic behaviour as the internal force
fSi . It will now be shown that this equivalent force term is in fact the blocked force
that results from a constrained coupling interface.
Let us consider the system of equations describing a source sub-structure whose
interface DoFs are constrained such that their velocity is 0,[
fSi
f¯Sc
]
=
[
ZSii ZSic
ZSci ZCcc
][
vCi
0
]
. (6.4)
For such an assembly the force acting on the interface c is, by deﬁnition, the blocked
force, f¯Sc . Condensation of rows 1 and 2 whilst solving for f¯Sc yields,
f¯Sc = ZSciZ
−1
Sii
fSi . (6.5)
Referring back to Equation 6.3 it can be seen that the equivalent force acting at the
interface c is in fact the negative blocked force, −f¯Sc .
Lastly, it can be shown that the application of the negative blocked force at the
coupling interface whilst the internal excitation, fSi , is inactive, results in the same
system of equations as that of the internally operating force, as in Equations 6.3-6.4.
0
−f¯Sc
0
 =

ZSii ZSic 0
ZSci ZCcc ZRcb
0 ZRbc ZRbb


vCi
vCc
vCb
 (6.6)
Let us once again condense rows 1 and 2 of Equation 6.6. The resulting matrix
equation, [
−f¯Sc
0
]
=
[
−ZSciZ−1SiiZSic + ZCcc ZRcb
ZRbc ZRbb
][
vCc
vCb
]
, (6.7)
can be seen to be in complete agreement with Equation 6.3. This conﬁrms that
the application of the negative blocked force at the coupling interface, whilst the
internally operating forces are inactive, yields the same dynamic response as the
internally operating forces alone.
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Let us now consider the inverse of Equation 6.6 where the coupled mobility matrix,
YC , is introduced.
vCi
vCc
vCb
 =

YCii YCic YCib
YCci YCcc YCcb
YCbi YCbc YCbb


0
−f¯Sc
0
 (6.8)
By considering only the responses at the external DoFs, c and b, whilst noting the
reciprocal relation, YCbc = Y
T
Ccb
, the above mobility formulation may be reduced
to,
[
vCc
vCb
]
= −
[
YCcc
YTCcb
] [
f¯Sc
]
. (6.9)
Equation 6.9 states that the velocity of a coupled source-receiver assembly at the
coupling interface and remote receiver DoFs, is given by the product of the coupled
point and transfer mobility matrices, with the negative blocked force of the source
sub-structure.
6.2.2 Mobility Formulation
In what follows a mobility based derivation of the in-situ blocked force approach is
presented.
Considering the same rigidly coupled assembly as in Figure 6.2, let us begin with an
expression for the velocities at the coupling interface and remote receiver DoFs, c
and b, due to the contact force, fCc . This contact force results from some unknown
internal force excitation, fSi , within the source sub-structure.[
vCc
vCb
]
=
[
YRcc
YRbc
] [
fCc
]
(6.10)
where fCc is the contact force at c, and YRcc and YRbc are the point and transfer
mobility matrices of the uncoupled receiver sub-structure, respectively. The contact
force fCc may be related to the free-interface velocity, vSc , of the source sub-structure
via the relation [31],
fCc = [YScc +YRcc ]
−1vSc (6.11)
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and similarly, the free-interface velocity to the blocked force via [55],
vSc = −YScc f¯Sc . (6.12)
It is perhaps worth noting that the above Equation is often presented as a positive
relation. However, with the blocked force acting in both directions, a negative sign
is also correct. For consistency with the impedance based approach the negative
relation is used here. Substitution of Equations 6.11 and 6.12 into Equation 6.10,
whilst noting the matrix relation B.10, yields,[
vCc
vCb
]
= −
[
(Y−1Scc +Y
−1
Rcc
)−1
YRcb(YScc +YRcc)
−1YScc
] [
f¯Sc
]
. (6.13)
In keeping with the derivation of Moorhouse et al. [13], it will now be shown that
the mobility matrix pertaining to the above Equation is in fact the partitioned point
and transfer mobility matrix of the coupled assembly [YCcc|YCbc ]T .
As a thought experiment, let us consider an externally applied force at the coupled
assembly interface c, f´Cc , [
vCc
vCb
]
=
[
YCcc
YCbc
] [
f´Cc
]
. (6.14)
where here ´ denotes an externally applied quantity, and [vCc|vCb ]T are the resul-
tant velocities due to the externally applied force. The velocities at c and b due to
the resulting interface force fCc may be given by,
fCc = Y
−1
Rbc
vCb = Y
−1
Rcc
vCc . (6.15)
Pre-multiplication of Equation 6.15 by YRbc yields,
vCb = YRbcY
−1
Rcc
vCc . (6.16)
By substituting Equation 6.16 into Equation 6.14, whilst noting the coupled impedance
relation,
YCcc = [Y
−1
Scc
+Y−1Rcc ]
−1 (6.17)
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one arrives at, [
vCc
vCb
]
=
[
[Y−1Scc +Y
−1
Rcc
]−1
YRbcY
−1
Rcc
[Y−1Scc +Y
−1
Rcc
]−1
] [
f´Cc
]
. (6.18)
Making further use of the matrix relation B.10, Equation 6.18 may be rewritten as,[
vCc
vCb
]
=
[
[Y−1Scc +Y
−1
Rcc
]−1
YRbc(YScc +YRcc)
−1YScc
] [
f´Cc
]
. (6.19)
Equation 6.19 relates an externally applied force at the coupling interface DoFs c to
the resultant velocities at c and b on the coupled assembly. The corresponding matrix
therefore represents the coupled point and transfer mobility matrix [YCcc|YCbc ]T .[
[Y−1Scc +Y
−1
Rcc
]−1
YRbc(YScc +YRcc)
−1YScc
]
=
[
YCcc
YCbc
]
(6.20)
With this matrix being identical in form to that in Equation 6.13, we arrive at the
blocked force identity (again noting the reciprocal relation, YCbc = Y
T
Ccb
),
[
vCc
vCb
]
= −
[
YCcc
YTCcb
] [
f¯Sc
]
(6.21)
which can be seen to be in exact agreement with Equation 6.9.
In addition to the blocked force relation of Equation 6.21, the mobility derivation
leads to an alternate formulation for the dynamic sub-structuring problem, where
in addition to the well established coupled point mobility relations YCcc = (Y
−1
Scc
+
Y−1Rcc)
−1, we arrive at the coupled transfer mobility relation, YCcb = YRbc(YScc +
YRcc)
−1YScc . This formulation may be used later (see Section 7.2) as an alternative
approach for predicting the mobility of a coupled assembly from its constituent
sub-structures.
6.2.3 Blocked Force Determination
As stated in Section 2.2, an acoustic source may often be considered air-borne or
structure-borne, depending upon the level at which the practitioner considers the
problem. This concept may be further extended in the case of a structural source.
Before experimentally determining a set of blocked forces, one must ﬁrst deﬁne what
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they wish to consider their source, that is, the location of the source-receiver inter-
face. The location of this interface may vary depending on the level of complexity
the practitioner wishes to engage. It is more or less standard practice to deﬁne the
source-receiver interface as the one that separates the physical source and receiver
sub-structures. However, one may instead deﬁne the source and, with it, the source-
receiver interface, at some internal location nearer the noise generating mechanisms,
e.g. bearing shells, gears boxes, etc. Such an approach may, in theory, allow for
the independent characterisation of each of the noise generating mechanisms within
a structural source. Although such a level of complexity would provide far greater
ﬂexibility in any eventual VAP, it is considered beyond the scope of this Thesis. The
remainder of this work will consider the source-receiver interface, c, to lie between
the physical source and receiver sub-structures, although many of the concepts in-
troduced here are done so generally and are therefore not limited to this deﬁnition.
In the experimental determination of blocked forces one may only have access to
either c or b DoFs. In such a case Equation 6.21 (also 6.9) may be rewritten,
thus providing separate in-situ blocked force relations for the coupling interface and
remote receiver DoFs. Considering ﬁrst the coupling interface DoFs c, we have
Interface blocked force relation:
vCc = −YCcc f¯Sc (6.22)
where for an n DoF system, f¯Sc ∈ Cn is the blocked force vector of the source
sub-structure at contact interface c, YCcc ∈ Cn×n is the coupled mobility matrix
measured at the contact interface, and vCc ∈ Cn is an operational velocity vector
of the coupled assembly at the contact interface. The blocked force f¯Sc may be
considered the solution to the above and solved for via the inverse mobility matrix
Y−1Ccc . The determination of f¯Sc therefore requires a two part, passive and active
measurement for YCcc and vCc , respectively. YCcc is a symmetric matrix (YCcc =
YTCcc), measured whilst the source is not in operation. The source is then operated
and the velocity vector vCc is measured. The nature of this active measurement is
discussed further in Section 6.2.3.2.
Often when dealing with real structures access is limited and the contact interface
can not be excited adequately. In such a case we may consider the remote in-situ
blocked force relation,
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Remote blocked force relation:
vCb = −YTCcb f¯Sc (6.23)
where YTCcb = YCbc ∈ Cm×n is the coupled transfer mobility matrix between some
arbitrary set of remote receiver DoFs b, and the contact interface DoFs c, and vCb ∈
Cm is an operational velocity vector of the coupled assembly at the remote DoFs b.
The same two part measurement procedure is required as above This time however,
operational responses are measured away from the contact interface. This in turn
facilitates the over-determination of Equation 6.23. In order to acquire a determined
solution the number of DoFs at b, m, must be equal to the n DoFs being solved for,
m = n. That said, it is often desirable to solve the over-determined problem (m > n)
as this provides a least squares solution, which has been shown to lead to a reduction
in error when implemented successfully. In such a case the standard matrix inverse
may be replaced by the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse [142].
When access to the contact interface is unrestricted, Equations 6.22 and 6.23 may
be used together, as shown in Equations 6.21 and 6.9, to provide an over-determined
solution,
General blocked force relation:[
vCc
vCb
]
= −
[
YCcc
YTCcb
] [
f¯Sc
]
(6.24)
where the partitioned matrix formed from YCcc and Y
T
Ccb
is ∈ C(n+m)×n and the
partitioned vector formed from vCc and vCb is ∈ C(n+m).
6.2.3.1 Experimental Considerations
There are a number experimental considerations that must be acknowledged prior
to the implementation of the in-situ blocked force approach outlined above.
To begin with, the idea that the blocked force represents an independent source
quantity is based on the assumption that the fundamental noise generating mecha-
nisms (or the forces, fsi , that they generate) are unaﬀected by the coupling of source
and receiver sub-structures. Although this assumption is often met, there may well
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exist scenarios where it does not. It is therefore important to have some physical un-
derstanding of the noise generating mechanism when considering the in-situ blocked
force approach.
Secondly, with the in-situ blocked force being based on an inverse procedure it is
susceptible to ill conditioning. It is important that measures are taken to avoid this,
preferably in the experimental phase, to avoid post processing `ﬁxes' if possible.
Although approaches have been developed to aid in the reduction of noise resulting
from ill conditioning (see Appendix A), these are often employed with little physical
rationale. Based on experience it is the author's opinion that it is better to carry
out reliable and well executed measurements, as opposed to relying on regularisation
techniques to recover poorly measured data.
Another important consideration is that of which DoFs should be accounted for,
whether it be mathematically, or physically. For the true blocked force to be deter-
mined one must account for all 6 coordinate-DoFs at each of the coupling interface's
positional-DoFs. Neglecting any DoFs in the inverse procedure will result in those
DoFs not being mathematically blocked. This is particularly important as, although
these neglected DoFs may not contribute largely to the coupled response of the as-
sembly, their blocking may signiﬁcantly aﬀect the determined blocked force in the
remaining DoFs. The signiﬁcance of this alteration will be dependent upon the phys-
ical constraints on the assembly's coupling interface. For example, let us consider
the same source, both rigidly and resiliently mounted, on a receiver sub-structure
of relatively high impedance. Say we determine the blocked force of the source in
only the translational z DoFs, for both assemblies. These blocked forces will almost
certainly diﬀer. This is because the rigidly coupled source is partially blocked in the
translation in-plane x and y DoFs by the physical assembly, whilst the resiliently
coupled source is not. In order to determine a blocked force in agreement with that
of the rigidly coupled assembly one must also include the in-plane x and y DoFs,
such that they are mathematically blocked. This amounts to saying that unless
all DoFs are accounted for, the blocked forces should only be transferred between
assemblies of similar mounting conditions, i.e. resilient to resilient or rigid to rigid.
Avoiding the discrepancy between physically and mathematically blocked DoFs is
perhaps the main advantage of the free velocity approach, where the sought after
quantity is simply measured directly.
Lastly, the way in which the active measurement procedure is carried out and how the
resulting data is processed can have signiﬁcant eﬀect on the quality of predictions.
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This is particularly important with the construction of VAPs in mind, as one would
be aiming to reproduce the assembly response in the most realistic way possible.
This will be further discussed in the following Section.
6.2.3.2 Post Processing for Auralisation
A fundamental requirement of the inverse approach used in the determination of the
blocked force is the existence of a reliable phase relationship between the elements of
the operational velocity vector, [vCc |vCb ]T . Classically, in both acoustic and vibro-
acoustic applications, this type of operational vector is determined from measured
auto- and cross-spectra, whereby the cross-spectrum angle between each signal and
a reference is assigned to the phase of an appropriate auto-spectrum [51], as in
Equation 6.25, 
v`1
vˆ2
...
v`n
 =

√
S`11√
S`22
...√
S`nn


ei0
ei∠S`12
...
ei∠S`1n
 (6.25)
where  and ` represent the Hadamard (element-wise) product and time averaged
quantities, respectively.
Although a well established method, this cross-spectrum phase approach not only
relies upon constant phase relationships, but assumes a steady state source be-
haviour. Although a fair assumption in most cases, with the aim of an eventual
VAP auralisation in mind such a method is unlikely to be suitable. This is due to
the sophistication of the human ear, particularly in detecting small temporal signal
variations. As an alternative it is suggested that a sequential Fourier spectrum ap-
proach be employed. Such an approach makes no assumptions on the operational
behaviour of the source in question, and provides a time dependent blocked force,
from which realistic auralisations may be produced. The sequential Fourier spec-
trum (SFS) approach may be formulated as in Equation 6.26, where F{Vn(∆tm)}
represents the Fourier transform of the nth time domain velocity signal (V ) over
the mth time window (∆t). For a given time window, ∆t, the n Fourier spectra are
phase referenced to the beginning of that window, and therefore a meaningful phase
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relationship is established between signals.
v1
v2
...
vn

m
=

F{V1(∆tm)}
F{V2(∆tm)}
...
F{Vn(∆tm)}
 (6.26)
The operational velocity vector of Equations 6.22-6.24 are thus replaced by vm =
[v1, v2, . . . vn]
T
m and the inverse procedure repeated for m→M , whereM is the total
number of time windows used.
The SFS approach retains the time structure of the blocked force, and thus provides,
in essence, a time domain source characterisation. With that in mind, it may readily
be applied to the characterisation of `random' sources. Although, it is important to
note that this characterisation is not independent of source operation, i.e. a re-run
of the source would not produce an identical operational response. If a source is
considered random, then each time history recorded whilst in operation represents
a particular set of circumstances which are unlikely to be repeated in any future
measurements [143]. Consequently, each measurement may be considered a sample
of a population of possible measurements. A full characterisation would require an
inﬁnite number of sample measurements to be made. Alternatively one may consider
the problem in probabilistic terms.
In the frequency domain this is achieved by considering the blocked force in terms
of its cross-spectral matrix, Γf¯Sc , where auto-spectra are found along the main diag-
onal, and cross-spectra along the oﬀ diagonals. For a stationary stochastic process
represented in the frequency domain the cross-spectral matrix form is the correct
representation.
For the interface blocked force relation the cross-spectral form may be acquired
simply by post multiplying Equation 6.22 by its conjugate transpose,
Γf¯Sc = YCccΓvCcY
H
Ccc (6.27)
where ΓvCc is the cross-spectral operational velocity matrix and
H represents the
Hermitian (conjugate transpose).
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6.3 Accounting for Uncertainty
As with any experimental procedure, an element of uncertainty lies with the in-
situ blocked force approach. With most standardised test methods it is possible
to express such an uncertainty in some deﬁnitive way. This is not the case with
the in-situ blocked force. The sensitivity of inverse methods to small experimental
error makes it very diﬃcult to assign a deﬁnite uncertainty. As such, alternative
approaches are required.
In the determination of blocked forces it is useful to consider the errors contributing
towards an overall uncertainty as either human, assembly or systematic. Human
errors are introduced by the user and cover, for example, the incorrect placement of
sensors, inconsistent force excitations, insuﬃcient DoFs, incorrect hardware set-up,
etc. Assembly errors are a result of the assembly itself and cover, for example, a
lack of repeatability of the source, non-linearities introduced by operational con-
ditions, etc. Lastly, systematic errors are introduced by the measurement system
and any associated hardware and include, for example, equipment noise ﬂoor, cable
interferences, AD conversion, numerical error due to ﬁnite precision, etc.
In the author's experience it is the human error introduced via poor experimental
practice that plays the largest role in successful determination of blocked forces.
Fortunately, the severity of this error may be reduced through practise and careful
experimental design. However some element of error is unavoidable. This Section
will introduce three experimental methods for assessing the remaining uncertainties.
6.3.1 On-board and Transferability Validation
Perhaps the simplest method for assessing the quality of experimentally determined
blocked forces is to use them in the prediction of some known quantity. One example
of this, commonly referred to as an `on-board validation', involves the prediction of
an operational response using blocked forces obtained from the same assembly for
which the prediction is carried out. The on-board validation concept may be deﬁned
as in Equation 6.28, where the blocked force f¯Sc is determined in-situ via the coupling
interface and remote receiver DoFs c and b. This blocked force is subsequently used
to predict the velocity at an addition remote receiver DoF, b˜, via the measured
transfer mobility matrix, YTCcb˜ . It is important to note that the additional remote
receiver DoF b˜ is not used in the determination of the blocked force, that is b˜ 6⊂ b.
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In Equation 6.28 the subscript, A, correspond to the assembly in which the marked
quantity was measured. The on-board validation can therefore be seen to make a
prediction for assembly A using blocked forces obtained from assembly A.
On-board validation procedure:
[
f¯Sc
]
A
= −
[
YCcc
YTCcb
]+
A
[
vCc
vCb
]
A
(6.28a)
[
vCb˜
]
A
= −
[
YTCcb˜
]
A
[
f¯Sc
]
A
(6.28b)
The reference velocity [vCb˜ ]A and its associated transfer mobility matrix [Y
T
Ccb˜
]A are
measured alongside the DoFs used in the determination of the blocked force, thus
allowing for a prediction to be made under identical operational conditions. The
on-board validation procedure oﬀers a convenient assessment of the blocked forces
as it requires little additional experimental or computational eﬀort. However, it does
not account for any variability in the coupling between source and receiver that may
occur on installation, or how well the blocked force transfers between assemblies.
For this a procedure similar in concept to that of the on-board validation may be
used. A transferability validation involves the prediction of an operational response
using blocked forces obtained from a diﬀerent assembly than the one being predicted
for, as shown by Equation 6.29.
Transferability validation procedure:
[
f¯Sc
]
A
= −
[
YCcc
YTCcb
]+
A
[
vCc
vCb
]
A
(6.29a)
[
vCb
]
B
= −
[
YTCcb
]
B
[
f¯Sc
]
A
(6.29b)
A transferability validation therefore requires the source to be removed from its
original assembly and transferred to another, where the remote receiver velocity
[vCb ]B and transfer mobility matrix [Y
T
Ccb
]B are measured.
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6.3.1.1 Artificial Excitation
An alternative method that may be used in conjunction with the on-board validation
utilises an artiﬁcial impact excitation to simulate the operational behaviour of the
source sub-structure. For such an excitation the source is turned oﬀ and excited
externally via some impact source, i.e. a hammer. For investigative purposes this
excitation may be considered a real one and the resulting responses measured. Unlike
the true operational response of the source, which may consist of multiple sharp tonal
components (due to any rotational or periodic mechanisms), the artiﬁcial impact
excitation provides a broadband excitation free from such tones, and as such may be
used to greater assess the uncertainties associated with the mobility matrix inversion.
Additionally, artiﬁcial excitations may be used to excite the source in diﬀerent
coordinate-DoFs, allowing the practitioner to investigate the potential contribution
of operational forces acting in other DoFs.
6.3.2 Sample Space Approach - Expected Value and Stan-
dard Deviation
Although oﬀering a convenient picture of the uncertainties, neither the on-board nor
the transferability validation provide a deﬁnite blocked force uncertainty, at least
not one that may be used to estimate the uncertainty in a future prediction. It
is proposed that a more suitable uncertainty assessment be provided via a `large
sample space' approach, whereby an over-determined problem is instead considered
as multiple determined problems, the solutions of which together form a sample
space of blocked forces from which one may extract some statistical information.
In theory, the number of response DoFs required to solve for N interface DoFs is
simply N . This provides a determined solution resulting from the inversion of an
N ×N square matrix. However, often additional response DoFs are included so as
to over-determine the problem, resulting in the inversion of a non-square matrix.
In such a case the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse is used to determine the least
squares solution. Although often considered beneﬁcial, the over-determination yields
only a single blocked force vector from which minimal information, with regards its
associated uncertainty, may be extracted. It is instead proposed that the additional
response DoFs be used to construct a set consisting of multiple determined problems.
The solutions to this set form a sample space which may be used to extract some
probabilistic information with regards to the uncertainty of the determined blocked
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forces, i.e. expected values and standard deviations. Here, the expected value is the
numerical average of the set consisting of all the determined blocked force vectors. It
is believed that, similar to an over-determination, the expected value will lead to a
reduction in error and therefore provide an optimal blocked force. Furthermore, with
the standard deviation of a quantity possessing the same units, it may be carried
through future predictions and used to provide an estimate of the uncertainties in a
response, an advantage neither the on-board or transferability validations oﬀer.
Source
Receiver
R
S
Figure 6.3: Source-receiver assembly highlighting the DoF subsets S and R.
Symbols × represent response DoFs, whilst ⊗ represent solution DoFs at the
source-receiver interface. In this rigid case S ⊂ R.
Let us now formulate the above approach. Consider an arbitrary assembly consisting
of rigid or resiliently coupled source and receiver sub-structures. As in previous
Chapters, the source-receiver interface DoFs are denoted c, whilst remote receiver
DoFs are denoted b. Let us deﬁne a set of solution DoFs, S, such that c ∈ S. These
are the DoFs we are trying to determine blocked forces at. Let us also deﬁne a set of
response DoFs, R, such that b ∈ R. These are the DoFs we measure the operational
velocity vector at. S may be considered a subset of R if measurements are permitted
at the source-receiver interface, S ⊂ R, else S 6⊂ R. The k-combination of set R is
a subset of k distinct elements of R, i.e. the diﬀerent combinations of k elements
where repetitions are not allowed, and order does not matter. For a set that has n
elements the number of k-combinations is given generally by the binomial coeﬃcient
formula,
C(n, k) =
(
n
k
)
=
n!
k!(n− k)! . (6.30)
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The binomial coeﬃcient therefore details the number of determined problems one
can formulate from a single over-determined system. Considering the determination
of blocked forces, n = |R| (where |R| is the cardinality of the set R, that is, how many
elements are contained within it, i.e. the number of response DoFs), and k = |S|
(i.e. the number of solution DoFs). Therefore, disregarding any repetitions and with
no preference of order, the number of subsets ri of R with cardinality equal to |S|
is C(|R|, |S|). For example, if we are aiming to determine 4 blocked forces and we
measure 10 response DoFs, the number of determined solutions one can construct is
C(10, 4) = 210. That is, there are 210 independent combinations of response DoFs
that may be used to determine the blocked forces.
From the C(|R|, |S|) determined solutions, the expected value and standard devia-
tions may be calculated. The expected value of the blocked force E [¯fS ] is given by
the linear average of the individual blocked force vectors,
Expected blocked force:
E [¯fS ] =
1
C(|R|, |S|)
C(|R|,|S|)∑
i=1
YCSrivCri (6.31)
where YCSri is the coupled mobility matrix relating the subset of response DoFs ri
to the solution set DoFs S, vCri is the operational velocity vector pertaining to the
same response DoFs subset, and E [¯fS ] is the vector of expected blocked force values.
The standard deviation is subsequently given by,
Blocked force standard deviation:
σ[¯fS ] =
√
E [¯f2S ]− (E [¯fS ])2. (6.32)
When dealing with multi-contact assemblies one may be more interested in the
variance-covariance matrix, which may be deﬁned generally as,
Blocked force variance-covariance matrix:
Σf¯ = E[(¯fS − E [¯fS ])(¯fS − E [¯fS ])T ] (6.33)
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where the squared standard deviations for each blocked force are found along the
main diagonal. Having determined the standard deviation (or variance-covariance
matrix) one may use it to derive a number of uncertainty parameters. A popular
choice is that of the 95% conﬁdence interval which, assuming the determined blocked
forces are normally distributed, is given by ±1.96× σ[¯fS ]. Another commonly used
parameter is the standard error of the mean (SEM) which describes the deviation
of the sample mean over all possible samples (of a given size), and is given by
Standard error of the mean:
SEM[¯fS ] =
σ[¯fS ]√
C(|R|, |S|) . (6.34)
Lastly, the coeﬃcient of variation (Cv) may be used. Deﬁned as,
Cv =
σ[¯fS ]
E [¯fS ]
(6.35)
where σ[¯fS ] is the standard deviation and E [¯fS ] is the expected value, the Cv de-
scribes the standard deviation relative to the mean value. It is a dimensionless
parameter and therefore has the advantage that it may be used to compare the
uncertainties between quantities of diﬀerent units.
6.3.2.1 Nature of the Sample Space Uncertainty
At this point it is worth considering the nature of the uncertainties acquired via the
sample space approach outlined above.
We will begin by considering the forward problem in the absence of noise,
vCb = YCbc f¯Sc (6.36)
where it is assumed that mobility matrix YCbc may be measured with absolute
precision. Here f¯Sc is the blocked force vector containing all of the forces we choose
to deﬁne the source by. In reality there may exist additional forces arising from
DoFs that were not included in the deﬁnition of f¯Sc . Let us denote these forces by
f¯Scˆ . The forward problem is then given by,
vCb = YCbc f¯Sc +YCbcˆ f¯Scˆ (6.37)
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where YCbcˆ is the transfer mobility between the remote DoFs b and the unknown
blocked force DoFs cˆ. Pre multiplication of both sides by YCbc leads to,
f¯Sc +Y
−1
Cbc
YCbcˆ f¯Scˆ = Y
−1
Cbc
vCb . (6.38)
Equation 6.38 states that for an incomplete source deﬁnition the in-situ blocked
forces acquired are the sum of the sought after blocked forces, f¯Sc , and the addi-
tional term, Y−1CbcYCbcˆ f¯Scˆ . This term may be considered the error arising from an
incomplete deﬁnition of the source. It can be seen that this error term is dependent
upon the position of the remote DoFs b. As such, the contribution of the unknown
blocked forces to the observed velocities will vary depending on the position of the
remote DoFs b. It is therefore proposed that the variance acquired via the sample
space approach will account for an incomplete source deﬁnition. However, this un-
certainty belongs to the assembly in which the source is characterised, and is not
an independent property of the source. That said, providing the intended instal-
lation is similar to that of the initial assembly, these uncertainties are likely to be
transferable.
A second scenario may now be considered, that is, the case where all forces are
accounted for, in the presence of noise. In such a scenario the forward problem may
be formulated as,
vCb = [YCbc +NCbc ]¯fSc (6.39)
where NCbc accounts for the noise in the measured mobility, YCbc . The blocked
forces are thus given by,
f¯Sc = [YCbc +NCbc ]
−1vCb . (6.40)
In the above, each column of NCbc corresponds to the noise relating to a given
mobility measurement (i.e. excitation at a single point, response measurement at
multiple points). Therefore, each realisation of YCbc used in the sample space ap-
proach (diﬀerent combination of remote DoFs b) will be independent of one another.
As such, each of the determined blocked force vectors acquired via the sample space
approach will be aﬀected by diﬀerent contributions of noise. It is therefore proposed
that the variance determined from the sample space approach includes also the eﬀect
of measurement error (assuming that this error may be represented in the form of
Equation 6.40).
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Often one may wish to account for the uncertainty in the operational behaviour of a
source. In the standardised measurement of sound power for household appliances
[144] this uncertainty is acquired by repeatedly operating the source and accessing
the subsequent variance. Although likely a small uncertainty in comparison to that
of neglected DoFs and/or measurement error, it may be accounted for in the sample
space approach by carrying out repeated operations and including the resultant
sample space solutions in the variance and expected value calculations. An example
of this is shown later in Section 6.4.1.2.
6.3.2.2 Alternative Uncertainty Approach
The proposed sample space approach, whilst thorough, may prove computationally
expensive in cases where a large number of DoFs are used. It is therefore of interest
to formulate an alternative approach. Such an approach is presented here.
Consider the case whereby the only error encountered is through neglected DoFs,
vCb = YCbc f¯Sc +YCbcˆ f¯Scˆ . (6.41)
By replacing the far right side term with  it can be seen that this error takes the
form of the classic least-squares problem.
vCb = YCbc f¯Sc +  (6.42)
The solution to this form is given by
ˆ¯fSc = (Y
T
Cbc
YCbc)
−1YTCbcvCb (6.43)
where (YTCbcYCbc)
−1YTCbc represents the pseudo inverse of Y
T
Cbc
, and ˆ¯fSc is the
least squares solution, i.e. the solution that minimizes the squared error term,
|vCb −YCbc f¯Sc |2. It can be shown that for a normally distributed error  with zero
mean, the least square solution is equal to the expected value. The least squares
solution is used heavily throughout vibro-acoustic inverse methods to alleviate the
eﬀect of error introduced experimentally. However, its secondary statistics, i.e the
variance/covariance matrix, are often ignored.
Let us assume that the error  has a zero mean, E[] = 0. Under this assumption the
Gauss-Markov Theorem states that the expected value of the least square solution
is the blocked force, E [ˆ¯fSc ] = f¯Sc [145]. This can be shown as follows. Beginning
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with the least squares solution,
ˆ¯fSc = (Y
T
Cbc
YCbc)
−1YTCbcvCb (6.44)
substituting in the velocity term,
ˆ¯fSc = (Y
T
Cbc
YCbc)
−1YTCbc(YCbc f¯Sc + ) (6.45)
and expanding,
ˆ¯fSc = f¯Sc + (Y
T
Cbc
YCbc)
−1YTCbc. (6.46)
Now taking the expected value of both sides, whilst noting our assumption of zero
mean error,
E[ˆ¯fSc ] = E[¯fSc ]. (6.47)
Here we can note that the true blocked force f¯Sc is not a stochastic quantity and
therefore its expected value is simply itself. As such,
E[ˆ¯fSc ] = f¯Sc (6.48)
the expected least squares solution is equal to the blocked force. Consequently, we
may write the covariance of the least-squares blocked force as,
Cov[ˆ¯fSc ] = E[{(ˆ¯fSc − f¯Sc}{ˆ¯fSc − f¯Sc}T ] = · · ·
E[{(YTCbcYCbc)−1YTCbc(YCbc f¯Sc+)−f¯Sc}{(YTCbcYCbc)−1YTCbc(YCbc f¯Sc+)−f¯Sc}T ]
(6.49)
Expanding the bracketed terms yields,
Cov[ˆ¯fSc ] = E[{(YTCbcYCbc)−1YTCbcYCbc f¯Sc + (YTCbcYCbc)−1YTCbc− f¯Sc} · · ·
{(YTCbcYCbc)−1YTCbcYCbc f¯Sc + (YTCbcYCbc)−1YTCbc− f¯Sc}T ]. (6.50)
Noting that (YTCbcYCbc)
−1YTCbcYCbc = I,
Cov[ˆ¯fSc ] = E[{f¯Sc + (YTCbcYCbc)−1YTCbc− f¯Sc}{f¯Sc + (YTCbcYCbc)−1YTCbc− f¯Sc}T ]
(6.51)
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which leads to,
Cov[ˆ¯fSc ] = E[(Y
T
Cbc
YCbc)
−1YTCbc)((Y
T
Cbc
YCbc)
−1YTCbc)
T ]. (6.52)
Making use of the transpose identity (AB)T = BTAT , whilst assuming that the
mobility matrix YCbc is not a random variable, we may reformulate this as,
Cov[ˆ¯fSc ] = (Y
T
Cbc
YCbc)
−1YTCbcE[
T]YCbc(Y
T
Cbc
YCbc)
−1. (6.53)
The above equation describes the covariance of the over-determined blocked force in
terms of the measured mobility YCbc and an expected value term associated with
the unknown error. Noting our zero error mean assumption, this expected value
term may be considered the covariance matrix associated with the unknown error.
A further simpliﬁcation can be made under the assumption of homoskedasticity (i.e.
random variables have the same ﬁnite variance) and uncorrelated errors, that is,
E[T] = σ2I. Making this substitution and simplifying leads to,
Cov[ˆ¯fSc ] = σ
2I(YTCbcYCbc)
−1. (6.54)
However, the above assumes that there exists no correlation between the unknown
errors in the blocked forces. If we consider these errors as a result of neglected
DoFs it is not unreasonable to expect a degree of correlation to exist. As such
this assumption is likely only applicable in cases where source contacts are largely
separated, even then, under the assumptions that the neglected DoFs at each foot
are uncorrelated.
Turning attention back to the previous covariance form,
Cov[ˆ¯fSc ] = (Y
T
Cbc
YCbc)
−1YTCbcE[
T]YCbc(Y
T
Cbc
YCbc)
−1. (6.55)
our task is now to estimate the unknown error covariance matrix E[T]. At this
point we must make one further assumption, that is, there exists no correlation
between the errors. This assumption, also referred to as heteroscedasticity, leads to
a diagonal error covariance, E[T]. If the errors are heteroscedastic the least squares
covariance matrix is biased, leading to inconsistent statistical properties. The aim is
therefore to acquire a heteroscedasticity corrected covariance matrix (HCCM). The
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HCCM is based on the estimation of the unknown error  via the residual e.
i ≈ ei = |vCb −YTCbcˆ¯fSc | (6.56)
In White's classic paper an asymptotic HCCM was presented [146]. White's par-
ticular form of HCCM simply replaces the unknown error covariance matrix E[T]
with the diagonal residual matrix diag(e21, e
2
2, · · · , e2n), leading to the expression,
Cov[ˆ¯fSc ] = (Y
T
Cbc
YCbc)
−1YTCbcdiag[e
2
i ]YCbc(Y
T
Cbc
YCbc)
−1. (6.57)
where YTCbc
ˆ¯fSc = vˆCb is the velocity prediction based on the least squares solu-
tion ˆ¯fSc . Although the residuals themselves may not provide the best estimation
of the unknown error, for large sample sizes (largely over-determined problems)
it was shown that YTCbcee
TYCbc is a consistent (but not unbiased) estimator of
YTCbcE[
T]YCbc [146]. Various authors have since raised concern with regards to
the above HCCM's application on small sample sizes, and have since proposed a
number of other HCCM's with the aim of improving their small sample size be-
haviour [147].
Whilst Equation 6.57 in theory provides an estimate of the uncertainties, the impli-
cations of the assumptions required in its derivation are currently unknown. Further
investigation was considered beyond the scope of this work and the alternative un-
certainty approach is not considered any further in this Thesis.
6.3.2.3 Propagation of Uncertainty
In this Section we will brieﬂy consider the propagation of blocked force uncertainty
in the forward prediction of an operational response.
Although providing a rough idea of the uncertainties in the blocked force, the on-
board and transferability validations do not facilitate the propagation of uncertainty,
and are therefore of limited use. It is proposed that by using the sample space
approach presented above uncertainties, in the form of the blocked force variance-
covariance matrix, may be propagated through a forward prediction and provide
a measure of uncertainty in a predicted operational response. In what follows the
law of error propagation is introduced and applied to the forward problem under
consideration.
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The law of error propagation is given, in its most general form, as,
σxixj = JiΣyJ
T
j (6.58)
where σxixj is the covariance between any two elements of the vector output variable
x, Σy is the covariance matrix of the vector input variable y, and J is the Jacobian
associated with the propagating function/model. The propagation model considered
here is that of the forward prediction, given for a single response variable as,
vCi =
N∑
n
YCin f¯Sn (6.59)
where subscripts i and n correspond to the elements of the force and velocity response
vectors, respectively.
Any two elements of the response vector vC may be considered, generally, as outputs
of the multi-variable function, G(), where input variables correspond to that of
mobility and blocked force. For two arbitrary response positions i and j, Equation
6.59 may be written as,
vCi = G(YCi1 , YCi2 , · · · , YCiN , f¯S1 , f¯S2 , · · · , f¯SN ) = G(ηi) (6.60)
vCj = G(YCj1 , YCj2 , · · · , YCjN , f¯S1 , f¯S2 , · · · , f¯SN ) = G(ηj) (6.61)
where ηi and ηj simply represent the input variable vectors. According to the law of
error propagation the covariance between any two elements of the response vector
is given by,
σvivj = JηiΣηiηjJ
T
ηj
(6.62)
where the Jacobian of the functions vCi = G(ηi) and vCj = G(ηi) are given by,
Jηi =
[
∂G(ηi)
∂YCi1
∂G(ηi)
∂YCi2
· · · ∂G(ηi)
∂YCiN
∂G(ηi)
∂f¯S1
∂G(ηi)
∂f¯S2
· · · ∂G(ηi)
∂f¯SN
]
(6.63)
and
Jηj =
[
∂G(ηj)
∂YCj1
∂G(ηj)
∂YCj2
· · · ∂G(ηj)
∂YCjN
∂G(ηj)
∂f¯S1
∂G(ηj)
∂f¯S2
· · · ∂G(ηj)
∂f¯SN
]
(6.64)
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respectively, and the input variable covariance matrix by,
Σηiηj =

σYi1Yj1 σYi1Yj2 · · · σYi1YjN σYi1f¯1 σYi1f¯2 · · · σYi1f¯N
σYi2Yj1 σYi2Yj2 · · · σYi2YjN σYi2f¯1 σYi2f¯2 · · · σYi2f¯N
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
. . .
...
σYiNYj1 σYiNYj2 · · · σYiNYjN σYiN f¯1 σYiN f¯2 · · · σYiN f¯N
σf¯1Yj1 σf¯1Yj2 · · · σf¯1YjN σ2f¯1 σf¯1f¯2 · · · σf¯1f¯N
σf¯2Yj1 σf¯2Yj2 · · · σf¯2YjN σf¯2f¯1 σ2f¯2 · · · σf¯2f¯N
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
. . .
...
σf¯NYj1 σf¯NYj2 · · · σf¯NYjN σf¯N f¯1 σf¯N f¯2 · · · σ2f¯N

. (6.65)
Here we are considering the case where it is assumed that the mobility used in the
forward prediction, YC , is known exactly. As such the input variable covariance
matrix is reduced to the blocked force covariance matrix alone,
Σηiηj =
[
0 0
0 Σf¯
]
. (6.66)
Consequently, we need only evaluate the corresponding elements of the Jacobians,
Jηi =
[
∂G(ηi)
∂f¯S1
∂G(ηi)
∂f¯S2
· · · ∂G(ηi)
∂f¯SN
]
=
[
YCi1 YCi2 · · · YCiN
]
= YCi: (6.67)
and
Jηj =
[
∂G(ηj)
∂f¯S1
∂G(ηj)
∂f¯S2
· · · ∂G(ηj)
∂f¯SN
]
=
[
YCj1 YCj2 · · · YCjN
]
= YCj: . (6.68)
Substitution of the above into Equation 6.62 gives the covariance between any two
elements of the response vector as,
σvij = YCi:Σf¯Y
T
Cj:
. (6.69)
The above relation may readily be extended to yield the full variance-covariance
matrix between an arbitrary number of responses,
σ2v1 σv1v2 · · · σv1vN
σv2v1 σ
2
v2
· · · σv12vN
...
...
. . .
...
σvNv1 σvNv2 · · · σ2vN
 =

YC1:
YC2:
...
YCN :
Σf¯
[
Y TC1: Y
T
C2:
· · · Y TCN :
]
(6.70)
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or more compactly as,
Σv = YCΣf¯Y
T
C . (6.71)
Equation 6.71 states that the uncertainty in the blocked force is propagated through
a forward prediction and onto the response by pre- and post-multiplying the blocked
force variance-covariance matrix with the appropriate mobility matrix, and its trans-
pose.
It is important here to acknowledge that the mobility and blocked force are complex
quantities. Whilst the concepts of uncertainty may readily be extended to complex
variables there does not appear to be an agreed upon approach to dealing with
them. Voormeeren et al.[148] dealt with the propagation of complex uncertainty
through a dynamic sub-structuring procedure by separating the real and imaginary
components using the matrix notation for a complex variables and propagating each
separately. Others have considered the separation of real and imaginary components
in such a way that the uncertainty of a complex variable is represented in terms of a
real/imaginary variance-covariance matrix [149151]. Perhaps the simplest approach
is to simply follow the conventional deﬁnition of the covariance matrix of a complex
random vector as,
Σf¯ = E[(¯fS − E [¯fS ])(¯fS − E [¯fS ])†] (6.72)
where † represents the conjugate transpose. Such a deﬁnition yields a complex
variance-covariance matrix which can subsequently be propagated without the need
to separate the real and imaginary components.
6.4 Experimental Validation
In what follows, the in-situ blocked force method outlined in Section 6.2 is used to
independently characterise the four footed electric pump shown Figure 6.4a. This
pump represents a realistic source that might be encountered in a practical scenario,
and will be used later as part of the experimental case studies presented in Chapter
7 and Appendix E. Alongside its characterisation, the methods introduced through
Section 6.3 will be employed in order to access the uncertainties involved in the
acquired blocked forces. It is worth reminding the reader, however, that this Chapter
is not concerned with a detailed analysis of the source in question. Instead, the aim
is to demonstrate the application of the proposed methods.
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Tag Type Assembly Details
K EpI(4)P Electric pump, perspex plate (34.5cm×50cm×1cm), resilient
element model number: Fibet 1413vv10 60 IRHD
L EpI(4)P Electric pump, perspex plate (50cm×75cm×0.7cm), resilient
element model number: Fibet 1413vv10 45 IRHD
Table 6.1: Details on the construction of experimental assemblies.
Here we will consider only resiliently mounted assemblies. Such assembly types are
largely encountered in practise and are in keeping with the work presented through
Chapters 3 and 5. Details of the assemblies used in this Chapter are presented in
Table 6.1.
In what follows, assembly K will be used to characterise the electric pump and
illustrate the implementation of the on-board validation and artiﬁcial excitation
techniques. Assembly L will subsequently be used as part of a transferability vali-
dation.
6.4.1 Resiliently Coupled Source and Receiver
The resiliently coupled assemblies considered here consist of a source pump coupled
to a receiver plate via 4 small rubber isolators. Two coupled assemblies are consid-
ered, K and L. Each was constructed using diﬀerent resilient couplings and receiver
sub-structures, details of which are presented in Table 6.1. Prior to construction the
source was instrumented with 4 single axis accelerometers (B&K Type 4507 B 004),
one at each coupling contact, as demonstrated in Figure 6.4b. The source, receiver
and coupling elements were adhered together using an industrial strength glue. Due
to spatial and instrumental limitations, only out-of-plane z coordinate DoFs were
considered. The source accelerometers were kept on throughout the testing of each
assembly to avoid error in sensor replacement.
Let us ﬁrst consider assembly K. As per Section 6.2.3, the ﬁrst step in determining
the blocked force is the measurement of the assembly's passive properties, i.e. its
mobility. The resilient nature of the assembly considered meant that access to the
source-isolator interface was limited. It was therefore not possible to apply a direct
excitation at the source-mount interface. As such, the remote blocked force relation
of Equation 6.23 was used. In order to provide a suﬃcient over-determination,
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12 remote accelerometers were adhered to the receiver sub-structure. Four of these
were mounted directly below the mount-receiver interface, i.e. as close to the source-
isolator interface as possible. The remaining 8 were spaced randomly (whilst allowing
easy access) across the receiver plate. The importance of correct positioning with
regards to the remote measurement DoFs cannot be understated.
The ability to provide a reliable excitation, i.e. without restricted access, is crucial
in the minimisation of error and the successful determination of blocked forces, as
is choosing locations where a good coherence is achieved. Failure to do so may see
the measured mobility matrix populated with poor data, leading to ill-conditioning
and the introduction of unwanted inversion error.
(a) Pump source under
consideration
(b) Source-isolator interface
accelerometer positioning
Figure 6.4: Photos of source and sensor positioning used throughout Chapter 6.
Together, the 12 remote DoFs allowed for an almost 3 fold over-determination of
the blocked forces, whilst also providing the opportunity to carry out an on-board
validation (the 12th accelerometer is not included in the determination of the blocked
forces, and instead used as a remote reference). Using the sample space approach,
we were able to acquire 330 determined solutions, from which the expected blocked
force vector and its associated variance-covariance matrix were computed.
6.4.1.1 Artificial Excitation
We will begin by considering the artiﬁcial excitation of assembly K, as discussed
in Section 6.3.1.1. Here, the measurement procedure may be outlined as follows.
The transfer mobility matrix, YCc1b , was measured by exciting each remote receiver
DoF, bi, with an instrumented force hammer whilst simultaneously measuring the
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resultant velocity response at the source-isolator contact interface, c1. This consti-
tutes the passive part of the procedure. Following this, the source sub-structure was
impacted with a hammer in the vertical z DoF, somewhere relatively central on the
structure. This impact acts as an artiﬁcial excitation. The resultant velocities at b,
vCb , were measured. This constitutes the active portion of the procedure. It should
be noted that the measurement procedure was carried out across all 12 remote DoFs,
that is, including the remote reference. This allows us to later perform an on-board
validation.
When dealing with an artiﬁcial excitation, as opposed to an operation excitation,
only a single time window is needed to capture the required velocities. As such, the
phase referenced velocity vector may be constructed via the cross-spectrum phase
approach (see in Section 6.2.3.2) with no loss of information.
Blocked Forces and Standard Deviations - Once measured, the
transfer mobility matrix and the corresponding operational velocity vector were used
to calculate the blocked forces via the approaches presented above, that is; through
a determined, over-determined, or sample space approach. In the determined ap-
proach, the 4 remote DoFs located at the isolator-receiver contact interface were
used. These DoFs were the closest to the source-isolator interface and provided the
best level of coherence. The over-determined and sample space approaches used 11
of the 12 remote DoFs, leaving one for the on-board validation.
Shown in Figure 6.5 are the contact interface blocked forces measured on assembly
K, and determined via each of the above approaches. Although not particularly
useful when displayed on their own, a number of observations can be made. Firstly,
it can be seen that the expected blocked forces determined via the sample space
approach are in excellent agreement with those acquired via the over-determined
inverse. This in-itself shows that the sample space approach is capable of providing
a suitable blocked force and, furthermore, suggests that its associated variance-
covariance matrix will likely be representative of uncertainties associated with the
correct blocked force. The blocked forces obtained via the determined approach are
in reasonable agreement with those described above, although a number of large
deviations can be observed, particularly between 90-250Hz. At this point, however,
we are unable to state which approach provides the most representative blocked force
(without some form of validation). That said, their agreement does suggest that the
expected and over-determined blocked forces are likely to be the most representative.
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Figure 6.5: Determined, over-determined and expected blocked forces for feet
1-4 of assembly K.
Shown in Figure 6.6 is an expected blocked force determined via the sample space
approach for a single foot of the pump, alongside the spread of blocked forces used
in its calculation. This spread illustrates the variation one may expect by using
diﬀerent remote DoFs in the determination of blocked forces. Also shown is the
blocked force acquired via a single over-determined and determined solution. The
agreement between the expected and over-determined blocked force is illustrated
further here. This suggests that the spread of blocked force sample space has some
statistical relevance. It is argued that this spread is due to the uncertainties arising
from neglected DoFs and experimental error, and that a statistical description of it
may be used to estimate the uncertainties in the acquired blocked force.
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Closer inspection of the expected blocked forces presented in Figure 6.5 reveal a
number of spurious peaks that are clearly not properties of the source (or the artiﬁcial
excitation), for example in Figures 6.5a, 6.5b and 6.5d at approximately 350Hz. This
error is likely the result of a determined solution being ill-conditioned, and therefore
severely aﬀected by inversion error. These ill-conditioned solutions may be easily
identiﬁed by looking at the distribution of blocked forces determined via each DoF
combination at the problem frequency.
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Figure 6.6: Spread in blocked force sample space for one foot of the pump using
artiﬁcial excitation. Also shown, the expected, over-determined and determined
blocked force.
Shown in Figure 6.7 are the determined blocked forces for each combination of
remote DoFs. Blocked forces are presented at 3 frequencies where an error can be
easily identiﬁed; 144Hz, 365Hz, and 2191Hz. One can clearly see that in each case a
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particular combination yields an unusually large blocked force. These blocked forces
are clearly erroneous and should therefore not be included in any further processing.
These outliers may be removed individually by hand or, alternatively, by using the
trimmed mean as opposed to the standard expected value. The trimmed mean yields
the expected value of a given central portion of a distribution and may be used to
eﬀectively remove outliers.
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Figure 6.7: Determined forces from assembly H for each DoF combination used
in the sample space approach, where the frequencies shown are f1 ≈ 144Hz, f2 ≈
365Hz, and f3 ≈ 2191Hz.
Doing so for the central 99.4% of the blocked force distribution at each foot (for
the 330 combinations used this amounts to the removal of the largest single outlier
at any given frequency) yields the expected blocked forces presented in Figure 6.8.
Inspection of Figure 6.8 clearly shows that the spurious peaks observed in Figure
6.5 have been successfully removed with no worsening of the overall agreement.
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Using the trimmed distribution we compute the corresponding variance-covariance
matrix from which we are able to calculate a number of diﬀerent uncertainty pa-
rameters. Here, in addition to the standard deviation, we will also consider the
standard error of the mean (SEM) and the coeﬃcient of variation (Cv). The SEM,
also known as the standard error, describes the variation of the expected value when
determined from diﬀerent portions of a sample space and gives an idea of its reliabil-
ity. The Cv, also known as the relative standard deviation, describes the dispersion
of a distribution relative to its mean value. Together the SEM and Cv can be used
to provide a clearer picture of the uncertainties involved.
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Figure 6.8: Determined, over-determined and trimmed expected blocked forces
for feet 1-4 of assembly H.
Shown in Figure 6.9 is the expected blocked force at foot 1 determined from the
trimmed distribution. Also shown are the ± trimmed SEM and standard deviation.
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As we are not interested in a detailed analysis of the source in question, for clarity
we will consider only the results obtained at one foot.
Figure 6.9 illustrates a problem that often occurs when attempting to present the
uncertainties of narrow band data in natural units on a loglog scale. When subtract-
ing a particular measure of uncertainty from the mean value (for example standard
deviation) one ﬁnds themselves computing negative values. Such values can not
be represented on a loglog scale, and therefore lead to dropouts in the uncertainty
plots, as demonstrated by the lower bound of the standard deviation. It is for this
reason that we are interested in an alternative approach for presenting and analysing
uncertainties in narrow band data.
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Figure 6.9: Trimmed expected blocked force at foot 1 with ± the trimmed
standard error of the mean. The ±SEM plot has been passed through a 3 point
moving average ﬁlter so as to improve clarity.
When considering the standard deviation, what we are really concerned with is its
value relative to that of the mean. As such, it would make little sense to present
the standard deviation alone. Instead we may use the coeﬃcient of variation (Cv),
where a relative measure of the standard deviation is acquired. Shown in Figure
6.10 are the Cvs of each blocked force acquired from the trimmed distribution.
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The advantage of each presentation is hopefully illustrated here. The ± standard de-
viation allows for the relative importance of uncertainties with regards to frequency
to be identiﬁed. For example, a large standard deviation about a small expected
value is not as much of a concern as a large standard deviation about a large ex-
pected value. The standard deviation, however, does suﬀer from dropouts in the
lower bound, making it hard to interpret the general trend of the uncertainties. The
Cv provides a clearer picture of the error relative to the mean, albeit with the loss
of some information. Together, however, the standard deviation and the Cv oﬀer a
relatively complete picture of the uncertainties associated with the blocked forces.
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Figure 6.10: Coeﬃcient of variation for the blocked force at foot 1 determined
using the trimmed standard deviation and mean.
Let us now consider the uncertainties determined from the source in question.
Firstly, from Figure 6.9 it can be seen that the expected value is bounded by a
narrow SEM across the majority of the frequency range. This suggests that we
have a reasonable degree of conﬁdence in the value of the expected blocked force.
Secondly, it can be seen from the upper bound of the standard deviation that the
level of uncertainty at high frequencies is less of a concern than in the mid to low
frequency range where the expected value is orders of magnitude higher. However,
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the way in which this uncertainty propagates has not yet been investigated. The
Cvs shown in Figure 6.10 clearly highlight the dependence of uncertainty upon both
frequency and position. It can be seen that foot 1 and 2 exhibit a large drop in the
Cv about 400Hz, beyond which it gradually begins to increase again. Foot 3 and 4
however remain large until approximately 1kHz, where they subsequently fall into
agreement with that of foot 1 and 2. This suggests a greater level of mid-frequency
uncertainty in the blocked forces associated with foot 3 and 4, than 1 and 2.
Again, it is important to note that the aim here was not to preform a detailed analysis
of the source, but instead, to provide an example of the uncertainty parameters we
are able to determine via the sample space approach.
On-board Validation - Having determined the blocked force resulting from
an artiﬁcial excitation, let us now consider its on-board validation.
Shown in Figure 6.11 are the results obtained from the on-board validation of assem-
blyK. A prediction was made using each of the blocked force approaches presented in
Figure 6.8. Although a reasonable agreement is achieved, the determined prediction
(orange) is clearly contaminated by the deviations previously observed in the blocked
forces. The over-determined (yellow) and expected (purple) predictions avoid these
artefacts and provide a good level of agreement with the directly measured velocity
response (blue). However, some disagreement can be observed, particularly at the
anti-resonant region around approximately 600Hz, and at higher frequencies above
approximately 2-3kHz.
Beyond 2-3kHz agreement between the predicted and measured responses, although
following the general trend, can be seen to worsen. A likely cause of this error lies in
the transfer mobilities used in the prediction of the blocked forces which, from Figure
6.12a, can be seen to deteriorate at high frequencies. This deterioration is further
illustrated by a poor level of coherence, as shown in Figure 6.12b. This is likely
due to the deterioration of the input force when propagated through the resilient
mounts, similar to the high frequency error encountered in the characterisation of
resilient elements (see Chapter 3). That said, with the velocity's relatively low level
this error may be considered less of a problem.
In the region of 600Hz the on-board validation can be seen to over-predict the
measured response. This suggests that the error is unlikely a result of neglected
DoFs, as this often manifests itself as an under-prediction. This would suggest that
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the cause of error likely lies within the propagating transfer mobility, or the blocked
forces themselves.
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Figure 6.11: On-board validation on assembly H using an artiﬁcial excitation,
using over-determined and expected blocked forces.
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Figure 6.12: Transfer mobilities and corresponding coherences between the re-
mote reference point and each foot of the source.
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From Figure 6.12 it can be seen that the mobility appears well deﬁned in the region
of the error, with a coherence value of approximately 1. This suggests that the
error is unlikely a result of the mobilities used in the prediction, and rather due
to the blocked forces themselves. Referring back to Figure 6.8 it can be seen that
the blocked force obtained in this frequency region also appears well deﬁned, with
a narrow SEM and low Cv (see Figure 6.10). This suggests that the blocked forces
have been determined with reasonable conﬁdence.
In an attempt to further understand the cause of this disagreement, let us consider
the propagation of uncertainties from the blocked forces to the velocity response.
Pre- and post-multiplication of the covariance matrix by the propagating transfer
mobility and its transpose yields the standard deviation in the predicted response.
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Figure 6.13: On-board validation using expected blocked force with propagated
SEM. The ±SEM plot has been passed through a 5 point moving average ﬁlter so
as to improve clarity.
Shown in Figure 6.13 are the propagated ± standard deviations and SEM for the
on-board validation. As in Figure 6.9, we can see that the lower bound of the
standard deviation suﬀers from severe dropouts, limiting its use. The upper bound,
however, does appear to follow the trend of the expected value, suggesting that it has
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been correctly propagated. Unlike the upper bound in Figure 6.9, the propagated
standard deviation here appears further spread in the region of 600Hz. This spread
is more clearly observed in the propagated Cv, shown in Figure 6.14. A comparison
of the blocked force Cvs to that of the predicted response Cv (we are able to do this
as they are dimensionless quantities) shows that the propagation of uncertainties
has negatively aﬀected particular frequency regions more severely.
Below 400Hz the Cvs are in reasonable agreement where, if anything, the Cv has
been decreased marginally. Above this, however, large deviations are observed.
These deviations represent regions where propagation has had an adverse eﬀect
on the uncertainties. Comparison against Figure 6.9 shows that these deviations
coincide with the anti-resonant regions of the predicted response, that is, where a
poor prediction is obtained.
Figure 6.14 clearly demonstrates the advantage of the Cv as an uncertainty parame-
ter over the standard deviation as it allows us to directly compare the relative errors
before and after propagation, owing to its dimensionless units.
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Figure 6.14: Coeﬃcient of variation for each blocked force (grey) used in the on-
board validation, and the predicted operational velocity of assembly K (orange).
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6.4.1.2 Operational Excitation
Let us now consider the operational characterisation of the source. Having already
preformed the passive part of the measurement procedure, i.e the measurement of
the transfer mobility YCcb , the operational velocity vector, vCb , was measured.
Classically, operational measurements of this sort are done so using time averaged
auto- and cross-spectra, as discussed in Section 6.2.3.2. However, to avoid the short-
comings of this approach, particularly those relevant to VAPs and auralisation, the
operational velocity vector was constructed using the SFS approach, also outlined in
Section 6.2.3.2. Doing so allows for the time domain reconstruction and subsequent
auralisation of predictions to be performed at a later stage.
Operational velocities were recorded over a period of 30 seconds at a sample rate of
51200Hz. Using a 0% window overlap, with a 0.390625Hz frequency resolution, 30
individual time windows were acquired. Each time window was used to determine
a separate blocked force vector. The SFS approach, whilst crucial in the successful
reconstruction of time domain responses, complicates the presentation of data. A
suitable presentation is obtained by taking the mean absolute value across all time
windows, as opposed to presenting the blocked force for each time window indepen-
dently. All results presented hereafter will be done so in this form, unless otherwise
speciﬁed. Additionally, due to the tonal nature of the operational source, results
will also be presented in 3rd octave-band dB form. However, it should be noted that
the conversion to 3rd octave-bands is always performed at the latest possible stage
prior to plotting, and that all calculations and predictions are performed using the
complex narrow band Fourier spectra.
Blocked Forces and Standard Deviations - It was shown in the case
of an artiﬁcial excitation that the over-determined and trimmed expected blocked
forces provided the best on-board validation. As such, we have not considered
the determined solution to the operational blocked forces here. In the case of the
expected blocked force, the same trimmed distribution is used as in the artiﬁcial
excitation, thus avoiding outliers in the blocked force distribution.
Presented in Figure 6.15 are the blocked forces determined from assembly K, via the
over-determined and sample space approaches, for an operational source. Shown in
Figure 6.17, for clarity, are the blocked forces in 3rd octave-band form. It can be
seen from both narrow band and 3rd octave-band results that the over-determined
(blue) and expected (orange) blocked forces are in good agreement with one another,
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further validating the sample space approach. Some diﬀerences in the level of the
tonal peaks can be observed. These diﬀerences are also found in the 3rd octave band
plots. Which of the two is likely to provide the best prediction is not clear and will
require an on-board validation to be performed.
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Figure 6.15: Over-determined and trimmed expected operational blocked forces
for feet 1-4 of assembly K.
Like the artiﬁcial excitation, it is interesting to observe the spread of the determined
blocked forces obtained via the sample space approach. This spread is shown in
Figure 6.16 alongside the expected and over-determined blocked force for a single
foot of the pump. Again, the agreement between the two approaches further suggests
that the distribution of determined blocked force is likely of some statistical interest.
Like the artiﬁcial excitation, we are able to determine a number of uncertainty pa-
rameters from the blocked force distribution acquired via the sample space approach.
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Unlike the artiﬁcial excitation, however, we now determine a blocked force distribu-
tion at each time window. It is therefore proposed, rather than consider each window
independently and determine an uncertainty parameter for each, we instead include
the distribution of each window in the estimation of a single variance-covariance
matrix.
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Figure 6.16: Spread in blocked force sample space for one foot of the pump using
operational excitation. Also shown, the expected, over-determined and determined
blocked force.
It is proposed that this variance-covariance matrix will, as a result, account for the
uncertainties associated with any temporal variation that the source exhibits over
the measurement period. For the case presented here, where 329 DoF combinations
are used (accounting for the trimmed distribution), the total number of samples
available over the 30 time windows is 9870. This approach not only has the advantage
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that it includes temporal ﬂuctuations in the uncertainty, but also provides a larger
sample set and, with it, a more reliable variance-covariance matrix estimation. The
expected blocked force, however, is determined separately for each window, thus
retaining the ability to reconstruct the time domain response at a later stage.
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Figure 6.17: Over-determined and trimmed expected operational blocked forces
for feet 1-4 of assembly H in 3rd octave-bands.
The uncertainties associated with the operational blocked forces are not presented.
They will, however, be propagated and used to establish the uncertainties in an
on-board validation.
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On-board Validation - Having determined the blocked forces we are now
able to perform an on-board validation. Shown in Figures 6.18 and 6.19 are the
results of the on-board validation results performed on assembly K, presented in
narrow band and 3rd octave band, respectively. Let us ﬁrst consider Figure 6.18. It
can be seen that both the over-determined (orange) and expected (yellow) blocked
force predictions are in good agreement with that of the directly measured response
(blue) across the majority of the frequency range. The on-board validation appears
to predict all signiﬁcant peaks with reasonable accuracy, whilst following the general
trend up to 5kHz. At high frequencies the tonal nature of the source leads to a very
congested frequency response which can be hard to compare visually. This region is
more easily assessed in 3rd octave bands, as in Figure 6.19.
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Figure 6.18: On-board validation on assembly H for over-determined and ex-
pected blocked forces.
Figure 6.19 more clearly displays the agreement between measured and predicted
responses, particularly in the mid to high frequency region, where the tonal nature
of the source makes narrow band comparisons challenging. Like the narrow band
representation, it can be seen that the low frequency response (i.e. below 80Hz) is
predicted with reasonable accuracy, deviating no more than 2dB. As the frequency
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increases deviations become more apparent. The 3rd octave band peak at 100Hz
can be seen to be over- and under-predicted by 4dB for both the expected and over-
determined blocked forces, respectively. Above this, the two predictions deviate
above and below the measured response by a few dB in roughly equal measures up
to 5kHz. Although, it is worth noting that the deviations at high frequencies are
less of a concern, as the low frequency response will likely dominate any eventual
auralisation. Also shown in Figure 6.19 are the ±SEM and +95% conﬁdence interval
(i.e σ× 1.96) for the expected response prediction. These were determined from the
propagated blocked force covariance matrix.
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Figure 6.19: On-board validation on assembly H for over-determined and ex-
pected blocked forces in 3rd octave bands.
The uncertainty parameters can be seen to agree with many of the deviations in the
expected prediction, particularly those at 100 and 315Hz. This suggests that the
uncertainties acquired via the sample space approach may be used to estimate the
uncertainty in a given prediction.
Also shown in Figure 6.20 are the 3rd octave Cvs for the blocked forces (grey)
and the predicted response (orange). The Cvs clearly indicate regions where the
blocked force uncertainties have been adversely aﬀected by propagation. Many of
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these regions can be seen to coincide with areas of disagreement in the on-board
validation, for example those at 100, 315 and 2000Hz. Although clearly not an in-
depth analysis, the above demonstrates the potential of the sample space approach
and the uncertainties it provides.
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Figure 6.20: Coeﬃcient of variation for each blocked force (grey) and the resul-
tant prediction on assembly H (orange), in 3rd octave bands.
Transferability Validation - Having preformed an on-board validation,
one may now carry out a transferability validation. This was done by removing the
source from its initial assembly (i.e. the one in which it was characterised) and
installing it in another. It is important that the assembly to which the source is
transferred is representative of the initial assembly and the eventual installation,
i.e. resilient to resilient or rigid to rigid. Here, the source was transferred to an-
other resiliently mounted assembly, L, details of which are presented in Table 6.1.
Once installed, the transfer mobility between a remote reference DoF on the re-
ceiver sub-structure and the source-isolator interface was measured. This mobility
was multiplied by the blocked force of each time window to yield an operational pre-
diction. The source was then operated and the operation response of the assembly
measured at the same remote reference DoF, allowing for a comparison to be made.
Shown in Figures 6.21 and 6.22 are the transferability validation results for narrow
band and 3rd octave band, respectively. Let us ﬁrst consider Figure 6.21. A reason-
able agreement is obtained between the two predictions and the directly measured
response. Most low frequency tonal peaks are predicted with reasonable accuracy,
those at higher frequencies less so. The general trend, however, is predicted in both
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over-determined (orange) and expected (yellow) cases. The two predictions them-
selves are in good agreement with one another across the entire frequency range,
making it a challenge to access the superiority of either approach.
Shown in Figure 6.22 are the 3rd octave band transferability validations, alongside
the propagated ±SEM and +95% conﬁdence interval associated with the expected
response prediction. Here the disagreement between the predictions and measured
response is more clear. Although there is a strong agreement in the ﬁrst 3rd octave
peak, above this the predictions begin to deviate above and below the measured
response by varying amounts up to 5kHz.
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Figure 6.21: Transferability validation using an artiﬁcial excitation, using over-
determined and expected blocked forces.
With the exception of the 100Hz 3rd octave peak the two predictions are in good
agreement. At the 100Hz peak, the over-determined prediction can be seen to under-
predict the measured response by 3dB, and the expected prediction by a further 4dB.
Interestingly, as in the on-board validation, areas of signiﬁcant under-prediction
are highlighted by the uncertainty parameters, particularly those at 50, 100 and
315Hz. This suggests that some of the disagreement may be due to the uncertainties
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associated with the blocked force. However, these errors may not be entirely due to
the acquired blocked forces. Other contributing factors may include diﬀerences in the
construction (i.e. source-isolator coupling), uncertainty in assembly L's measured
transfer mobility, or neglected DoFs having a greater inﬂuence on the transferred
assembly. These errors are not accounted for by the sample space approach.
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Figure 6.22: Transferability validation using an artiﬁcial excitation, using over-
determined and expected blocked forces.
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Figure 6.23: Coeﬃcient of variation for each blocked force (grey) and the resul-
tant prediction on assembly I (orange), in 3rd octave bands.
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Lastly, shown in Figure 6.23 is the Cv of each blocked force and the predicted
response. Here, as in the on-board validation, it can be seen that the regions af-
fected greatest by the propagation of uncertainty coincide with the areas of greatest
disagreement in the transferability validation. This result further highlights the
potential of the expected blocked force and its associated uncertainties.
6.5 Concluding Remarks
This Chapter was concerned with the blocked force as an independent characteri-
sation for structural sources. Following its conceptual introduction, two alternative
derivations were presented for the in-situ blocked force relation. The experimental
implementation of this relation was subsequently discussed alongside some impor-
tant considerations. Methods for accessing the uncertainty of blocked forces were
later discussed and the well-established concepts of on-board and transferability val-
idations introduced. A novel approach was subsequently proposed whereby expected
blocked forces are acquired from a sample space of determined solutions. Referred
to here as the sample space approach, the method facilitates the estimation of a
variance-covariance matrix which is proposed to contain information regarding the
uncertainties in the measured blocked force. It was later shown that the expected
value obtained through the sample space approach was in excellent agreement with
those obtained through an over-determined solution, and that outliers resulting from
ill-conditioned solutions may be removed eﬀectively using the trimmed mean. The
law of error propagation was derived and subsequently used to propagate blocked
force uncertainties through a prediction. These propagated uncertainties, presented
in the form of standard errors and coeﬃcients of variation, were shown to coincide
with many of the deviations encountered in the on-board and transferability vali-
dation, suggesting that they contain statistically relevant information regarding the
uncertainties of the blocked forces.
PART IV. EXPERIMENTAL CASE
STUDY AND
CONCLUSIONS
7Case Study
In this Chapter the methods introduced through Chapters 3 - 6, namely; the in-situ
characterisation of resilient elements, the in-situ decoupling of source and receiver
sub-structures, and the blocked force characterisation of source sub-structures, will
be brought together. These methods will be used in conjunction with a dynamic
sub-structuring procedure to build a VAP and predict its operational response.
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7.1 Building Blocks
In order to successfully construct a virtual acoustic prototype each assembly compo-
nent must be independently characterised by some active and/or passive quantity. It
is only with independently characterised components that a virtual assembly can be
constructed in a physically meaningful way. The independent sub-structure quanti-
ties considered in this Thesis are outlined in Table 7.1.
The work presented in this Thesis so far has been focused on the development
and implementation of independent characterisation methods for the attainment
of the above quantities. In Chapter 3 an in-situ method was presented for the
determination of the dynamic transfer impedance of coupling elements. In Chapter 5
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an in-situ decoupling procedure was developed to acquire the free-interface mobilities
of resiliently coupled source and receiver sub-structures. Lastly, in Chapter 6, the in-
situ blocked force relation was introduced as a method for characterising the active
properties of a source sub-structure. In this Chapter the above methods will be
brought together and used in the construction of a VAP as part of an experimental
case study.
Sub-Structure Active Passive
Source Blocked force Free-interface mobility
Resilient coupling N/A Dynamic transfer impedance
Receiver N/A Free-interface mobility/vibro-acoustic FRF
Table 7.1: Independent sub-structure quantities used in the construction of a
VAP.
First, the concept of dynamic sub-structuring will be introduced and a particular
formulation derived. Validation of the approach will be provided through a simple
numerical model which will aid in demonstrating the implementation of the chosen
procedure. Following this we will consider an experimental case study whereby an
electric pump is resiliently coupled to a cavity backed plate.
7.2 Dynamic Sub-Structuring
As discussed in Section 2.3, there exist a number of dynamic sub-structuring for-
mulations that have been developed over the years. With advancements in data
acquisition and computational power the importance of computationally simplistic
algorithms has been reduced. As such, many of the arguments made for alternative
formulations are no longer of importance. The approach adopted here is that of the
classical impedance method, referred to by some as the primal impedance formu-
lation [75]. In the following a brief summary of its derivation is given, alongside a
simple numerical example whereby two free-free beams are rigidly coupled, end to
end.
Let us start by considering the general system of equations that govern the motion
of n uncoupled sub-structures. Written in block diagonal form we have,
[M]x¨+ [C]x˙+ [K]x = f + g (7.1)
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where [M], [C] and [K] are block diagonal matrices containing the mass, damping
and stiﬀness matrices of each sub-structure, f is the block vector (a vector made
up of multiple vertically stacked vectors) of externally applied forces, g is the block
vector of coupling forces, and x is the block vector of displacements.
[M] =

M(1) 0 0
0
. . . 0
0 0 M(n)
 , [C] =

C(1) 0 0
0
. . . 0
0 0 C(n)
 , [K] =

K(1) 0 0
0
. . . 0
0 0 K(n)

(7.2a,b,c)
f = [f(1), . . . , f(n)]
T , g = [g(1), . . . ,g(n)]
T , x = [x(1), . . . ,x(n)]
T (7.3a,b,c)
Experimentally, we do not have direct access to the mass damping or stiﬀness ma-
trices from measurement. We instead concern ourselves with the determination of
measured frequency response functions, for example, impedance or mobility. It is
therefore convenient to express Equation 7.1 in the FRF domain as,
[Z]v = f + g (7.4)
where [Z] is the block diagonal impedance matrix of the n uncoupled sub-structures
and v is the corresponding block vector of velocities.
The rigid coupling of any two neighbouring sub-structures is governed by the con-
ditions of equilibrium and compatibility. The condition of compatibility states that
the velocity at any coupling DoFs, v1 and v2, must be equal; v1 = v2. This condition
may be expressed generally using the Boolean localisation matrix, L, as,
v = Lv˜ (7.5)
where v˜ is the vector of coupled sub-structure velocities (The construction of L will
be discussed shortly in the numerical example.) The condition of equilibrium states
that the internal coupling forces at any two coupling DoFs, g1 and g2, must be equal
and opposite; g1 + g2 = 0. This may be conveniently expressed using the transpose
of the Boolean coupling matrix, LT,
LTg = g˜ = 0 (7.6)
where g˜ is the vector of coupled sub-structure coupling forces, and is equal to the
zero vector.
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Let us now consider the enforcement of the above conditions on Equation 7.4. Firstly,
pre-multiplication of Equation 7.4 by L can be seen to apply the equilibrium condi-
tion,
LTZv = f˜ (7.7)
where we note that LTg = g˜ = 0 and that LTf corresponds to the externally
applied force vector of the coupled assembly, f˜ . Substitution of Equation 7.5 for the
uncoupled velocity subsequently applies the condition of compatibility.
LTZLv˜ = f˜ (7.8)
Equation 7.8 can be seen to relate the coupled velocity, v˜, to the coupled force, f˜ .
The matrix product LTZL must therefore represent the impedance of the coupled
assembly.
Classical impedance sub-structuring relation:
ZC = L
TZL. (7.9)
Expansion of Equation 7.9 reveals that the rigid coupling of sub-structures simply
amounts to the summation of coupling DoF impedances, as described in [76]. Having
acquired the coupled impedance of an assembly one may determine the coupled
mobility through its inversion, YC = Z
−1
C .
7.2.1 Numerical Example: Beam-Beam
Having derived the classical impedance sub-structuring relation it is perhaps useful,
for completeness, to consider a simple numerical example before moving onto the
more complex case study of Section 7.3.
Beam L(m) W (m) H(m) E(N/m2) ρ(kg/m3) xij(m)
S 0.4 0.1 0.01 200× 109 7000 {0, 0.4}
R 0.6 0.1 0.01 200× 109 7000 {0, 0.6}
C 1 0.1 0.01 200× 109 7000 {0, 0.4, 1}
Table 7.2: Geometry, material properties and excitation/response positions for
free-free beam simulations, where; L - length, W - width, H - height, E - Young's
modulus, ρ - density, and xij - excitation/response position. Highlighted xij cor-
respond to those of the coupling interfaces, c1 and c2.
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The numerical example considered here concerns the rigid coupling of two free-
free beams, S and R. The steps involved in the coupling of these two beams will
be demonstrated, including the construction of the Boolean coupling matrix, L.
The free-free beams are modelled as in Section 3.3, via Equations 3.16-3.21. The
geometric and material properties used in this simulation are given in Table 7.2. Also
given are the excitation and response positions used in the simulation (highlighted in
red are the coupling DoFs). It should be noted that in order to maintain continuity,
S and R must be of equal width, height and material properties. Their lengths may
diﬀer providing that their coupled length is in agreement with that of a third beam,
C. Beam C is modelled with the same material properties, width and height as S
and R such that the successfully coupled SR assembly should be identical to that
of C, as shown in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Diagrammatic representation of numerical study coupling two beams
end-to-end.
Beams S and R are each characterised by their end-to-end mobility matrices. Since
both translational and rotational components are required in the successful coupling
of beam elements, the mobility matrices, YS and YR , are of dimension 4× 4,
YS =

YSz1z1 YSz1α1 YSz1z2 YSz1α2
YSα1z1 YSα1α1 YSα1z2 YSα1α2
YSz2z1 YSz2α1 YSz2z2 YSz2α2
YSα2z1 YSα2α1 YSα2z2 YSα2α2
 , YR =

YRz1z1 YRz1α1 YRz1z2 YRz1α2
YRα1z1 YRα1α1 YRα1z2 YRα1α2
YRz2z1 YRz2α1 YRz2z2 YRz2α2
YRα2z1 YRα2α1 YRα2z2 YRα2α2

(7.10ab)
where, for example, YNziαj represents the mobility corresponding to a translational
response at the ith positional-DoF, due to an applied torque at the jth positional-
DoF, on substructure N .
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Inversion and subsequent block diagonalisation of Equation 7.10ab yields the block
diagonal impedance matrix required by Equation 7.9.
Z =

ZSz1z1 ZSz1α1 ZSz1z2 ZSz1α2
ZSα1z1 ZSα1α1 ZSα1z2 ZSα1α2
ZSz2z1 ZSz2α1 ZSz2z2 ZSz2α2
ZSα2z1 ZSα2α1 ZSα2z2 ZSα2α2
ZRz1z1 ZRz1α1 ZRz1z2 ZRz1α2
ZRα1z1 ZRα1α1 ZRα1z2 ZRα1α2
ZRz2z1 ZRz2α1 ZRz2z2 ZRz2α2
ZRα2z1 ZRα2α1 ZRα2z2 ZRα2α2

(7.11)
At this point let us consider the construction of the Boolean coupling matrix L, and
the role it plays in the coupling of the two beam elements. The uncoupled block ve-
locity vector corresponding to Equation 7.11 is given by v = [vSz1 , vSα1 , vSz2 , vSα2 , vRz1 , vRα1 , vRz2 , vRα2 ]
T .
Similarly, the coupled velocity vector is given by v˜ = [vCz1 , vCα1 , vCz2 , vCα2 , vCz3 , vCα3 ]
T .
From Figure 7.1 it can be seen that we wish to couple the translational and rotational
DoFs corresponding to positional-DoFs S2 and R1. For this particular example, the
localisation matrix L takes the following form,
vSz1
vSα1
vSz2
vSα2
vRz1
vRα1
vRz2
vRα2

=

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1


vCz1
vCα1
vCz2
vCα2
vCz3
vCα3

(7.12)
where the highlighted matrix entries correspond to the coupling DoFs. It can be
seen on inspection of Equation 7.12 that the following compatibility conditions are
enforced; vSz2 = vRz1 = vCz2 and vSα2 = vRα1 = vCα2 . Equation 7.12 not only
demonstrates the construction of L but illustrates the way in which its application
enforces the condition of compatibility. Regarding the general construction of L; its
columns correspond to the DoFs of the coupled assembly, whilst its rows correspond
to those of the uncoupled sub-structures. The construction of L requires a unit
value to be placed at each matrix entry where uncoupled and coupled DoFs are
collocated. As such, it can be seen that the coupling procedure reduces the total
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number of system DoFs. This is not the case with all DSS procedures. The dual
formulation, for example, yields a coupled mobility matrix with the same number
of DoFs as the uncoupled impedance matrix (due to repetitions in the resultant
mobility matrix).
Let us now consider now the enforcement of equilibrium. The uncoupled coupling
force vector is given by g = [0, 0, gSz2 , gSα2 , gRz1 , gRα1 , 0, 0]
T , whilst the coupled
coupling force vector is given simply by the zero vector, g˜ = 0. It can be seen
quite clearly that the transpose of the Boolean localisation matrix L enforces the
equilibrium condition, as from inspection of Equation 7.13 one may observe that;
gSz2 = −gRz1 and gSα2 = −gRα1 .

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1


0
0
gSz2
gSα2
gRz1
gRα1
0
0

= 0 (7.13)
Once the Boolean coupling matrix has been constructed the coupled impedance
matrix may be determined as per Equation 7.9.
ZSR = L
T

ZSz1z1 ZSz1α1 ZSz1z2 ZSz1α2
ZSα1z1 ZSα1α1 ZSα1z2 ZSα1α2
ZSz2z1 ZSz2α1 ZSz2z2 ZSz2α2
ZSα2z1 ZSα2α1 ZSα2z2 ZSα2α2
ZRz1z1 ZRz1α1 ZRz1z2 ZRz1α2
ZRα1z1 ZRα1α1 ZRα1z2 ZRα1α2
ZRz2z1 ZRz2α1 ZRz2z2 ZRz2α2
ZRα2z1 ZRα2α1 ZRα2z2 ZRα2α2

L
(7.14)
The coupled mobility matrix, YSR , is subsequently obtained through the inversion
of the coupled impedance matrix,
YSR = Z
−1
SR . (7.15)
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The resulting mobility matrix has dimensions 6× 6 and is given by,
YSR =

YCz1z1 YCz1α1 YCz1z2 YCz1α2 YCz1z3 YCz1α3
YCα1z1 YCα1α1 YCα1z2 YCα1α2 YCα1z3 YCα1α3
YCz2z1 YCz2α1 YCz2z2 YCz2α2 YCz2z3 YCz2α3
YCα2z1 YCα2α1 YCα2z2 YCα2α2 YCα2z3 YCα2α3
YCz3z1 YCz3α1 YCz3z2 YCz3α2 YCz3z3 YCz3α3
YCα3z1 YCα3α1 YCα1z2 YCα3α2 YCα3z3 YCα3α3

. (7.16)
Validation of the above sub-structuring procedure is provided through a comparison
of the sub-structured mobility matrix, YSR , and the directly simulated mobility
matrix, YC .
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Figure 7.2: Results of a numerically simulated dynamic sub-structuring problem.
Point mobility matrix of the sub-structured SR assembly. Also shown are the
mobilities determined directly for assembly C.
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Shown in Figure 7.2 are the translational, rotational and cross mobilities that make
up the point mobility matrix at the 2nd positional-DoF of the coupled SR assembly.
Also shown are the corresponding mobilities obtained from the direct simulation of
assembly C. It can be seen that the 2 sets of mobilities are in near perfect agreement
(within numerical error), conﬁrming the validity of the classical impedance approach
as a suitable method for dynamic sub-structuring.
7.3 Experimental Case Study
The experimental case study presented in this Section concerns the construction of
the VAP depicted diagrammatically in Figure 7.3, where a 4-footed electric pump is
resiliently coupled to a cavity backed plate. The aim is to construct a VAP capable
of predicting the operational structural velocity and internal pressure response of
the assembly. A similar case study was presented by Meggitt et al. [152]. Although
this study consisted of a simpler plate-like receiver it was capable of predicting the
structural velocity with promising accuracy. For completeness the manuscript of this
conference publication is presented in Appendix E. The cavity backed nature of the
assembly considered here is a worthy advancement from this study as it emulates
a far greater range of problems one may encounter in practice, and introduces an
additional element of complexity.
r1
r2p1
S
R
I
Figure 7.3: Diagrammatic representation of the experimental case study (as-
sembly N). Electric pump (S) mounted via 4 resilient elements (I) to a cavity
backed plate (R). Two remote sensors (r1, r2) are located on the housing, with a
measurement microphone (p1) in the cavity.
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The source sub-structure used in this study was the electric pump previously intro-
duced in Chapter 6. The receiver sub-structure was a wooden box rested on foam
pads. The box was constructed out of 18mm chipboard with internal cavity dimen-
sions of 60cm× 46cm× 48cm. The 4 resilient coupling elements used were the same
model as one another and identical in geometry to those used in assemblies K and
L, although of a diﬀerent nominal stiﬀness.
Tag Type Assembly Details
K EpI(4)P Electric pump, perspex plate (34.5cm×50cm×1cm), resilient
element model number: Fibet 1413vv10 60 IRHD
M MIM Source mass 0.678kg, receiver mass 0.858kg, resilient element
model number: Fibet 1413vv10 60 IRHD
N Bx Chipboard box (cavity: 60cm × 46cm × 48cm, top panel:
46cm× 52cm× 1.8cm)
O EpI(4)Bx Electric pump, chipboard box, resilient element model num-
ber: Fibet 1413vv10 60 IRHD
Table 7.3: Assembly details for experimental case study.
Details of each component, and the assemblies used in their characterisation are
presented in Table 7.3. It should be noted that in this study we considered only
translational z DoFs. This choice was made largely due to a shortage of the hardware
required for additional DoFs, and was justiﬁed largely on the previous success of this
assumption.
The steps involved in the construction of the above assembly (virtually) may be
outlined as follows:
1 Independently characterise the source sub-structure.
A Passive: Free-interface mobility via suspension or in-situ decoupling.
B Active: In-situ blocked force.
2 Independently characterise the resilient coupling elements via the in-situ ap-
proach.
3 Independently characterise the receiver sub-structure via free suspension or
in-situ decoupling.
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4 Couple together passive sub-structure properties using the classical impedance
dynamic sub-structuring procedure.
5 Inject blocked forces and propagate uncertainties.
* Reconstruct time domain responses for auralisation.
1a) Passive Source Characterisation - The source characterisation
undertaken here was carried out on assembly K. Details of the experimental set-up
may be found in Section 6.4. We will begin with the independent characterisation
of the source sub-structure's passive properties by attempting to decouple it via the
in-situ approach. The free-interface mobility matrix of the 4-footed pump is given
by,
YSc1c1 =

YSc11c11 YSc11c12 YSc11c13 YSc11c14
YSc12c11 YSc12c12 YSc12c13 Ysc12c14
YSc13c11 YSc13c12 YSc13c13 YSc13c14
YSc14c11 YSc14c12 YSc14c13 YSc14c14
 . (7.17)
Acquiring the above through the in-situ decoupling ﬁrst requires the determination
of the coupled contact interface mobility matrix. Due to restricted access at the
source-isolator interface (see Figure 6.4b) its direct measurement was not possible.
It was, however, shown in Section 4.2.3 that it is possible to remotely determine the
contact interface mobility matrix of a dual interface assembly using the factorised
round trip matrix relation,[
YCc1c1 YCc1c2
YCc2c1 YCc2c2
]
=
[
YCc1b 0
0 YCc2a
][
YCab 0
0 YCba
]−1 [
YTCc1a Y
T
Cc2a
YTCc1b Y
T
Cc2b
]
.
As we have access to the isolator-receiver contact interface we may collocate the
remote receiver and interface DoFs, b and c2. Additionally, as we would like to
avoid remote response measurements on the source sub-structure, we can make the
substitution, YCab = Y
T
Cba
. The resulting matrix relation is given by,
[
YCc1c1 YCc1c2
YCc2c1 YCc2c2
]
=
[
YCc1c2 0
0 YCc2a
][
YTCc2a 0
0 YCc2a
]−1 [
YTCc1a Y
T
Cc2a
YTCc1c2 Y
T
Cc2c2
]
.
(7.18)
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From expansion of the above one may observe that the receiver side mobility matrix,
YCc2c2 , is obtained directly, as are the transfer mobility matrices YCc1c2 = Y
T
Cc2c1
,
where reciprocity is implicitly assumed.
Shown in Figure 7.4 are the remotely determined point mobilities of the coupled
source. Results are presented for both the standard and collocated DoF round trip
relations of Equations 4.29 and 7.18, respectively. In each case an over-determination
was achieved through the use of additional forces applied at a (remote source DoFs).
A total of 12 forces were applied, providing in a 3 fold over-determination.
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Figure 7.4: Coupled point mobilities of the source sub-structure determined
using full remote contact interface relation (see Equation 4.29) and the collocated
remote relation (see Equation 7.18).
The full remote and collocated DoF approaches are seen to be in relatively good
agreement with one another. Unfortunately, due to the restricted access, we are
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unable to measure the coupled mobility directly for comparison.
Having remotely determined the contact interface mobility matrix, carrying out the
in-situ decoupling procedure, as per Section 5.2, yields a 4× 4 free-interface source
mobility matrix, the point mobilities of which are presented in Figure 7.5. Also
shown are the free-interface point mobilities obtained whilst the source was `freely
suspended' on elastic bungees.
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Figure 7.5: Coupled, in-situ decoupled and physically uncoupled point mobilities
of the source sub-structure.
From Figure 7.5 is can been seen that the in-situ decoupling approach has clearly
been unsuccessful, providing little improvement over the coupled mobility. Although
used with promising success in the MIP, BIP and BI(2)P assemblies of Section
5.3, the decoupling of the 4-footed pump perhaps presents too complex a task for the
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method at this stage in its development. A number of factors may have contributed
to its failure. Firstly, the inversion of a larger 8× 8 mobility matrix is likely to have
introduced greater error due to ill conditioning, resulting in a less reliable transfer
impedance. Secondly, the remote determination of the contact interface mobility
may not have provided a suﬃciently accurate mobility matrix, particularly for use
with an inverse procedure such as the in-situ decoupling. Additionally, we only
considered measurement and decoupling in the translational z DoFs. Whilst this
appeared suﬃcient in the previous studies of Section 5.3, the complex nature of the
pump considered here may require additional DoFs for a successful decoupling to be
achieved.
Although a disappointing result, we may continue with the construction of the VAP
by using the mobility acquired from the freely suspended source.
1b) Active Source Characterisation - With the same source under
consideration, the blocked forces used in this case study are those presented in
Section 6.4.1.2, determined from assembly K. The reader is referred back for details
on the experimental set-up and procedure. We will consider the use of both over-
determined and expected blocked forces, as well as the propagation of the associated
blocked force variance-covariance matrix.
2) Resilient Coupling Element Characterisation - The resilient
coupling elements used in the construction of the VAP were geometrically identical
to those used in the active and passive characterisation of the source sub-structure,
although of diﬀerent nominal stiﬀness. These elements were chosen to ensure similar
mounting conditions between characterisation and VAP construction, aiding the
transferability of the blocked forces.
Due to time constraints only a single resilient element was characterised. It was
assumed that the remaining 3 would be similar enough for the purposes of this case
study. The element was characterised in the MIM assembly M (details of which
are presented in Table 7.3) following the same procedure used on assemblies A-D
in Section 3.4.1.
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Shown in Figure 7.6 is the dynamic transfer stiﬀness obtained via the in-situ ap-
proach. The stiﬀness can be seen to exhibit the linear trend expected from a spring-
like element. A reasonable prediction appears to have been achieved up to approxi-
mately 2-3kHz, beyond which the stiﬀness is contaminated by an increasing amount
of noise.
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Figure 7.6: Dynamic transfer stiﬀness obtained from MIM assembly for use in
experimental case study.
The compact nature of the resilient element meant that the MIM assembly was
relatively unstable (top mass would wobble largely when excited). Although a con-
vincing stiﬀness has been determined, this would likely be improved by using a more
stable assembly type. Unfortunately, due to time constraints, this was not possible.
From the stiﬀness presented in Figure 7.6 were are able to construct an approximate
coupling impedance matrix,
ZI =
[
ZIc1c2 −ZIc1c2
−ZIc1c2 ZIc1c2
]
. (7.19)
This will later be used as part of the dynamic sub-structuring procedure.
3) Receiver Characterisation - With the aim of this study being to
construct a VAP capable of predicting the operational response at a number of
remote DoFs, the independent characterisation of the receiver sub-structure must
include the appropriate transfer functions to these remote DoFs. As such, the cavity
backed plate is characterised at both the coupling interface and remote DoFs. The
remote DoFs considered here include the normal velocities, vRr1 and vRr2 , on the
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top (r1) and side (r2) box faces, and the internal cavity pressure pRp1 , as shown in
Figure 7.3.
Prior to its characterisation, a measurement microphone (01dB type MCE212 with
G.R.A.S 26CA preamp) was placed inside the cavity, in an oﬀ-centre position. The
box was closed and sealed with silicone to minimize the eﬀect of air-borne ﬂanking
during the characterisation (and eventual validation) process. The characterisation
was preformed by applying a force excitation between each spaced accelerometer pair
at the coupling interface c2 (see Figure 7.3), whilst simultaneously measuring the
response at all interface and remote DoFs. The receiver mobility matrix, including
the remote DoFs is given by,
YR =

YRc21c21 YRc21c22 YRc21c23 YRc21c24
YRc22c21 YRc22c22 YRc22c23 YRc22c24
YRc23c21 YRc23c22 YRc23c23 YRc23c24
YRc24c21 YRc24c22 YRc24c23 YRc24c24
YRr1c21 YRr1c22 YRr1c23 YRr1c24
YRr2c21 YRr2c22 YRr2c23 YRr2c24
HRp1c21 HRp1c22 HRp1c23 HRp1c24

=

YRc2c2
YRrc2
HRpc2
 . (7.20)
It should be noted that YR is not strictly a mobility matrix as it also contains the
vibro-acoustic transfer function HRp1c2 . However, for continuity we will continue to
use the mobility notation.
4) Dynamic Sub-Structuring - With each sub-structure independently
characterised we are able to use their passive properties to predict the behaviour
the coupled assembly. This was done using the classical impedance dynamic sub-
structuring procedure. As per Section 7.2 this ﬁrst required the construction of a
block diagonal matrix containing the impedance matrices of each element. For the
resiliently coupled assembly considered here this matrix is given by,
Z =

Y−1S 0 0 0 0 0
0 ZI 0 0 0 0
0 0 ZI 0 0 0
0 0 0 ZI 0 0
0 0 0 0 ZI 0
0 0 0 0 0 Y+R

(7.21)
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where YS , ZI and YR are given by Equations 7.17, 7.19 and 7.20, respectively, and
+ represents the pseudo inverse. Once constructed the conditions of equilibrium and
compatibility are enforced to yield the coupled assembly impedance matrix. This
was achieved through pre- and post-multiplication of Z by the appropriate Boolean
coupling matrices.
Unlike the numerical example presented in Section 7.2.1, we were unable to deter-
mine the complete receiver mobility matrix YR . This was largely due to the diﬃ-
culties involved in the reciprocal measurement of the vibro-acoustic transfer func-
tion, HRpc2 . Additionally, for convenience the remote transfer mobilities YRr1c2 and
YRr2c2 were measured only directly, neglecting the reciprocal measurement. As such,
the receiver mobility matrix YR is non-square (see Equation 7.20), and its inverse
is replaced with the pseudo-inverse, denoted by the superscript +. Consequently, we
required two Boolean matrices in order to successfully couple the assembly. The pre-
multiplicative matrix, now denoted Lf , enforces equilibrium at the coupling DoFs,
and the post-multiplicative matrix, now denoted Lv , enforces compatibility of the
coupling DoFs, whilst also accounting for the remote reference DoFs. The coupled
mobility relation for a non-square block diagonal impedance matrix is thus given by,
YC = (L
T
f ZLv)
−1. (7.22)
For the study considered here, the two Boolean coupling matrices were constructed
as in Equation 7.23, with red and blue highlighted values corresponding to the source
and receivers coupling DoFs, respectively, and green highlighted values correspond-
ing to the remote receiver DoFs.
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Lv =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

, Lf =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

(7.23)
Implementation of Equation 7.22 yields the coupled mobility matrix,
YC =

YCc11c11 YCc11c12 YCc11c13 YCc11c14 YCc11c21 YCc11c22 YCc11c23 YCc11c24
YCc12c11 YCc12c12 YCc12c13 YCc12c14 YCc12c21 YCc12c22 YCc12c23 YCc12c24
YCc13c11 YCc13c12 YCc13c13 YCc13c14 YCc13c21 YCc13c22 YCc13c23 YCc13c24
YCc14c11 YCc14c12 YCc14c13 YCc14c14 YCc14c21 YCc14c22 YCc14c23 YCc14c24
YCc21c11 YCc21c12 YCc21c13 YCc21c14 YCc21c21 YCc21c22 YCc21c23 YCc21c24
YCc22c11 YCc22c12 YCc22c13 YCc22c14 YCc22c21 YCc22c22 YCc22c23 YCc22c24
YCc23c11 YCc23c12 YCc23c13 YCc23c14 YCc23c21 YCc23c22 YCc23c23 YCc23c24
YCc24c11 YCc24c12 YCc24c13 YCc24c14 YCc24c21 YCc24c22 YCc24c23 YCc24c24
YCr1c11 YCr1c12 YCr1c13 YCr1c14 YCr1c21 YCr1c22 YCr1c23 YCr1c24
YCr2c11 YCr2c12 YCr2c13 YCr2c14 YCr2c21 YCr2c22 YCr2c23 YCr2c24
HCp1c11 HCp1c12 HCp1c13 HCp1c14 HCp1c21 HCp1c22 HCp1c23 HCp1c24

(7.24)
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where the last 3 rows contain the transfer mobilities and vibro-acoustic transfer
function vectors between the coupling interfaces, c1 and c2, and the remote DoFs r1,
r2 and p1, respectively.
Shown in Figure 7.7 are the sub-structured transfer mobilities between the source-
isolator interface, c1, and the remote reference, r1, on the top face of the receiver.
Also shown are the directly measured transfer mobilities of the physically coupled
assembly. With access to the interface c1 restricted, these were measured reciprocally
by exciting the remote reference DoF and measuring the response at the source-
isolator interface. It can be seen that a good level of agreement is obtained for each
mobility with most major resonances accurately predicted. Some regions do however
display a clear disagreement, particularly at low frequencies below approximately
100Hz. In this region the sub-structured mobility can be seen to generally under-
predict that of the coupled assembly. It is suspected that this disagreement is likely
due to neglected rotational and/or in-plane DoFs which may well be signiﬁcant in
the low frequency coupling of the assembly. Additionally, the inaccuracy in the
measurement of low frequency mobilities may well contribute to this disagreement.
The use of a softer hammer tip may oﬀer some beneﬁt in this case (albeit at the
expense of high frequencies).
A second region of disagreement can be observed at high frequencies, above ap-
proximately 3kHz. In this region the noise encountered in the characterisation of
the coupling elements becomes dominant, leading to large over predictions in the
coupled mobility. However, this region is likely to be at the limit or beyond the
assumption of a massless spring used in the construction of the coupling impedance
matrix ZI , and therefore unreliable regardless of the noise introduced. Some overall
level diﬀerences can be observed across the mid frequency range, although these are
not considered critical, especially as the predictions were made having only charac-
terised a single isolator. In reality the impedance of each coupling element would
likely, albeit marginally. Overall, the level of agreement obtained is comparable to
that obtained in the case study presented by Meggitt et al. [152], and certainly
highlights the potential use of the in-situ characterisation method within a dynamic
sub-structuring procedure.
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Figure 7.7: Coupled transfer mobilities between the source and the top face
determined via dynamic sub-structuring and direct measurement.
Shown in Figure 7.8 are the sub-structured transfer mobilities between interface,
c1, and the remote reference, r2, on the side face of the receiver. Also shown are
the directly measured transfer mobilities of the physically coupled assembly, which
were again, measured reciprocally. Like those presented in Figure 7.7, the sub-
structured mobilities appear in good agreement with those measured directly. In
addition to the low and high frequency errors already encountered previously, some
discrepancies in the mid frequency prediction can be observed. This additional error
is likely due to the more complex transfer path involved. However, regardless of this
error, the level of agreement shown in both Figures 7.7 and 7.8 clearly suggests that
the independent characterisation and subsequent coupling of the source, isolator and
receiver sub-structures has been successful.
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Figure 7.8: Coupled transfer mobilities between the source and side face deter-
mined via dynamic sub-structuring and direct measurement.
Shown in Figure 7.9 are the sub-structured vibro-acoustic transfer functions of the
coupled assembly. Unlike the structural mobilities, we are unable to directly measure
the coupled vibro-acoustic transfer functions between the source-isolator interface,
c1, and the internal cavity pressure, pCp1 , making a direct comparison not possible.
However, a comparison of the coupled and uncoupled transfer functions between
the isolator-receiver interface, c2, and cavity pressure, HCp1c2 and HRp1c2 , may be
presented. Alongside the coupled transfer function from the source-isolator interface
c1,HCp1c1 , these results provide some evidence that the coupling has been successful.
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Figure 7.9: Coupled and uncoupled vibro-acoustic transfer functions determined
via dynamic sub-structuring and direct measurement.
As shown in Figure 7.9, the uncoupled transfer function, HRp1c2 , and the sub-
structured prediction, HCp1c2 , are in good agreement with one another, deviating
only slightly at low frequencies. This suggests that the coupling of the assembly has
had a minimal eﬀect on the vibro-acoustic transfer function between the interface
c2 and the internal cavity pressure, pCp1 , as one might expect. Also shown in Figure
7.9 is the sub-structured transfer function between the source-isolator interface, c1,
and the internal cavity pressure p1, HCp1c1 . It can be seen that the sub-structured
transfers function HCp1c1 is considerably lower than HCp1c2 across the majority of
the frequency range. This is expected as HCp1c1 includes the eﬀect of attenuation
across the resilient coupling elements.
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Although we are unable to compare HCp1c1 against a directly measured transfer
function, the predicted response appears sensible given the predicted and measured
transfer functions HCp1c2 and HRp1c2 . A more convincing validation of the sub-
structured transfer function may be achieved through an operational prediction.
5) Operational Prediction - Having determined the mobility matrix (in-
cluding the vibro-acoustic transfer functions) of the coupled assembly, we are able
to inject the blocked forces determined earlier in Chapter 6 and make an operational
prediction. This may be expressed mathematically in block matrix form as,
vCc1
vCc2
vCr
pCp
 =

YCc1c1 YCc1c2
YCc2c1 YCc2c2
YCrc1 YCrc2
HCpc1 HCpc2

(
f¯Sc1
0
)
. (7.25)
For brevity we will consider only the operational predictions at the remote reference
DoFs, r1 and p1. In the case of r1, predictions will be made using both the directly
measured and sub-structured mobilities. A comparison of these will enable some
indication of the error associated with the transference of the blocked forces. In
the case of the remote reference DoF p1, only the sub-structured prediction will be
considered, as the coupled transfer function could not be measured directly.
Let us consider ﬁrst the operational velocities obtained from the directly measured
transfer mobilities. Shown in Figures 7.10 and 7.11 are the narrow and 3rd octave
band predictions for the operation velocity response, respectively. Predictions are
made using both the over-determined (blue) and expected (orange) blocked forces.
The directly measured velocity response of the physically coupled assembly is also
shown (yellow). From the narrow band prediction it can be seen that the general
trend of the velocity response has been predicted with reasonable accuracy, with
many of the resonances, notably the primary 25Hz resonance, having been predicted
with good accuracy. Large deviations may be observed in some regions of the narrow
band response however, notably around 50-60Hz and 400Hz. At high frequencies
above roughly 1kHz, the `hairiness' of the prediction can be seen to deviate from the
measured response, which appears much smoother. Of these deviations it is the low
frequency 60Hz error that introduces the largest deviation in the 3rd octave band
response.
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Figure 7.10: Operational velocity prediction at r1 using transferred blocked
forces (over-determined and expected) and directly measured transfer mobilities.
Also shown is the directly measured velocity on the coupled assembly.
With predictions being made using the directly measured transfer mobilities, it is
likely that the observed deviations are a result of error in the blocked forces and/or in
their transference. That is not to say that the directly measured transfer mobilities
are free from error, as these were measured reciprocally and may well introduce
additional error themselves. Shown in Figure 7.12 are the blocked force and predicted
response Cvs. The response Cv appears roughly the same magnitude of those of
the blocked forces. This along with the narrow SEM suggests that propagation of
blocked force uncertainties has retained a high level of conﬁdence in the expected
response. This further suggests that the observed deviations may be due to the
transferability of the blocked forces.
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Figure 7.11: Operational velocity prediction at r1 in 3rd octave bands using
transferred blocked forces (over-determined and expected) and directly measured
transfer mobilities. Also shown is the directly measured velocity on the coupled
assembly and the 95% conﬁdence intervals obtained from the propagated blocked
force covariance matrix.
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Figure 7.12: Coeﬃcient of variation for each blocked force and the predicted
operational velocity (using directly measured transfer mobilities) in 3rd octave
bands.
Let us now consider the operational velocities obtained using the sub-structured
mobilities. Shown in Figures 7.13 and 7.14 are the narrow and 3rd octave band
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predictions for the operation velocity response, respectively. From the narrow band
prediction it can be seen that, again, the general trend of the velocity response is
predicted to a reasonable accuracy, with the primary 25Hz resonance being predicted
to within 1dB.
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Figure 7.13: Operational velocity prediction at r1 using transferred blocked
forces (over-determined and expected) and sub-structured transfer mobilities. Also
shown is the directly measured velocity on the coupled assembly.
Large deviations are observed in some regions of the narrow band response, notably
at 50Hz and 400Hz, although these do not appear particularly troublesome when
viewed in 3rd octaves. A comparison against Figure 7.10 highlights the inﬂuence
of the high frequency noise introduced in the isolator characterisation, particularly
above 3kHz. Again, however, this error is not considered a problem as it is likely
beyond the limit of our approximate coupling impedance matrix assumption. In
the region of 50Hz the use of a sub-structured mobility can be seen to beneﬁt the
prediction. This is due to the under-prediction of the coupled mobility, as shown in
Figure 7.7. However, it should be noted that this is only beneﬁcial as it compensates
for the error which is likely to be residing in the transference of the blocked forces,
as illustrated in the prediction of Figure 7.10. From Figure 7.14 the main deviations
can be seen to occur around 100Hz and 315Hz. The noticeable increase in error at
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approximately 100Hz is likely to be due to the under-prediction of the mobility about
the 100Hz anti-resonance, as shown in Figure 7.7. Although visually only a small
under-prediction, the steep nature of the anti-resonant slope means that a relatively
large under-prediction is actually achieved. The over-prediction at 315Hz is likely
due, in part, to an over-prediction in the mobilities, notably those of Figure 7.8a
and 7.8d. The 100Hz and 315Hz errors can also be seen to coincide with the errors
encountered in the transferability validation of the blocked forces (see Figure 6.22).
This suggests that the deviations may also, in part, be due to a lack of transferability
in the blocked forces.
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Figure 7.14: Operational velocity prediction at r1 in 3rd octave bands us-
ing transferred blocked forces (over-determined and expected) and sub-structured
transfer mobilities. Also shown is the directly measured velocity on the coupled
assembly and the 95% conﬁdence intervals obtained from the propagated blocked
force covariance matrix.
Shown in Figure 7.15 are the blocked force and predicted response Cvs. Like the
previous prediction, the response Cv appears roughly the same magnitude as those
of the blocked forces. This suggests that deviations are unlikely to be due to uncer-
tainties in the blocked forces.
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Figure 7.15: Coeﬃcient of variation for each blocked force and the predicted
operational velocity (using sub-structured transfer mobilities) in 3rd octave bands.
Regardless of the errors encountered, the predictions shown above clearly demon-
strate the potential use of the proposed methods in the construction of virtual as-
semblies and and the prediction of operational responses.
Let us now consider the operational pressures obtained using the sub-structured
vibro-acoustic transfer functions. Shown in Figures 7.16 and 7.17 are the narrow
and 3rd octave band predictions for the internal cavity pressure, respectively. Also
shown in Figure 7.17 are the directly measured pressure responses corresponding
to the physically coupled assembly (yellow) and the physically uncoupled receiver
(grey), i.e. whilst the source was uncoupled and suspended above the assembly. This
can be considered an approximation to the air-borne ﬂanking contribution. From
this ﬂanking contribution it can be seen that above 400Hz the measured pressure is
dominated by ﬂanking, i.e. the structure-borne contribution is negligible.
From the narrow band prediction it can be seen that below 400Hz the general trend
of the pressure response is predicted with reasonable accuracy, with the primary
25Hz resonance being predicted to within 1dB. The largest deviations below 400Hz
occur in the region of 40Hz and 100Hz. It can be seen that the propagated conﬁdence
interval about the 100Hz deviation is considerably larger than the remainder of the
response. This suggests that the uncertainty in the blocked force has been adversely
eﬀected by its vibro-acoustic propagation. Unfortunately we are unable to provide
an assessment of the error associated with the sub-structured transfer function as
no direct comparison is available. The 50Hz disagreement in the directly measured
mobility prediction of the structural velocity in Figure 7.10 suggests that the 50Hz
error encountered here is also due in part to the transference of the blocked forces.
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Although, without a comparison of the directly measured transfer function we can
not ascertain to what extent the transference is to blame.
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Figure 7.16: Operational cavity pressure prediction at p1 using transferred
blocked forces (over-determined and expected) and sub-structured vibro-acoustic
transfer function. Also shown is the directly measured pressure in the coupled
assembly.
Regardless of the error encountered, Figures 7.16 and 7.17 clearly demonstrate the
potential use of a VAP in the prediction of an operational pressure response. It
should be noted however, that due to time constraints imposed on this work the sub-
structure characterisation procedures were only carried out only once. The author is
conﬁdent that given the opportunity to perform these tests again, with some degree
of experimental optimisation, better results can be achieved. Furthermore, it is
worth again noting that the results presented here are based on the assumption of
translation z DoFs only, not to mention the assumption of identical coupling element
impedances.
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Figure 7.17: Operational cavity pressure prediction at p1 using transferred
blocked forces (over-determined and expected) and sub-structured vibro-acoustic
transfer function. Also shown is the directly measured pressure in the coupled
assembly and the 95% conﬁdence intervals obtained from the propagated blocked
force covariance matrix.
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Figure 7.18: Coeﬃcient of variation for each blocked force and the predicted
operational cavity pressure in 3rd octave bands.
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7.4 Concluding Remarks
This Chapter was largely concerned with the construction of a virtual acoustic proto-
type as part of an experimental case study. The assembly considered was a 4-footed
pump resiliently coupled to a cavity backed plate. Each component was indepen-
dently characterised and subsequently coupled using a dynamic sub-structuring pro-
cedure. Blocked forces were the injected and the operational velocity and pressure
responses predicted.
The source was characterised via its blocked force (determined in Chapter 6) and free
mobility. The in-situ decoupling procedure outlined in Chapter 5 was attempted in
order to determine the source's free mobility. Unfortunately the resulting mobility
did not appear suﬃciently independent. Instead, a directly measured free mobil-
ity was used. The resilient coupling elements were characterised by their transfer
impedance, which was determined via the in-situ approach presented in Chapter 3.
Lastly, the receiver was characterised directly via its free mobility/vibro-acoustic
transfer function.
The coupled transfer mobilities between the source and remote DoFs were in good
agreement with those measured directly, suggesting that the sub-structures' charac-
terisations were suﬃciently independent and, furthermore, that the sub-structuring
procedure was successful. A direct comparison was not possible in the case of the
predicted vibro-acoustic transfer function, although a comparison against other mea-
surable transfer functions suggested that a sensible prediction had been made.
Operational predictions were made using both directly measured and sub-structured
mobilities with over-determined and expected blocked forces (determined from a
separate assembly). Reasonable levels of agreement were obtained in all cases with
the primary resonance largely being predicted to within 1dB. Although some large
deviations were encountered (expected considering the underlying assumptions and
the lack of experimental optimisation), the results clearly demonstrate the potential
application of a proposed methods in the construction of an experimental VAP.
8Conclusion
This Thesis has been concerned with the development and application of in-situ
measurement methods for the independent characterisation of structural assembly
components. It was stated in Chapter 1 that the primary aim of this Thesis was
to provide a comprehensive set of measurement methods so as to facilitate the con-
struction of a virtual acoustic prototype, and the author believes that this aim has
largely been fulﬁlled.
Following the introductory Chapters of 1 and 2, Chapter 3 introduced perhaps the
main contribution of this Thesis, that is, a novel in-situ measurement method for the
independent characterisation of coupling elements. Although there exist alternative
methods, the general nature of the proposed in-situ approach avoids the limiting
assumptions, such as blocking masses and rigid body dynamics, that are often re-
quired. As such, the in-situ approach is able to avoid the experimental shortcomings
associated with these alternative methods, e.g. large, cumbersome test rigs, unre-
alistic source and receiver loading, etc. Additionally, this novel approach further
beneﬁts from the advantages associated with in-situ methods, that is, the ability to
carry out measurements whilst the sub-structure of interest is under a representa-
tive mounting condition. The approach was formulated and two alternate relations
were presented, requiring either partial or full interface excitations. Validation of
the approach was achieved through numerical and experimental studies. These con-
ﬁrmed not only the independent nature of the acquired quantity, but that it was in
fact the sought after dynamic transfer impedance/stiﬀness. Further to these valida-
tions a number of additional experimental studies were presented. These included
non-resonant, resonant, single contact and multi-contact assemblies and highlighted
the methods' application in more complex assemblies. The results obtained were
encouraging in all cases, and highlighted the methods' ability to perform a broad
frequency characterisation, up to 3kHz in some cases. It was noted, however, that
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the inverse approach used in the characterisation appeared particularly sensitive to
self consistency issues, for example poor reciprocity. That said, the resultant er-
rors were often clearly identiﬁable and likely correctable via curve ﬁtting or some
alternative approach.
With clear advantages over alternative methods, the in-situ approach was further in-
vestigated, particularly with regards to its practical implementation. Consequently,
Chapter 4 focused on the further development of the in-situ approach via the novel
application of the state-of-the-art experimental methods, namely; the ﬁnite diﬀer-
ence approximation, round trip identity and generalised transmissibility. These ex-
tensions not only illustrated novel applications of the respective methods, but al-
lowed the in-situ approach to; simultaneously determine translational and rotational
DoFs, avoid interface excitation through remote measurement positions, and replace
source side excitations with operational forces, respectively. It was shown that via
its application, the ﬁnite diﬀerence approximation is able to yield an independent ro-
tational transfer impedance without requiring signiﬁcant additional hardware. Such
an extension is particularly valuable as it avoids the need for multiple test rigs.
The dual interface extension to the round trip identity led to the formulation of a
remote coupling interface mobility relation. This relation allowed for the coupling
interface mobility matrix to be determined without requiring any excitations at the
coupling interface, thus allowing for characterisation to be achieved with restricted
interface access. Although used as a means to an end, the remotely determined dual
interface mobilities may themselves be considered a novel result, which further il-
lustrate the capabilities of the round trip concept. Furthermore, the stiﬀness results
obtained through remote characterisation were in excellent agreement with those
determined directly, whilst oﬀering a number of potential advantages, including ad-
ditional over-determination. The incorporation of generalised transmissibilities not
only illustrated a novel application of the concept itself, but meant that 4 of the
6 mobility matrices required by the partial interface relation could be replaced by
operationally determinable quantities, thus simplifying the measurement procedure.
The results determined via the transmissibility extension were in excellent agree-
ment with those acquired via the standard in-situ approach. The in-situ approach,
alongside the above experimental extensions, clearly provides a robust and ﬂexible
characterisation method that is capable of avoiding many of the limitations posed by
current methods, not to mention the experimental hurdles encountered in practical
scenarios.
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The in-situ characterisation approach discussed above constitutes only part of a full
passive characterisation. The independent passive properties of both source and
receiver sub-structures are also required if one is to construct a VAP. Chapter 5
introduced a novel in-situ decoupling procedure, based on the in-situ characterisa-
tion approach outlined through Chapters 3-4. Assuming (massless) spring-like cou-
pling elements, the decoupling procedure is capable of determining the independent
passive properties of resiliently coupled source and receiver sub-structures. This
is achieved by ﬁrst determining the transfer impedance of the coupling elements,
then subsequently subtracting this from the source and receiver impedances. The
in-situ decoupling approach was validated experimentally on a number of assembly
types, including both single and multi-contact resonant assemblies and was shown to
yield mobilities in good agreement with those determined from physically uncoupled
sub-structures. This novel decoupling procedure provides an attractive means for ac-
quiring the independent passive properties of source sub-structures, especially those
that may not be readily freely suspended. Furthermore, being based on in-situ mea-
surements, the passive properties are acquired whilst under representative mounting
conditions, and therefore account for any local non-linearities such as pre-load, etc.
Moreover, with the decoupling procedure being based on the in-situ characterisation
approach, all of its experimental extensions are also applicable. This was illustrated
through the remote extension where it was shown that the decoupling procedure
could be carried out with limited access to the coupling interface (i.e. without
excitation the coupling interface). Together, the in-situ characterisation and decou-
pling procedures provide a complete independent passive characterisation of source,
receiver and coupling sub-structures, from entirely in-situ measurements.
Following the passive characterisation of an assembly's components one must deter-
mine an active quantity that describes the operational activity of the source sub-
structure. This was the primary concern of Chapter 6. In keeping with the nature
of this Thesis (that is, in-situ measurement methods) the active characterisation
considered was that of the in-situ blocked force approach. Following an introduction
of necessary theory, the experimental application of the approach was discussed,
alongside methods for the assessment of uncertainties. With the concept of source
uncertainty under consideration, a novel approach was proposed based on the ac-
quisition of expected blocked forces from a sample space of determined solutions.
The `sample space' approach allowed for associated uncertainties (in the form of a
blocked force covariance matrix) to be established. It was shown through a deriva-
tion of the `law of error propagation' that these uncertainties may be propagated
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through a prediction, thus providing a measure of uncertainty in the predicted tar-
get quantity. An experimental study conﬁrmed the validity of the sample space
approach with the expected blocked forces shown to be in excellent agreement with
those of a standard over-determined solution. Such a result further suggests that
the statistics of the sample space are relevant to the blocked forces and their as-
sociated uncertainties. Although far from a complete study, this investigation into
source uncertainty may certainly be considered an appropriate starting point to
what is clearly an important and largely unexplored research area. As part of the
experimental study, on-board and transferability validations were performed, allow-
ing for the propagation and assessment of the acquired source uncertainties. The
propagated uncertainties were largely in agreement with the discrepancies between
measured and predicted responses, suggesting that they are appropriate for describ-
ing some of the uncertainties involved. Although only a brief study, it is clear that
the uncertainties associated with inversely determined blocked forces are an essential
requirement if the VAP concept is to be used as a industrial design tool, where a
level of conﬁdence in a given prediction would generally be of interest.
In order to demonstrate the application of the proposed methods with regards to
the construction of a virtual acoustic prototype an experimental case study was
presented. The case study, presented in Chapter 7, was chosen such that it would
be representative of an assembly that might be encountered in a practical scenario.
The assembly under consideration was that of an electric pump resiliently coupled
to a cavity backed plate. The aim was to construct a VAP of this assembly that was
capable of predicting the operational response (structural velocity and cavity pres-
sure) at a number of remote measurement positions. The sub-structured mobilities
were shown to be in good agreement with those measured directly. Likewise, the
sub-structured vibro-acoustic transfer functions also appeared sensible. Operational
velocity response predictions were in good agreement with those directly measured,
as were the internal cavity predictions, with propagated uncertainties highlighting
the largest discrepancies. The level of agreement obtained from the case study clearly
highlights the potential of the proposed methods and, in a more general sense, the
concept of virtual acoustic prototyping as a whole.
Although largely successful, the case study presented in Chapter 7 highlights a
number of areas were future work would be best spent. Firstly, with the in-situ
decoupling procedure failing to successfully decouple the source pump, further in-
vestigation is certainly required. This would likely involve determining the inﬂuence
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of in-plane and rotational DoFs, whilst carrying out some experimental optimisa-
tion. Also highlighted in the case study was the need for a further investigation into
the uncertainties associated with the blocked forces and sub-structured mobilities.
Although some of the operational disagreement was accounted for by the proposed
uncertainty approach (an expected blocked force and associated covariance matrix),
there remained discrepancies with no clear cause. In order for methods such as
those presented in this Thesis to be adopted and used with conﬁdence in an in-
dustrial setting one must be able to account for and identify the cause of a greater
number of the uncertainties involved. Lastly, key in the success of the methods pre-
sented throughout this Thesis is the notion of self consistency. The requirements for
self consistency however have not been established here. The author believes that
in order for vibro-acoustic inverse methods, such those discussed in this work, to
be adopted within industry further investigation is required into the nature of self
consistency, and ways in which one may minimise its inﬂuence on experimentally
determined data.
PART V. APPENDICES AND
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A Regularisation
The concept of regularisation, at least in a mathematical sense, refers to a process
whereby additional information is introduced so as to solve an ill-posed problem.
An ill-posed problem, in the sense of Hadamard, is one that violates one of the
following conditions; 1) the existence of a solution, 2) the uniqueness of a solution,
or 3) the solution's behaviour changing continuously with initial conditions (sta-
bility condition). Inverse problems, such as those encountered within the ﬁeld of
vibro-acoustics, are often ill-conditioned as a result of unwanted measurement noise,
neglected degrees of freedom or linear dependence of data.
Although numerous regularisation techniques exist [153], in the realms of experimen-
tal vibro-acoustics two particular methods tend to be in favour; Truncated Singular
Value Decomposition (TSVD, also referred to as singular value rejection) [154] and
Tikhonov regularisation [155]. Crucial in the development of both these is the con-
cept of the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).
Consider equation A.1 where b is an n×1 known vector (e.g. an observable response),
A is an m× n known matrix (e.g. a measurable transfer function matrix), x is the
m × 1 unknown vector we wish to determine (e.g. operating forces) and e is an
associated unknown error vector. This general scenario accounts for many of the
inverse problems encountered, particularly within vibro-acoustics.
b = Ax+ e (A.1)
In an experimental setting an exact solution is often unattainable on account of the
unknown error vector. However, an optimal solution, x˜, may be determined through
the minimisation of,
e = ||b−Ax˜||2 (A.2)
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where || ||2 represents the Euclidean norm. The solution x˜ is referred to as the
least squares solution and may be determined through the SVD factorisation of A.
Formally, the SVD of an m× n real or complex matrix where, m ≥ n, is given by,
A = UΣVT (A.3)
whereU = [u1, u2, . . . , um] is anm×m real or complex unitary matrix (has the prop-
erty, UHU = UUH = I, where H represents the Hermitian or conjugate transpose)
containing what are referred to as the left-singular vectors, Σ = diag(σ1, σ2, . . . , σn)
is an m×n rectangular diagonal matrix containing non-negative real numbers along
its diagonal, and VT = [v1, v2, . . . , vm]
T is an n× n real or complex unitary matrix
containing the right-singular vectors. The diagonal entries of Σ, σi are referred to
as the singular values of A and convention has them ordered in descending order
such that, (σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . ≥ σn ≥ 0). As σi tends to σn the associated singular
vectors become more oscillatory and therefore tend to be more susceptible to noise
induced error. The rank (number of linearly independent rows or columns) of A is
determined by the number of non-zero singular values present in Σ. A matrix whose
rank is less than its smallest dimension, < min{m,n} is said to be rank deﬁcient,
resulting in a violation of Hadamard's 2nd condition of uniqueness. Often linear
dependencies in data are masked by measurement error, resulting in rank deﬁcient
matrices appearing full rank. Such cases are often highlighted by large condition
numbers (deﬁned as the ratio of the largest and smallest singular values, σ1/σn) and
are generally prone to numerical inversion errors [51, 52, 156].
It can be shown that from the SVD and, subsequent inverse of A, the optimum
solution x˜ can be obtained,
xˆ = (UΣVH)−1b = VΣ−1UHb = A+b (A.4)
where the diagonal elements of Σ are replaced by their reciprocals, 1/σi. Note that
A+ is often referred to as the `Moore-Penrose' pseudo-inverse of A and corresponds
to a least squares solution [142]. The application of the pseudo-inverse does not
require a square matrix and thus allows for additional responses (equations) to be
introduced, a method referred to as over-determination which, when implemented
correctly, has been shown to reduce the severity of numerical inversion error [132].
However, an over-determined matrix can still suﬀer from large inversion error if ill-
conditioned. Written more explicitly it can be seen that the lower order singular
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values (i→ n) of A in fact become the dominant contributions in the computation
of its inverse,
xˆ =
n∑
i=1
uiv
σi
b. (A.5)
Consequently, in an experimental setting where eﬀective rank deﬁcient matrices may
be involved (i.e. the lower order singular values are largely composed of noise and
measurement error), there lies the potential for highly erroneous solutions to be
formed. It is the aim of both TSVD and Tihkinov regularisation schemes to reduce
this error by means of applying an attenuation factor, φi, to each of the singular
values, so as to reduce the contribution of lower order terms.
xˆ =
n∑
i=1
φi
uiv
σi
b (A.6)
In a TSVD scheme the singular values are attenuated according to equation A.7,
where any terms higher than a given rank r are completely rejected.
φi =
{
1 i ≤ r
0 i > r
(A.7)
In a Tikhinov regularisation scheme φi is determined from the minimisation of the
following cost function,
J = min{(e˜e˜H) + α(FHF )}. (A.8)
Unlike the least square approach the above cost function introduces a bias into the
solution whose inﬂuence is determined by the regularisation parameter, α. The
resulting value for φi is given by,
φi =
σ2i
σ2i + α
. (A.9)
Essential in the introduction of a minimal bias is the determination of an optimal
value of α. Numerous methods exist to aid in this determination, including the
L-curve criterion, ordinary cross validation (OCV) and generalised cross validation
(GCV) [48, 49].
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B Matrix Identities
Inversion sum:
(A−1 +B−1)−1 = A(A+B)−1B = B(A+B)−1A (B.10)
Matrix inversion lemma:
(A+BCD)−1 = A−1B(C−1 +DA−1B)−1 (B.11)
Pseudo-inverse transpose:
(AT)+ = (A+)T (B.12)
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C Summary of Assembly Details
Tag Type Assembly Details
A MIM Source mass 0.86kg, receiver mass 0.68kg, resilient element:
Continental CONTITECH 27 796 25-29
B MIM Source mass 1.8kg, receiver mass 0.86kg, resilient element:
Continental CONTITECH 27 796 25-29
C MIM Source mass 0.68kg, receiver mass 0.86kg, resilient element:
Fibet 2525vv18 60 IRHD
D MIM Source mass 0.68kg, receiver mass 3.25kg, resilient element:
Fibet 2525vv18 60 IRHD
E MIP Source mass 0.86kg, receiver plate 50cm× 75cm× 0.7cm, re-
silient element: Fibet 2525vv18 60 IRHD
F BIP Source beam (5cm × 25cm × 0.9cm), receiver plate (50cm ×
75cm× 0.7cm), resilient element: Fibet 2525vv18 60 IRHD
G BI(2)P Source beam (3.7cm× 45cm× 0.9cm), receiver plate (50cm×
75cm× 0.7cm), resilient element: Fibet 2525vv18 60 IRHD
H MIM Source mass 0.86kg, receiver mass 3.2kg, resilient element:
Continental CONTITECH 27 796 25-29
I MIM Source mass 0.86kg, receiver mass 5.1kg, resilient element:
Continental CONTITECH 27 796 25-29
J MIM Source mass 0.86kg, receiver mass 18.3kg, resilient element:
Continental CONTITECH 27 796 25-29
K EpI(4)P Electric pump, perspex plate (34.5cm×50cm×1cm), resilient
element model number: Fibet 1413vv10 60 IRHD
L EpI(4)P Electric pump, perspex plate (50cm×75cm×0.7cm), resilient
element model number: Fibet 1413vv10 45 IRHD
M MIM Source mass 0.678kg, receiver mass 0.858kg, resilient element
model number: Fibet 1413vv10 60 IRHD
N Bx Chipboard box (cavity: 60cm × 46cm × 48cm, top panel:
46cm× 52cm× 1.8cm)
O EpI(4)Bx Electric pump, chipboard box, resilient element model num-
ber: Fibet 1413vv10 60 IRHD
Table 8.1: Summary of details on the construction of experimental assemblies.
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D Matrix Reduction
The reduction process used to arrive at Equation 6.3 is outlined here. We begin
with the assembly impedance relation,
fSi
0
0
 =

ZSii ZSic 0
ZSci ZCcc ZRcb
0 ZRbc ZRbb


vCi
vCc
vCb
 . (D.13)
Writing the top two lines of the above equation out explicitly we have,
fSi = ZSiivCi + ZSicvCc (D.14)
0 = ZScivCi + ZCccvCc + ZCcbvCb (D.15)
We must ﬁrst rearrange the latter for vCi , before substituting it into the former.
Subtracting ZScivCi from each side of Equation D.15.
− ZScivCi = ZCccvCc + ZCcbvCb (D.16)
Pre-multiplication of each side by the negative inverse matrix −Z−1Sci ,
vCi = −Z−1Sci(ZCccvCc + ZCcbvCb) (D.17)
following substitution into Equation D.14 yields,
fSi = −ZSiiZ−1Sci(ZCccvCc + ZCcbvCb) + ZSicvCc . (D.18)
Pre-multiplication of both sides by −(ZSiiZ−1Sci)−1 = −ZSciZ−1Sii ,
ZSciZ
−1
Sii
fSi = −(ZCccvCc + ZCcbvCb) + ZSciZ−1SiiZSicvCc . (D.19)
Collecting vCc terms we arrive at,
− ZSciZ−1Sii fSi = (−ZSciZ−1SiiZSic + ZCcc)vCc + ZCcbvCb (D.20)
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which may be recast into matrix form along with the bottom row of Equation D.13.[
−ZSciZ−1Sii fSi
0
]
=
[
−ZSciZ−1SiiZSic + ZCcc ZRcb
ZRbc ZRbb
][
vCc
vCb
]
(D.21)
This is the reduced form of Equation D.13 whereby the internal velocity vCi has
been cancelled out, yielding the blocked force term −ZSciZ−1Sii fSi .
E Experimental Case Study - IOA Conference
Proceeding Manuscript
E.1 Introduction
A drive towards leaner engineering has seen the use of physical prototypes become
a limiting factor in the development of new products. Consequently, alternative
prototyping methods are of interest. With their ability to reduce cost, time to
market and optimise products to higher levels of performance and reliability, virtual
methods are generally considered the way forward. Methods for virtual prototyping
with respect to visual design and engineering (i.e CAD and CAE) are particularly
well developed. Unfortunately, the same cannot be said in the realm of acoustics.
Although numerical methods such as FEA and BEM are able to predict, with some
accuracy, the passive properties of an assembly, they lack the ability to conﬁdently
model the complex behaviour of vibro-acoustic source mechanisms. Consequently,
the adoption of any virtual acoustic prototyping (VAP) methodology will require
some element of experimental work. While attempts have been made at establishing
an experimentally based VAP framework [7], lack of measurement protocols and clear
guidelines has seen its adoption within industry hindered. It is therefore the aim
of this paper to introduce a set of methodologies that together provide the tools
required to construct virtual assemblies for use in the prediction of vibro-acoustic
quantities. The aims of this paper may be more speciﬁcally stated as:
1 Introduce an independent characterisation method for sources of structure-
borne sound.
2 Recap the classical impedance summation approach for dynamic sub-structuring.
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3 Introduce a novel method for determining the independent transfer properties
of resilient coupling elements.
4 Provide an experimental case study utilising the above methodologies.
E.2 Source Characterisation: Blocked Force Method
The aim of any characterisation method is to determine some quantity that describes
both the active and passive behaviour of a source in such a way that it may be used to
make forward predictions under operational conditions. Depending on the method
used this quantity may or may not be an independent property of the source. In
this section the blocked force is introduced as an independent source quantity and
an in-situ measurement method outlined.
With the characterisation of structure-borne sources having been a topic of interest
for many decades numerous works have been completed in the ﬁeld. Consequently,
numerous methods have been put forward, including free velocity, operational inter-
face force [30], blocked force [13, 56], the source descriptor [31], the characteristic
power, mirror power and maximum available power [32] and pseudo forces [33]. Of
these, the only standardised method (BS ISO 9611) is currently the free velocity.
However, regardless of its standardisation the free velocity approach is seldom used
in practise. Its lack of uptake may be put down to the practicality of simulating
the required `freely suspended' mounting condition as well as the potential variation
in mounting conditions between characterisation and installation. A more com-
mon approach is the operational force method, notably within the automotive and
aerospace sector [30, 46]. The operational force method, also referred to as inverse
force identiﬁcation, forms the basis of classical TPA (transfer path analysis) and has
the advantage that it allows for measurements to be made in-situ, thus avoiding the
discrepancy between mounting conditions. However, the operational forces obtained
are not independent of the assembly and therefore signiﬁcantly restrict the transfer-
ability of data. The blocked force approach aims to combine the advantages of both
the free velocity and operational force methods by providing an independent source
quantity from in-situ measurements.
Before considering the blocked force method it is perhaps useful to acknowledge the
inverse force identiﬁcation methodology which has become more or less standard
practice. Let us consider two sub-structures, A and B, coupled at one or more
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contact points, c, such that they form the assembly C. Sub-structure A may be con-
sidered a source when excited by a set of unknown, inaccessible internally operating
forces at o, as in Figure 8.1.
A
B
c
b
a
o
fCcC
(a) Operational
force
A
B
c
b
a
o
fAc
vCc = 0
(b) Blocked
force
Figure 8.1: Source-receiver diagrams for operational and blocked forces.
Whilst in operation sub-structure B imparts a reaction force upon sub-structure A,
fCc ∈ Cn. This is a physical force and may be measured directly with the use of a
force transducer or determined inversely via,
vCc = YBccfCc =⇒ fCc = Y−1BccvCc (E.22)
where for an n degree of freedom (DOF) system, vCc ∈ Cn is the operational ve-
locity vector of the coupled assembly at the contact interface c and YBcc ∈ Cn×n
is the contact interface mobility matrix of the (uncoupled) sub-structure B. This
operational force is dependent upon the dynamic behaviour of sub-structure B and
is therefore not an independent property of the source.
Suppose the source-receiver interface c were restrained such that vCc = 0, i.e the
interface is blocked. With the inﬂuence of sub-structure B now removed, whatever
force occurs at the interface is a property of sub-structure A and its internal forces
only. In order for this restraint to be enforced a particular force must act at the
interface, thus restricting its motion. This is the blocked force. It is worth noting
that the blocked force is a ﬁctional force and does not exist in reality, for it would
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require an inﬁnite impedance to truly restrain the interface. Nonetheless, it was
shown by Moorhouse et al. [13] that the blocked force could be measured in-situ,
i.e. without having to remove the source from its intended installation, using a
similar inverse approach to that of Equation (E.22). The ﬁrst equation of note is
the following,
vCc = YCcc f¯Ac , (E.23)
where for an n DOF system, f¯Ac ∈ Cn is the blocked force vector of sub-structure A
at contact interface c, YCcc ∈ Cn×n is the coupled mobility matrix measured at the
contact interface and vCc ∈ Cn is the operational velocity of the coupled assembly
at the contact interface. The blocked force f¯Ac may be considered the solution to the
above and solved for via the inverse mobility matrix Y−1Ccc . The determination of
f¯Ac therefore requires a two part, passive and active measurement for YCcc and vCc
respectively. YCcc is a symmetric matrix (YCcc = Y
T
Ccc
), measured with the source
not in operation, whilst the vector vCc is measured with the source in operation.
Often when dealing with real life structures access is limited and the contact interface
cannot be excited adequately. In such a case the response DoF may be relocated
to b where forces may be applied with greater ease and following equation used to
determine the blocked force vector f¯Ac ,
vCb = Y
T
Ccb
f¯Ac (E.24)
where YTCcb = YCbc ∈ Cm×n is the coupled transfer mobility matrix between some
set of arbitrary remote measurement positions b and the contact interface c, and
vCb ∈ Cm is the operational velocity of the coupled assembly at the remote points b.
The same two part measurement procedure is required as above, this time however
as the operational responses are measured away from the contact interface Equation
E.24 facilitates over-determination. In order to form a determined solution the
number of remote points b, m, must be equal to the n DoFs being solved for, m = n.
It is often desirable to solve the over-determined problem (m > n) as this provides a
least squares solution, and has been shown to lead to reduced inversion error when
implemented successfully. In such a case the standard matrix inverse is replaced by
the pseudo inverse. When access to the contact interface is unrestricted Eqs E.23
and E.24 may be used in tandem to provide an over-determined solution,
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{
vCc
vCb
}
=
[
YCcc
YTCcb
]
f¯Ac (E.25)
where the partitioned matrix formed from YCcc and Y
T
Ccb
is ∈ C(n+m)×n and the
partitioned vector formed from vCc and vCb is ∈ C(n+m).
Once blocked forces have been determined they may be transferred between assem-
blies and used in the forward prediction of vibro-acoustic quantities via a suitable
transfer function, HCdc . This transfer function must be for that of the coupled
assembly and may be measured directly or predicted using a methodology such as
dynamic sub-structuring.
vCd = HCdc f¯Ac (E.26)
E.3 Dynamic Sub-structuring: Impedance Approach
Often when predicting structure-borne sound and vibration it is convenient to model
an assembly in such a way that the frequency response functions (FRFs, also referred
to as transfer functions) of the individual subsystems are obtained independently,
then coupled together mathematically. This method is referred to as `dynamic sub-
structuring' (DS). Whilst the concept itself dates back as far as the 1960s, only in
more recent years, with advancements in data acquisition has this technique become
a useful tool in experimental vibro-acoustics [136]. An important requirement for
this sub-structuring methodology is that the FRFs of the individual subsystems are
obtained in a transferable manner, i.e. they are solely a property of the subsystem
they represent. Since its conception numerous DSS methodologies have been devel-
oped. With the physics of the problem remaining unchanged these methods simply
go about applying compatibility and equilibrium conditions between neighbouring
elements in a diﬀerent manner. The approach presented below may be referred
to as the `classical impedance approach' and is, in the author's opinion, the most
straightforward in terms of its implementation.
It is well understood from electro-mechanical analogues [157], that the coupled point
impedance of two sub-structures is equal to the sum of the individual sub-structures
impedances. Written simply as,
ZCc = ZAc + ZBc (E.27)
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capitalised subscripts denote the sub-structure, whilst lower case denotes the cou-
pling point. It is the application of this concept that allows us to form the classical
impedance approach. Each sub-structure to be coupled must be deﬁned in terms of
its mobility matrix, which may be measured or modelled across an arbitrary number
of points, providing that it includes those that are to be coupled. As coupling re-
quires the summation of point impedances at connecting nodes, the mobility matrix
of each sub-structure is ﬁrst inverted, and subsequently block diagonalised so as to
obtain the block diagonal impedance matrix,
Zdiag =

Y1
−1
Y2
−1
. . .
YN
−1
 (E.28)
Each column of Zdiag corresponds to an excitation at a given point on our uncou-
pled system, whilst each row corresponds to the response at a given point. By
summing the rows and columns corresponding to the coupling nodes we obtained
the impedance matrix of our coupled system. Such a summation is carried out con-
veniently by pre and post multiplication of the boolean localisation matrix, L and
its transpose. Details on the construction of L can be found in the appendix of [136].
ZC = LZdiagL
T (E.29)
Once the coupled impedance matrix, ZC , has been determined the coupled mobility
matrix, YC , may be obtained through inversion.
YC = Z
−1
C (E.30)
Providing that the source mobility is included as an element in its formulation, YC
may be used in conjunction with the blocked force of Equation E.26, allowing for
predictions to be made on a `virtual' assembly that may not physically exist. As men-
tioned previously, the above approach is reliant upon the individual sub-structure
mobilities being determined independently. This is generally considered less of a
problem for source and receiver sub-structures as their FRFs may be obtained ex-
perimentally through an approximated `free' suspension or generated numerically
using modelling techniques such as FEA. The problem arises in the case of cou-
pling elements, particularly those that are of a resilient nature. Unlike source and
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receiver sub-structures, resilient elements can only be measured whilst installed in
some form of assembly, therefore methods for determining a reliable/independent
quantity are limited. In the following section a novel in-situ measurement method
for determining independent properties of coupling elements will be presented.
E.4 In-Situ Isolator Characterisation
Unlike source and receiver mobilities which may be measured directly, the inde-
pendent property required for the characterisation of a resilient element [114], the
dynamic transfer stiﬀness, is not so easily attained. Current methods [103, 111] in-
cluding international standard BS ISO 10846 not only require cumbersome test rigs
which necessitate that the resilient element be removed from its assembly, but their
applications are generally limited to low frequencies. The following approach aims
to provide a convenient and ﬂexible method that allows for the dynamic transfer
stiﬀness to be obtained in-situ and over a considerable frequency range.
Consider the SIR (source-isolator-receiver) system shown in Figure 8.2, whereby the
sub-structure I may be made up of multiple isolators. If we consider the source
inactive, the transfer impedance across I is deﬁned as,
f¯Cc2 = ZIc2c1vCc1 (E.31)
I
c1 c2
S
R
Figure 8.2: General source-isolator-receiver system.
where for an n DOF interface, f¯Cc2 ∈ C
n
2 is a resultant blocked force vector (with
¯denoting the blocked condition) at interface c2 due to an applied velocity vector,
vCc1 ∈ C
n
2 , and ZIc2c1 ∈ C
n
2
×n
2 is the transfer impedance matrix relating the two
[14]. The blocked condition at c2 eﬀectively removes the inﬂuence of the receiver
structure on the transfer impedance. Similarly, an applied velocity at c1 is applied
irrespective of the source structures passive response. We can therefore assume that
the transfer impedance is independent of both the source and receiver and is solely
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a property of the isolator. The transfer impedance ZIc2c1 may be obtained through
the inversion of a measured contact interface mobility matrix,[
ZCc1c1 ZIc1c2
ZIc2c1 ZCc2c2
]
=
[
YCc1c1 YCc1c2
YCc2c1 YCc2c2
]−1
. (E.32)
The dynamic transfer stiﬀness, relating force to displacement rather than velocity,
may be obtained by multipling ZIc2c1 by iω,
iωZIc2c1 = KIc2c1 . (E.33)
The above method harbours no limitations with regards to the impedance of the
coupling element, providing that it is linear and time invariant. Moreover, the
method is not restricted to use on resilient elements under linear compression and
may be applied to elements under any level of pre-load providing that the applied
forces during operation remain locally linear. An experimental validation of the
above methodology may be found in [132] along with an extension to cater for
rotational degrees of freedom and remote measurement positions.
E.5 Case-Study
The case study presented below involves the construction of virtual assembly, whereby
a 4 footed electric pump is resiliently mounted to a perspex plate. The same as-
sembly has been constructed physically for validation purposes. Due to hardware
limitations only the out-of-plane z degrees of freedom (DOF) were considered, how-
ever the above methodologies may be extended to cater for in-plane and rotational
DOF.
Figure 8.3: Diagrammatic illustration of case study.
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The active and passive properties of the electric pump source were ﬁrst to be de-
termined. For the measurement of free mobility, as required by the dynamic sub-
structuring methodology, the source was suspended via elastic bungee cords and the
contact interface mobility matrix measured. The source was resiliently mounted to
a diﬀerent assembly and its blocked forces were determined. The two part mea-
surement procedure outlined in Section E.2 was followed. First the coupled contact
interface mobility matrix was measured. The pump was then turned on and the op-
erational velocities recorded. Blocked forces were then determined as per Equation
E.23. Similarly to the source, the free mobility of the perspex receiver plate was
measured by mounting said plate on a set of soft resilient mounts. Whilst measuring
the receiver plate's mobility an additional point was included so as to facilitate an
operational prediction at a remote location.
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Figure 8.4: Sub-structured and directly measured transfer mobilities between
each foot of the source to the remote receiver point.
Lastly, the resilient elements coupling the source and receiver were characterised
using the in-situ method presented in Section 3. The same approach was adopted
as in [132] where the resilient elements were mounted between two mass like struc-
tures. The measurement and subsequent inversion of the contact interface mobility
matrix yielded an independent transfer impedance. It is important to note that
the method outlined in Section 2 determines an independent transfer impedance.
The point impedances obtained are still properties of the assembly and therefore
not transferable. However, it is well known that below the ﬁrst internal resonance a
resilient mount will behave as a massless spring, corresponding to point and transfer
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impedances of equal magnitude. The full impedance matrix of the coupling element
may thus be built from the transfer properties alone.
Taking the passive properties of each element and following the method outlined in
Section 3 the coupled mobility of the assembly was determined. With 4× 4 source
and 5×5 receiver mobility matrices, the resultant coupled mobility matrix was 9×9.
Shown in Figure 8.4 are the directly measured (on the physical assembly) and sub-
structured transfer mobilities between each foot of the source and the remote receiver
point. It can be seen that a reasonable prediction is achieved across the majority of
the frequency range, up to approximately 3kHz. Above this noise contaminates the
prediction. This noise is a result of the limited dynamic range of the hardware used
in the isolator characterisation. Moreover, a slight over prediction can be observed in
the low frequency range across all predictions. It is proposed that this is a result of
neglected rotational and in-plane DoFs that may contribute to the physical coupling
mechanisms at lower frequencies. Regardless of these errors, these results clearly
demonstrate the potential of both the in-situ isolator characterisation and dynamic
sub-structuring methodologies presented above.
Following the prediction of the assembly's coupled mobility matrix the blocked forces
(determined from an alternate assembly) may be applied and an operational predic-
tion made for the remote receiver point.
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Figure 8.5: Operational response of assembly at remote measurement point. Re-
sponses measured directly and predicted (using sub-structured and directly mea-
sured transfer mobilities) using blocked forces determined from another assembly.
Lower plot shows the above in one third octave bands with ± 5dB for greater
clarity.
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Shown in Figure 8.5 are a pair of operational predictions along with a directly mea-
sured velocity response. Shown in red is the sub-structured prediction made using
the predicted mobility presented in Figure 8.4. In blue is an equivalent prediction
made using the directly measured mobility, also shown in Figure 8.4. Lastly, in
black is the directly measured velocity response made whist the physical assembly
was in operation. It can be seen that a reasonable prediction is obtained across the
majority of the frequency range. At low frequencies the result of the over predicted
sub-structured mobilities can be seen to contaminate predictions. Moreover, the
eﬀect of the high frequency noise error can also be seen. Regardless of these errors
the results provide a promising account of the above methodologies and hopefully
highlights their potential applications.
Once the virtual assembly has been constructed elements may be replaced or mod-
iﬁed at will, allowing for quick design changes to be assessed quantitatively (or
subjectively if the prediction is auralised) i.e. the installation of diﬀerent isolators
or additional damping in receiver structure.
E.6 Conclusion
With the aim of providing a set of tools for the construction for virtual assem-
blies, three experimentally based methodologies have been introduced, namely; in-
situ blocked force characterisation, impedance based dynamic sub-structuring and a
novel in-situ isolator characterisation method. Through an experimental case-study
it has been shown that together these methods allow for the accurate prediction
of both passive and active responses across a `virtual' assembly. Some errors were
encountered, although it is believed that these are due to neglected DoFs and that
additional hardware would counter this.
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